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(1-r,t-b) Diana Liu enjoys herself
on the ice as Elizabeth Russell
focuses more on staying upright;
A group of Subbies see how many
people they can fit in the urn;
Adriana Black and Austin Rundus battle the weather conditions
in the Bio room as Mr. Stone tries
to keep teaching; Zoe Schein
shows what she does to snowballs
that don't listen; Sophomores and
Juniors are happy to be back at
school.
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"Fallowing the
success of the lllini
football team, and
seeing them get to
the Rose Bowl was
awesome!"
-- Lizzy Warner
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"Getting to state in
cross country when
all the haters said 1
couldn't do it."
-- Malcolm Taylor

Making

Memories
2007-2008 was a school year full of change. These
changes were prevalent throughout the year, and many of them
for the better. Dr. Steve Epperson, named the new interim principal, was appreciated for his approachable style and has had a
decidedly positive impact on the school. Thanks to contributions
from parents and Student Council, Uni Gym was outfitted with
a new speaker system, floor, wall pads and backboards. Early in
the year, Derald's Catering shut down its location on Springfield
and Matthews, spiking pizza sale revenue for Uni 's clubs and
sports teams. Meanwhile, proactive students formed One Club
to unite community service-oriented clubs in an effort to make a
bigger impact on Champaign-Urbana and the world. Uni High
Activism Club (UHAC) organized a successful community-wide
panel to discuss health care reform. United for Uganda dubbed
March "UFU Month" but made an impact throughout the year
with an educational assembly, junior-senior Lock-In, lunchtime
food sales, and more.
In November, the junior class and Student Council
sponsored a school-wide ice skating party at the University of
Illinois Ice Arena. Nature made her own freezes, disrupting
extracurricular events and forcing numerous make-up days for
snow and temperature cancellations. Back indoors, lounge sponsor history teacher Chris Butler enforced numerous closings due
to students ' messes in the popular hangout spot. Most students
got the hint and the lounge is now a cleaner place. Student Council rejuvenated Spirit Week with new contests and music in the
hallways, followed by a smooth and interesting Agora Days.
As students venture through Uni they have the ability to
accomplish amazing things. Whether it be organizing an event,
joining a team, or just being a loyal member of the Uni community, all Uni students band together as part of the journey.

"In Yearbook Wise
Guy said to me, 'He's
done.' I looked at his
screen and saw Brett
Favre had retired. It
was the first time I
really cried."
-- Mike Renner
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"Having to study for
finals in my classes"
-- Michelle Wong
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the Engine
During the first week of school , subfreshmen must adjust to life among their new clas mates and get used to Uni 's rigorous academic environment. All of this can be exciting , daunting ,
unfamiliar, and stressful. By the end of the week , most subbies are ready for a break and to have
time away from homework to truly get to know their peer .
The Class of 2012 experienced the perfect remedy for the fatigue from the week at the
Subbie Retreat on August 31 by traveling to Crystal Lake Park with their classmates and a few other
upperclassmen called Subbie Buddies. The subbies started the day by dividing into their group led
by their Subbie Buddies to compete in the Subbie Olympics, which consisted of an egg race , sheet
volleyball , a three-legged race, water balloons , and an obstacle course.
After all this strenuous activity, the subbies gathered together to enjoy their lunch and
some free time. Some signed each other 's t-shirts, while others played board games or soccer. The
students then gathered together for one of the most exciting activities of the day - building candy
houses. This activity was made possible with the help of Uni counselor Sarah Dewhurst and for
the first-time every subfreshmen team constructed villages and mansions out of graham crackers ,
icing, gum drops, marshmallows, and various other sweets . After they were done , they got to eat
their creations, giving them a boost of energy for their final activities.
One of these activities was the Gold Rush , a combination of a scavenger hunt and capture
the flag. Many of the subbies loved trying to outsmart the teachers and Subbie Buddies. However,
next came the grand finale and the most famous tradition at the retreat- tug-of-war. As ubbies in
the beginning scrambled to their teams yelling and discussing the best strategy to win , the best sight
was during the end when everyone was on the ground laughing together.
Overall, the Subbie Retreat was once again a success. In fact, subfreshman Conrad Schloer
has an enthusiastic plea to the administration: "Make a freshman retreat!!!! "

(Based on Subbie votes):
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RBD:
PINK:

BLUB:
GREEN:
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Gold Rush 22%
T-shirt Signing 11%
Water Balloon Fight 11%
Candy Houses 22%
Other/Undecided 34%

CLASS OF 2012

"The most memorable
thing at the retreat was
when we played "find
the painted rocks. " That
was really fun when we
tricked the teachers and
subbie buddies. "
-- Vivian Hagerty

"The subbie buddies
were really nice.
Its helpful to know
other people (even
if they're only freshmen) in Uni. "
-- Kathleen Kohl

"The retreat was a
good way to get to
know everyone s personality and I feel it
allowed us to shake
off the difficulties of
school."
-- Will Erickson

(l-r, t-b): Hannah Johlas leaves her signature on afellow
classmates shirt to commemorate their retreat experience
together; Ezra Winter-Nelson, Simeon Washington, and
Joseph Song enjoy the tug-of-war as Brandon Lin looks
on; Charlie Bullock is astounded by the amount of sweets
before him; Steven Morse thinks he is an airplane as he
clears an obstacle; Vivian Hagerty prepares to pour her
drink on a protesting Hoda Sayegh; DeAndre LeNoir is
terribly distressed by the Jumanji board game during
lunch.
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Detour for

some Culture
After a successful debut last year, MPAG (Multicultural Parent Advisory Group) expanded the Uni High Cultural Fair even further. As their first
measure , they extended the event to two hours of the school day on October 12
from last year's fifty minutes. This gave more time for people to visit most of
the over thirty booths who were representing a different culture at Uni Gym.
While the food that many booths offered remained an important feature of the fair, there were many more activities available for students. Weeks
before the impending day, MPAG hosted a poster contest with the theme , "From
Inequity to Social Justice: Developing a Uni-Vision." The winners ' art were
then displayed during the fair. The culture fair opened by giving recognition
to these students as well as the parents and students that organized the event.
After the applause, students
"I really liked the Af
waited eagerly in line to see the
rican dance this year.
booths and eat the huge amount
It really brought the
of food available. A people ate ,
whole school together
they enjoyed various artists who
when everybody was
came to present. These pre endancing."
tations included a demonstra-- Suran Yoo
tion of the Brazilian martial arts
dance Capoeira and an interactive performance of West African drumming and dance.
However, even though the day was a success, the awareness about culture
that Uni was trying to spread did not stop after the fair. About a week later on
October 24th, MPAG prepared a panel discussion about race and ethnicity with
speakers from around the community. Each spoke about their experience with
cultural differences and how they became aware of their prejudices. As MPAG
is currently busy planning the next Culture Fair for the school, we are excited
for the next additions that are soon to come.
(1-r,t-b): A shot ofthe festivities at the Culture Fair; Anna and Costa Cangellaris
serve eager students while Kimmy Pillow
helps herself to the dessert at the Greece
booth; Ms. Harris listens as Maia Gersten
demonstrates how to use a shofar; Djibril
Camara plays an African drum outside Uni
Gym; Sanjiv Jain expounds on his ideas
about race and ethnicity during the panel
discussion; Uni students and fa culty follow
Camara s lead as they dance in the streets.
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African American, Algonquin, American Deaf Culture, Brazilian, Bulgarian, Chinese, Costa Rican, Cuban,
East Asian, French, German, Greek,
Guatemalan, Hungarian, Indian,
Irish, Islamic, Japanese, Jewish, Korean, Mexican, Middle Eastern, Norwegian, Scandinavian, Palestinian,
Polish, Puerto Rican, Spanish, Thai,
Ugandan, Vegetarian, Venezuelan.

Over the course of the year, days and weeks tend to blend together as
students and teachers find themselves in a standard routine. On October 31st, that
all changes: Students and staff members look forward to seeing what new, creative
outfits and ideas students have conjured up to frighten or amuse their classmates.
2006's Halloween celebration was a bit more extravagant with visitors
from the Kanan Boys School in Japan , but 2007 featured a return to a simple cos, . . - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - , tume contest on Halloween.
"I love Halloween beAs usual , many student showcause I get to make
cased Uni's creative flair with intria complete @$$ of
cate and well-thought-out co tumes ,
myselfand nobody can
from rapper Flavor Flav to nursery
say anything about
rhyme icon Little Miss Muffet.
it. "
Students hurried to Uni Gym at
-- Zoe Schein
the sound of the lunchtime bell and
began lined up for the judging. The
raucous crowd served as the judges
and the top three were chosen by applause. The winners were subrfeshman Dax Earl as "A Nerd," junior Jeremy Kernball as "Shaun" from the well known movie Shaun of the Dead, and senior Zoe
Schein as "Esther Pearle McLebowitz" from the U ni Class of 1908.
Student Council funded box loads of candy for the contest participants. The
remaining candy was flung playfully into the crowd where students jostled to catch
their favorite treats. Eventually the fun of receiving candy for free turned into a
mad game of dodgeball a people flung bags and bars at each other. In the end, not
one was hurt and everyone left the gym with some candy for the afternoon.

1.
Erick Dietz as
"Calvin and Hobbes''

2.

L...----------------....1

3.

A Suprise Escape
from Finals
In the past, Uni 's Winter Surprise Party marked the beginning of a muchneeded break for students and staff. The administration had different plans for the
2007-2008 school year as the "Suprise Party" was held on the final day of regular
classes. Serving as a relaxing break before the next two days of finals, the atmosphere
was only a little less jubilant.
Some traditions remained unchanged as the Madrigals led a parade of Uni students
out of their eighth period classes and r---------------- -...,
into Uni Gym. Once everyone was "I really enjoyed Clemseated, the Madrigals performed sev- ent and Ethan s Jazz
eral holiday classics , including the fan- duet. I think it really
favorite "Fum Fum Fum." To follow added something new
there were , as always, several skits per- and fun to the party.
-- ArifNelson
formed by the students and teachers of
various courses. The Spanish, Chemistry, and Japanese classes prepared singing , dancing, and acting performances.
A new addition to this year's celebra- ~---------------~
tion was a jazz ensemble featuring music teacher Mr. Murphy on piano, junior Clement
Dossin on clarinet and saxophone, and senior Ethan Berl on the trumpet.
After all of the e events , history teacher Chris Butler graced the student body with
his much-awaited rendition of "The Gingerbread Man." While in past years Mr. Butler 's satirical reading of the classic story brought the event to an end, this year it only
led to more excitement as Uni 's notoriously hungry students were let loose to attack
the tables of food along the gym walls. Parents neatly arranged a table of snacks and
for the first time included an area of "peanut free" foods.
}J

Locking the Doors for

the Night

Proving to be a big success last year for both the junior/senior and the sophomore/freshmen/subbie lock-ins, United For Uganda (UFU) convinced the administration to once again allow them to lock students in the building overnight. UFU charged
$20 per person to raise money for the Invisible Children in Uganda.
This year the administration agreed to have only one lock-in open only to
juniors and seniors. However, the lock-in started with a dance that welcomed sophomores as well. As people checked in for
"There were some people
the night and settled into the various
sick on UFU that night,
open rooms, the dance died down and
so we were kind of disthe lock-in began. The evening picked
organized in the beginup as the students listened to the music
ning, but!thinkwepulled
by Patrick Mustain, whose songs were
through in the end and
mainly inspired by Uganda. The energy
everyone hadfun. "
jumped another notch in Uni Gym with
- Marika lyer
a game of glow-in-the-dark dodgeball,
....._---------------~ which eventually became a standard
game of dodgeball because, although the balls glowed, they didn 't glow enough to
prevent people from stumbling over each other.
As the night continued, people settled in with their friends and entertained
themselves with video games, cards, or talking in the lounge. Some people crashed
early and went to sleep in a dark room, while others helped themselves to the plethora
of dessert options laid out on the kitchen tables. In the morning there was breakfast of
pancakes and Mr. Stone's spinach dish. Everyone looked exhausted. Some had slept at
least a little, but everyone was dreading the day ahead. Many, to the administration's
dismay, called in sick on the following Monday, either to catch up on sleep and homework or because they were actually sick from staying up all night. Because of this, U ni
has probably had its last lock-in, at least for a while, but it was enjoyable for all who
attended.

YEARBOOK POLL
!.Midnight snack-- everyone enjoyed
ice cream or delectable pies in the middle of the night.
2.Guest guitarist-- Patrick Mustain
united everyone with unique lyrics.
3.Video game room-- Guitar hero.
Rock Band, and Halo 3 entertained people throughout the night.
4.Giow-in-the-dark Dodgeball-- light
or no light, people got competitive.
5.Dance-- while few felt like dancing.
those who did enjoyed themselves.
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"I had a lot ofjun.
It was nice to be in
school all night without having to do any
schoolwork. "
--Aliisa Rantanen

"The game room was
kind of lame because
5000 [people] hung out
there, and that's all they
did. But otherwise it was
great "
--Russell Prochaska

s:=

(l-r, t-b): Mike Renner and Frankie Mcfarland display their ultimate game playing faces; Ranny Ma, Deborah Ladd, and
Adriana Black try their hardest to get some
rest; Malcolm Tay lor feels a cabbage patch
coming on; Patrick Mustain plays some of
his tunes on his guitar; Samantha Ngyuen
and Eunice How sleepily enjoy their ice
cream; Josh Chung grins as others play
an intense game of Halo 3,· James Smith
and Lor Sligar enjoy a laugh together in
the hallway,· Tuli Bera and Michelle Wong
get close with each other during the dance
portion of the lock-in; Rachel Hurley has
been awake for way too many hours in a
row, and is not afraid to show it.

LOUD MUSIC

(1-r, t-b): Tanya Denisova and Anna Rubakhina
show their moves on the dance floor; girls make
a grindline at the UFU lock-in dance; Nile Hamer DJs with his crew; Albert Anastasio prepares
for a dance-off with Kahlilah Cooke.

1. Low by Flo Rida

2. Crank That by Soulja Boy
3. Whine Up by Kat DeLuna
4 . Take Me There by Sean Kingston
5. Kiss Kiss by Chris Brown
6. Everytime We Touch by Cascada
7. Stronger by Kanye West
8. Pop, Lock, & Drop It by Huey
9. Get Low by Lil Jon
10. The Way I Are by Timbaland feat.
Keri Hilson

(l-r, t-b ): Dan Lilly and Erika Belmont
join Neil Pearson and Elizabeth Allen
on the dance floor; Rachel Harmon
and Lor Sligar take a quick break from
dancing; Johnny and Joy Shapley look
sharp; students get in touch with their
Spanish side with the macarena; Mike
Zhivov gazes Lovingly at Joey Smith;
Holden Bucher, Malcolm Taylor, and
Jasmine Alvarado express themselves;
upperclassmen dance the night away.
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"A lot of the guys are too
shy to dance, which kind
ofsucks, because they're
qfraid to release their
inhibitions. "
-- Ethan Schiller

"The dances seem to
have been better this year
comparedto lastyear,
especially since grinding
is allowed again. "
-- Erin Hayes

Filling up on

School Spirit
In the past years, Spirit Week has been somewhat lackluster and short of what
one would call "spirit." However this year, Student Council and Executive President
Micah Berman was determined to change the expectations that once again fell on this
week. In order to raise the school's morale, Student Council tried to think of unique
activities that were more hands-on and involving. The biggest change this year were the
lunch activities that took place during the week at Uni Gym or the first floor ofUni. From
sack races to bake-offs, many different
students competed in whichever ac"Who doesn 't like
tivity that were interested in. Another
dressing up?
interesting addition to Spirit Week was
I love it I"
the music that played in between pass--Nora Peterson
ing periods on the second floor of the
school which proved to be a huge success to keep students pumped during
the day.
~------------------------------~ While some things were new, the traditional Spirit Week themes included Animal Day, Twin Day or Teacher/Student Switch
Day, Look Ugly Day, Career Day, and Pajama Day. By the end of the week, many students were then excited for the finale at the last day of Spirit Week. However, due to an
unexpected snow day, the school day and assembly scheduled for Friday, were cancelled.
In the end, even if students could not come to school in their pajamas and see teachers
sumo-wrestling, it was obvious that the spirit aspect had returned to Uni.

(t-b) Students line up in Uni Gym ready for
chariot races; Tahar Bowen-Pinto and Kareem Sayegh put on their game faces to race;
twin day comes in the form of sextuplets this
year
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(l-r; t-b) : Alan Liang shows off his intense
dancing skills at the "Dance Off; " Chris
Nguyen and Ezra Winter-Nelson race to get
their frozen t-shirt on first; Cristina Gratton embraces her inner cat; Adam Joesph
knows his future; Micah Berman loves his
neon colors; Andrew Han and Jason He exhibit their similarities. Side-bar: The sophomore boys know that bigger is better; the
subbie girls stick together; Vaishnavi Giridaran trusts her group; this group knows
being fast is all that matters.

LOOK UGLY DAY

TWIN DAY

FASTEST PYRAMID

Rest Stop
As usual, Agora Days was a welcome respite from the rigors of school.
Although classes were still in session, students , faculty and those associated with Uni
had the opportunity to teach subjects they were interested in outside of the normal
curriculum. This year, signing up for classes was a smooth process thanks to Mr.
Garvey and Micah Berman and their online request system. Seniors and juniors were
given first priority to choose the classes they wanted out of the 113 courses. Out of
the choices , there seemed to be a surge of dance classes including salsa, swing , ballet,
hip-hop , and even a class on how to twirl like a Shark from West Side Story, all of
which were popular with the students. In addition to the staple favorites such as cooking classes and video game classes , there were several new classes offered this year
including DIY Crafts , taught by Ms . Linder and senior Kimmy Pillow, and a class on
, . . . . - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - . Sneak Gardens taught by sophomore
"Agora Days we~ a nice
Hadley Hauser and Andrew Weiss , a
break from our daily rouU of I faculty member.
tine. Myfavorite class was
Besides classes offered at
lYfr. Bean during eight hour
Uni , two groups went to volunteer
since I got to ~lax at the
their time outside of school. A group
endoftheday."
of 30 students went with Mr. Beesley
-Edward Hsieh
and Ms. Tyson during the morning
--~--------------~
periods to tutor Bottenfield elementary
students. These Uni students spent two periods of their day aiding elementary students
in different topics, such as math and physics. Not only did the elementary students
find the experience rewarding and fun , but the tutors did as well. Stories about the
elementary students were commonly heard on the ride back to Uni filled with smiles
and laughter. On the last day, the Uni students were all saddened to leave and both
the tutors and the elementary students knew they would miss each other.
Another volunteer group consisting of 17 juniors and seniors that went to
Clarksdale, Mississippi with Mr. Sutton and Doug Mynatt to help Habitat for Humanity. The group spent the week building a house in Clarksdale for low-income
residents. They primarily mudded and sanded the ceiling but also had the opportunity
to paint walls. In the evenings the group spent time in discussion and experienced a
completely different culture firsthand. Many were also exposed for the first time to the
highly religious atmosphere at Mississippi and learned to understand the dynamics of
the neighborhood. "The relationships we build with each other and with all the people
we meet is what makes the trip worthwhile , not the amazing food , or great blues, or
stimulating conversations and discussions ," said junior Teddy Zamora-Mills .

(1-r, t-b): Mr. Sutton, Anna Cangellaris,
Rachel Hurley, Doug Mynatt and Sheri
Grill take a breakfrom mudding the ceiling to pose; Angie Jin and Ruthie Welch
paint diligently during the Habitat trip,·
Bhaskar Vaidya, Adam Tiouririne, and
Carter Hutchens focus on the screen;
Eric Chen works on his soma cube; Aran
Yoo and Lizzy Warner make cookies in a
Typical Cooking Class,· Emily Chu enjoys
her pasta; Jamie Weiser and Zoe Schein
loveD YI Crafts; Brittany Scheid is happy
that its Agora Days,· Noel Knox shows
off his Euchre skills.

(l-r, t-b): Aishwarya Gautam
Irate on her knitting; Ben Lee
out to try a cookie; Maritza Mestre
her finger; Isaac Radnitzer is
on the video game; Suran
time with a student; Hannah .....,"',,"v·J"'J'l
and Kimberle Pillow design a
Sian Best, Diana Liu, and Tuli Bera
hard at work in ChemicallJemonstra-i
tions; Aramael Pena-Alcantara
Ryosuke Minami look at their caj(CU.tallJlj
programs.

2008 Agora Classes
( 47 Academic - 16 Movies - 45 Crafts/ O ther)
Laser Light and the Quest for Perfect Vi ion
Mars: The Red Planet
Modem Problems and Historical Solutions
Japanese Lang. and Culture for the Beginners
Typical Cooking Class
Art of3D Modeling
Ballet Class
Bughouse
Badminton
. Competitive Swimming
. o More College
. Elementary School Mentoring
. Muslim Women: Voice [mage and Politic
. Polyominoes and Soma Cubes
. Chemical Demonstrations
. Latin Certamen Ill
. Chinese Language
. DrY Crafts
. Video Field Production
.Halo3
. Team Building Game
. Girls Basketball
. Arrested Development
. The Truth Behind Disney
. Back to Kindergarten
. What You Can Learn from the Magic School Bus
. Race and Racism in America
. Bring On the Sneak Garden !
. VIkings
. Explorations with Mathernatica
. Salsa Dance
. intendo Class
. Cricket for Beginners
. Advanced Ultimate Frisbee
. Bill and Ted's EXCELLENT Adventures
. Muppet Show 2

37. Bundesliga Live
38. MacGyveri ms: Fact or Fiction
39. Harry Potter auf Deutsch
40. Rocket cience
41. Latin Certamen IV
42. Ken Bums' Civil War
43. Nanotechnology: What Is & Who does at UIUC
44. Japane e peech Writing
45 . World Food
46. PLD lt: A Laid-Back Hip-Hop Course
4 7. Xbox 360 Gears of War and Halo 3
48. 80s and Robots
49. Will Smith Class
50. German Trip 2008
51 . Yearbook Staff Deadline Completion
52. Computer Arithmetic
53. Introduction to Brazilian Portuguese
54. Dessert Extravaganza
55. H.P. Lovecraft: The Doom That Can1e to UNl
56. Learn to Knit
57. Euchre
58. DDR
59. Belegarth
60. Edward orton Appreciation
61. Scrubs 101
62. Read Mr. Bild's Comic Collection
63 . 1MPROV
64. Cell Game Clas
65 . Gay and Lesbian Culture
66. TI-83/84 Calculator Progranlrning
67 . lt's ot Easy Being Green!!!!
68. Japan Trip 2008
69.lntroduction to Cake Decorating
70. Learn to Dance SWlNG!
71. Rubik's Cube 101 & 102
72. uclear Risk

73. Advanced Volleyball
74. Kung Fu Movie : Based on a True Story
75. House 101
76. German for Beginners
77. Globalization: The Good, the Bad, and the Ugly
78. Latin Certamen I
79. Jewi h Culture
80. Oral History Project- Women' Movement and Athletics
8 I. Defining "Multicultural" Personally
82. Americanized Cui ine
83 . Sewing for Beginners
84. A capella Singing
85.80 Points
86. Sheeo head: Your New Favorite Card Game
87. Basic TaeKwonDo
88. Yoga & Pilates
89. Eddie Izzms
90. A Rose By Any Other Name: West Side Story
91. Korean Movie
92. Hot Air Ballooning
93. The ABeeCs of illinois Bee
94. Latin Certart1en ll
95. Joumalism: Agora Days Coverage
96. Chine e Culture
97. Conversation Ideas from Students
98. Authentic Italian Pasta
99. How to Twirl Like a Shark: Gangs and Dance
100. Much Ado About Shakespeare
101. Guitar Hero
102. Rock Band 1 & U
103. Girl 'Soccer
104. Basketball Open Gym
105. Futurama
106. Mr. Bean
107. Prom Committee
108. Humane Society Volunteer Project

(l-r, t-b): Aaron Kelter reads a comic
book; Vaishnavi Giridaran dances in
the DDR class; Kahlilah Cooke and
Serena Schatz learn some moves .

Riding with Style
As small as U ni is, students here are not immune to the fashion trends that
come and go. In fact, because of Uni's small student population, once someone
brings a trend, it quickly spreads and eventually becomes an epidemic. This year has
not been an exception with boldly dressed people around every corner's turn. Many
, - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - . . . . , fashions are straight from the runways
"I'd sayfashion is a good
and magazines, while some come from
chance for selfexpression
an individual's own style.
and at Uni its especially
fun since you can be exThis year's trends for girls
perimental without fear
have been plentiful, and throughout the
of being judged. "
year, could be seen all over the school
-- Sindha Agha
ranging from subbie to senior. The
fashions that were mo t popular were
.....__ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _____. brightly colored clothing, especially
seen in skinny jeans, tights, or leggings. Also layering with vests or dresses has been
trendy. Headbands and large pendants are common accessories. As for shoes, styles
ranging from Converse to Keds when it's warmer to Ugg boots, or as Flo-Rida says,
"boots with the fur", for snowy days have been wildly popular.
On the boy's side, trends were less noticeable and affected seasonally.
Popular fashions included beanie hats, printed hoodies, and plaid shorts. An ever
increasing view of colorful or print boxer shorts became prevelant due to the sagging
jeans and a lack of belt. Also, guys have been finding bright and interesting shoes to
add to their wardrobe.

Eddie Dia:munoz presents a
complete style with his printed
hooded sweatshirt and hat.

Opposite Page (l-r, t-b): Katie Buzard
keeps up with all the fashion trends with
boots, tights, and a pendant accessory;
Tuli Bera feels warm in a printed coat;
Alan Liang's beanie hat is too big for
him; Laura Voitik models the vest layering while Deborah Ladd has an outfit with
a printed hoodie, tights, and headband;
Ammar Rizwan looks fine in his plaid
shorts. Left (1-r,):Lizzy Warner is happy in
her brightly colored shirt; Ethan Schiller
dresses with his own individual style.

(l-r) Brightly colored skinny jeans like Anna Gooier's were seen everywhere this year; popular shoes for girls include high-top converse,
boots, and slip-on keds; Rohit Palekar's clean-cut style is a display of
his keen sense offashion.

EARNER'S

ERMIT

Subbie Sports

Every year, approximately sixty new students enter Uni for the
first time as subbies. The subfreshman year in school is a learning process
in the classroom and on the athletic front as they prepare for life as high
school students. Typically teammates for the first time, the subbies have one
year to form a bond which will hopefully lead to success at higher levels of
interscholastic athletics. The Class of 2012 did not hesitate to prove their
future is bright as they exceeded expectations and set new records.
Even more impressive this year was that a majority of all the team's
contests took place away from Uni . In Cross Country, the subbies do not
ho t any meets , so they had to prepare for each and every meet on a new
course. In basketball, due to concerns about the Uni Gym floor and afety,
a limited number of home games were scheduled for both the boys and
girls teams. With the installation of a new "Sport Court" and wall pad , the
boys squad defeated Ludlow in the first game on the new surface.

Cross Country: The subbie cross cross country team took their sea on
as they would run a race: in stride. The girls team consisted of only one
runner, Shruti Vaidya, who worked hard all season. During the first few
boys meets , Ezra Winter-Nelson and Ryosuke Minami rose to the top as
the team's fastest runners until late in the season when Conrad Schloer
overtook them all at the IESA meet. The squad's best performance came
at the PBL Panther Invitational at Paxton, where many on the team ran
their best times of the season. Although no individual made it to State, the
team was able to take fifth place overall in the sectional meet.
Girls Basketball: The subbie girls basketball team reached new heights
this year. During the regular season, the team won both of their only two
home games , along with two other impressive road victories. Only two
of their losses were by double digits, showing the team's tenacious ability
to stay close. Jamie Blue and Kathy Qiu proved to be dominant inside
threats. Blue finished the season as the leading corer, leading the team in
11 out of the 14 games. Seeded fourth of five teams , Uni opened regionals against Judah Christian, a team they had already beaten earlier in the
season. Uni trounced their cross-town rivals again, and in doing so won
the first ever regional game in subbie girls history. After that, head coach
Morgan Reeder 's team had to face the number one seed, St. Matthews.
Despite the magnitude of the task, the Illineks nearly pulled off the upset,
losing by four points.
Boys Basketball: The subbie boys basketball team was determined to
earn the respect of their fans and future coaches. Head coach Rick Murphy's
squad began to gel near the middle of the season despite injuries and illness.
Led by Joseph Song, Brandon Lin, Johnny Shapley, Simeon Washington ,
and Joe Easley, the lllineks entered the state tournament seeded fifth in their
sectional with a 6-4 record. In their opening regional game they defeated
Judah Christian 51-48. The competition increased in the next game as they
faced the number one seed, Chrisman Scottland. Uni pulled the upset, winning in overtime to advance to the regional championship. As the second
Uni team ever to make it this far, the boys faced host Saint Matthew. A
back-and-forth game in the first half led to a double digit third quarter
lead for St. Matt's. The Illineks refused to back down , cutting the deficit
to five points with two minutes left. In the end, the lllineks fell40-34 , and
unfortunate end to a great season that proves this group will provide plenty
of thrills as N and varsity athletes in the coming years.

(1-r, t-b): Th e team prepares a tunneLduring introductions; Joseph Song collects himself; Jamie Blue
displays beautiful fo rm for a free throw; spectators
watch Tahar Bowen-Pinto make his shot; Shruti
Vaidyafinishes her race strong.

Subfreshmen Cross Country
(1-r, t-b ): Head Coach Doug Mynatt, Ryosuke Minami, Johnny
Shapley, Steven Morse, Shruti Vaidya, Chris Nguyen, Conrad
Schloer, Ezra Winter-Nelson.

(1-r, t-b): Leah Malkovich, Sarah Heffley, Sarah Sutter, Sydne
Muchnik, Hanan Jaber, Head Coach Morgan Reeder, Marie Lill
Sarah Yockey, Jamie Blue, Abigail Radnitzer, Kathy Qiu.

Boys Subfreshmen Basketball
(1-r, t-b): Ezra Wmter-Nelson, Aramael Pena-Alacantra, Johnny
Shapley, Steven Morse, Joseph Song, Brandon Lin, Juan Chapa,
Charlie Bullock, Dax Earl, Brendan Morales-Doyle, Coach Rick
Murphy, Sid Madhubalan, Joe Easley, Thomas Lawless, Tahar BowenPinto, DeAndre LeNoir, Joey Smith, Conrad Schloer, Edward Hsieh,
Jason He.

(1-r, t-b): Ezra Winter-Nelson handles the ball; Sarah Sutter keeps the
other team from the ball as Kathy Qiu and Abigail Radnitzer stand
ready for support; Chris Nguyen runs hard; Sarah Yockey boxes out
the opponent.

RESH

ICKS
N Soccer

The U ni High junior varsity soccer team finished their season with
a 3-7-1 record, under new coach Mike Glenn. "I liked Mike," said junior
Nish Nookala. "He was very easygoing, and didn't pressure me too much.
I think that really helped me as a player."
During the beginning of the season, the Illineks had a large amount
of work to do. Much of the team was made of underclassmen who had not
played together before. The team struggled at the season's outset, losing
their first three matches. However, during their loss to Fisher, the structure
of the team finally began r - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - t
to mold. Although their "When I scored my
improvement was not third goal I was happy
apparent in comparison and because I had my
teammates there to
to final score, the offense
share that goal with me
began working together
I was even happier. "
and scored two goals.
-- Chris Mathy
This newfound chemistry
helped the Illineks defeat
Danville Schlarman and L-----------------...J
earn a draw against Warrensburg-Latham.
The success did not end there. Uni's top performance was its 4-0
victory over Unity. Freshman Chris Mathy's hat trick accounted for three
of the team's goals, with junior Richard Weisbach netting the fourth. "We
really played great," Weisbach said after the victory. "When everyone on the
team has their best game and everything clicks, playing is really fun."
At season's conclusion, the Illineks' goal scorers were Noel Knox
(6), Chris Mathy (4), Loic Hostetter (3), Richard Weisbach (2), Jasper
Maniates-Selvin (2), and Eric Fritzsche (1). "I think that this team will be
ready to step up into varsity positions in the future," said junior Noel Knox.
"I am excited for even more new experiences to come next year."

(1-r, t-b): Eric Fritzsche looks to clear; Richard Weisbach andNoel
Knox prepare their game plan for the coach ,· Jeremy Kemball
dribbles; Gordon Ruan tries to getfree; Nish Nookala saves the
ball with his head; The team gets ready for their next game.

SETTING A

REND
N Volleyball

Under the direction of new coaches, Allison Fox and Jessica
Smith, the Uni High N volleyball team never missed a beat in continuing
the recent success of Uni volleyball. The lllineks started the season strong
with victories in three of their first four matches.
The team remained competitive for the entire season finishing 7-5
overall, 5-3 in the ECIC , making this the better record than any previous
U ni N team. A highlight of the season was the match against conference
powerhouse Decatur LSA. The U ni took LSA into a third game in their first
meeting of the season and then beat them in their next match for the first time
in school history. These
"Our team accommatches , however would
plished more than I
not be the only exciting
expected at the start
event of the season. Late
of the season. We are
in the year U ni hosted a
looking forward to anjunior varsity tournament
other great season next
at Kenney Gym.This touryear."
ney included teams like
-- Jess Stewart
Heritage, GCMS , Catlin,
and Judah Christian. The L------------------'
lllineks played well, winning two matches convincingly on their home court,
and finishing fourth place overall.
"The tournament was really fun ," said junior Hannah Leskosky,
"I thought it was great because it was ours , and not many other teams get to
host their own tournaments."
Even though this year has ended, the trend of improved play should
continue as a number of players will return again next year on theN. Many
things can be expected of them as some will step up to leadership positions
on the N team as well as positions on the Varsity team.

(l-r, t-b): Rachel Harmon blocks the ball; Michelle Wong
serves the ball,· Jasmine Alvarado gets ready to serve,· Tuli
Bera spikes the ball; The team gets ready for their next
game; The team between points.

USH

OUR

N Boys Basketball

The 2007-08 boys junior varsity basketball team started off the
season with apprehension as they entered the gym not knowing what to
expect. Returning Cole Cruz had to resign due to a work conflict, so new
coaches Louis DeCosmo and Ben Kramer took over. With a large number
of returning players, the players and new coaches had to mesh quickly or the
season could be a bust.
A change in theN schedule meant Uni would play two games in
the Turkey Tourney this year, starting the season a week earlier than usual.
, . . . . - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - , The coaches looked upon
returning players such as
"I had a lot offun this
sophomores Neil Pearson,
season and I learned
Miles Bribriesco, Costas
a lot. Over the year I
Cangellaris, and Nile Hamgot to be a much better
er for leadership and stabilplayer than I was last
ity early. The lllinkes split
year."
their two tourney games,
--Costas Cangellaris
losing the first in the last
' - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ' seconds. The team's quick
start, was just a glimpse of the rest of the season.
With a deep bench consisting of nineteen players, the coaching staff
kept everyone prepared in practice and often used up to ten or more players
per game. The NB team this year also had an extensive schedule this year
and represented U ni in numerous N contests.
The top game of the year was a 33-30 victory over cross-town rival
Judah Christian. Coach DeCosmo added, "One of our stated goals for the
season was beating Judah, and this team did not disappoint." Another highlight
from the lllineks season was their 10-2 record against conference opponents
including two wins against Buckley Christ Lutherans varsity team.

(l-r, t-b) : Nile Hamer posts up, Albert Anastasio dribbles
the ball, Miles Bribriesco goes hard to the basket, David
Hjelmstad looks to drive, Richard Wang shoots a lay up,
The team during a time out.

AVINGTHE
AY
N Girls Basketball
The Uni High girls junior varsity team started out the season
under new coach Jeff Blue, looking to improve on last years season.
With an experienced starting line up led by juniors Lizzy Warner, Joy
Shapley, and sophomore Michelle Wong , this team was poised for a
breakout season. However, the team still had much to work on as a team.
They struggled at the start, going 3-7 in the first half of the season.
Neither Coach Blue nor the girls gave up , as they continued to
practice hard. This work paid off as they concluded their season winning
6 of 7 games . During this
"This year was a different
stretch of games the girls
experience. We had comhad to face their most of
plete faith in ourselves.
their toughest opponents We were given high EXin a row, beginning with pectations, andwere able
a 39-36 overtime win at to utilize the strengths of
home against perennial all ofour players to.folji/1
powerhouse Donovan. those expectations. "
Following that was a 29--Lizzy Warner
26 win over PBL and a .....__ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ___,
30-21 win over Decatur LSA . However Coach Blue remained adamant
that despite these wins, the real highlight of the year was at home on
December 13th when eleven girls scored against Bloomington Comerstone.
The team finished the season with a 9-8 record, 4-0 in the ECIC.
This was the first time in fifteen years that a U ni High girls JV team had
a winning record. "I expected to see vast improvement on a steep curve ,
but I never expected to be so successful against some of the teams we
beat. The girls just believed in themselves and each other and played
with more and more confidence every time they stepped on the floor,"
added Coach Blue.

(l-r, t-b): StefSenior goes up for a shot; Jenny Cooke drives
toward the basket; Erika Belmont shoots the ball; Heather
Lin prepares to pass to a teammate,· Joy Shapley maintains
a powerful presence in the post; the team huddles.

UMP IN THE

OAD

The Uni High boys varsity soccer team did not have very high expectations
coming into the 2007 season, losing all but three starters and a multitude of valued
substitutes from the unforgettable 17-4-1 team in 2006. Add to the equation a new
coach in Phil Anders and being forced to rely on lots of players with little or no
varsity experience, things looked bleak for the lllineks.
Despite all the preseason questions, Uni's past success continued again .
The young squad started strong winning their annual tournament with a record of
two wins and one draw. Despite a tough 5-0 defeat to arch rival Judah Christian
the Illineks pulled together and won six of their next eight games. After that the
lllineks hit a four-game losing streak
"This season was great.
that began with a loss to Champaign
We really exceeded exCentral.
pectations. I loved my
Despite the slump, there was
time on the Uni High
a belief that the team could rebound
Boys Soccer team, It
and make a run in the postseason.
was a lot offun and an
The Illineks learned they were
enjoyable experience. "
seeded second in their sectional and
-- Jake Seeley
pulled together to win their final
.....__ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ___. three regular season games.
The lllineks rode that momentum through their first two games of the
IHSA postseason tourney with victories over Monticello and Danville Schlarman,
advancing to their second straight Sectional final game. Enduring a nasty rainstorm
and chilly temperatures, Uni students, parents and staff teamed up in Monticello to
cheer on their favorite team. Teutopolis dominated in the early going, scoring two
goals in the first half and another just after the break to take control of the game.
Instead of quitting , Uni battled back in the second half. A goal by junior Carter
Hutchens, with 16:29left to go in the game narrowed the gap , and sophomore Dan
Lilly brought the soaked fans to their feet with Uni's second goal. Despite the hift
in momentum, Teutopolis was able hold off repeated Uni attacks spearheaded by
senior Jake Seeley and defeat the lllineks 3-2.
Uni loses nine seniors from the 2007 team, but as this team proved, Uni
High Soccer just reloads.

(1-r, t-b) : Dan Lilly dribbles past a Monticello def ender,· Julian Hartman splits
the def ense; Steven Prochaska prepares
a cross,· Holden holds off the attack; TJ
Bozada shows his acrobatic side ;The
team gets ready for their next game.

BICYCLE

+
LANE

BOYS SOCCER
0BJIDITtim11J
Record: 13-9-1

ECIC Record: (3-1)
Oakwood ........................................... S-1

Blue Rldae ......................................... 1-0
Fisher .................................................. l -1
Judah Christian ... ............ .................... 0-S
Mahomet-Seymour ........................ .... 0·1
Flsber ................................................. Z-0
Decatur Chrlstlan ............................. J-0
Sulllvau •••••••.•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••.•••• 2-0
Oakwood ...................... ...................... 2· 1
Iroquois West .................................... 4-0
Danville Scblarnum .......................... J-1
Champaign Central ............................ 1· 7
Warrensburg Lath ............................... 0-2
Urbana ............ .................................... O-S
Unity· Tolono ............................ ........ 1-2
St. Thomas More ................................ 0-7
Normal Calvary Bapt .......................... 5·0
Montlc:ello ......................................... 2-0
Mt. Cannel ........................................ 2-0

MonticeUo ......................................... 1-0
Danville Scblarnum •••••••••••••••••••••••••• 1-0
Teutopolis ........................................... 2-3
•Games Won In Bold

ffi1mU111

Most Valuable: ............ .Jake Seeley
Most Improved: ............ David Hjelm tad
Most Dedicated: ........... Holden Bucher
Mr. Offense: ................. Dan Lilly
Mr. Defense: ................. T. J. Bozada
Most Intense: ................ Isaac Radnitzer
Leadership: ................... T. J. Bozada
Sponsmanship: ............. Carl Pearson
Tough Illinek: ............... Stephen Prochaska

TJ Bozada
Jake Seeley
Isaac Radnitzer
Stephen Prochaska

U[D0[!!]H I U3
I. Play ing in the rain, the Illineks battled back
dow n 3-0 to Teutopolis in the second half only to
lose 3-2 in an exciting Sectional final match.
2. Uni defeats DanviUe Schlarman in Regionals
sending them to the Regional Final for the second
season in a row.
3. For the seventh straight year, the lllineks win
their own tournament to open the season.
4. Des pite not having a basebal l team , Uni
defeats Fisher for a second time, this time while
playing on a baseball field at Fisher.
5. Without starting goalie Isaac Radnitzer, the
lllineks win the regular season match-up against
rival Danville Schlarman with reserve goalie Nile
Hamer in the net.

(l-r, t-b): Jake Seeley shows
his dominance; Sam Imlay
scores; Alex Zhai dribbles out
of trouble.

0:mllliEI11J
Record: 20-11
ECIC Record: (9-3)
Oakwood ............................................. L 0-2
Atwood-HIUDIIIOIId ........................... W l-0

KioaUd South Fork ···-·-···············-· W 2-0
Morrisonville ...................................... L 0-2
Bement .................... ...... ...................... L 0-2
Morrisonville ...................................... L 0-2
Buckley Christ Lutheran··········-··-· W 2-1
Decatur Christian ··-···--···--···--··--· W l-0
Westville··--··--··---------·············--· W2-1
Georgetown-Ridge Farm .................. .. L 1-2
Heritage,............................................. W 2-1
Salt Fork ............................................ W l-0
St. lbomas More ................................ L0-2
Nonnal Calvary Baptist ...................... L 1-2
DeLand-Weldon--··--··--······--·--····- Wl-0
Fisher .................................................. L 0-2
Decatur Lutheran ................................ L 0-2
Judah Christian ............................._ W l-0
Atwood-HIUDIIIOIId ........................... W 2-1
Buckley Christ Lutheran ................. W 2-0

Decatur Christian --··-···--····--·---·- W l-0
Normal Calvary Baptist·······-··--····· W 2-1
Buckley Christ Lutheran ·····-··-·-· W l-0
Cornerstone Christian .......... _ ..__ W l-0

Judah Christian ---··--··--···--··--··- w l-0
Cornentone Christian --··------· W 2-0
Buckley Christ Lutheran ................. W 2-1

DeLand-Weldon--·-···--······-···---·
Wl-0
Decatur Lutheran ................................ L0-2
Judah Christian -··--········-·-·- w 2-0
Clinton ................................................ L0-2
•Games Won In Bold

8"W"I11t1

Most Valuable: .............Ruthie Welch
....................................... Jamie Weiser
Tough IUinek: ............... Annie Mache ky
Most Aces & Assists: ... Ruthie Welch
Most Kills & Blocks: ...Rachel Skoza
Most Digs: .................... Jamie Weiser

et when the seniors were freshmen .
2. Victory in Buckley. Uni wins all five matches
while only losing one game and outscoring their
opponents 265-191.
3. Finishing 2nd place in the WestvilleToumamem
after losing to the champions in three games.
4. The mid-season victory over Judah starts an
eleven-game winning streak which continue
until a loss to eventual conference champion
Decatur Lutheran .
5. Winning at Normal Calvary. Trailing by more
than ten points in the second game. Uni rallied
to win 26-24, to force a third game. which the
Illineks won 25- 15.

(1-r, t-b): Head coach Amanda
Palla advises her players before
they head back to the court,·
Karen Woodley prepares to set
the ball; Sarah Pfander is ready
to deliver a p erfect serve.

EWRITING

ECORDS

With ten returning players from last year's record-setting squad , the Uni
High girls volleyball team was expected to have another successful season.
For the third year in a row, the Uni High Volleyball broke the school record for
wins. This season's squad shattered last year 's record of 15-14-1, finishing the
2007 season 20-11 overall and 9-3 in the East Central Illinois Conference.
The route to the new record was not an easy one. The Illineks lost their
season opener to Oakwood in two games and found themselves with a 2-4
record through six games. Head coach Amanda Palla regrouped her veteran
squad and they rattled off three straight wins. The girls showed their improvement with a second-place finish in , . . . - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ,
the highly competitive Westville "Our season was so
successful because we
Invitational , where their only
had a strong senior
loss came to eventual champion
group and we were
Georgetown-Ridge Farm.
excited to win since we
Despite the girls' resilience, had a chance to break
their record was only 5-5. Another our old record"
stretch of games proved tough for
__ Rachel Skoza
U ni as they lost 3 of 6 and were
8-8 overall. Still hoping to make
their mark on the program, nothing
could keep the lllineks from their goal. U ni bounced back again and won 12 of
their final 15 matches , including an eleven-match winning streak. During the
streak , the Illineks broke last year's school record for wins during the Crusader
Invitational by winning all five games , and raising their record to 18-9.
Uni added one more victory over Deland-Weldon before their winning
streak ended with a loss to conference champion Decatur Lutheran. The Illineks
dominated crosstown rival Judah Christian on Senior Night to notch their 20th
victory. The members of the 2007 squad set the bar higher for future Uni High
volleyball players.

(1-r, t-b): Sheri Grill eyes the ball,
Rachel Skoza hits the ball to the other
side, Chelsea Freeland concentrates
before her serve, Annie gets ready for
the start ofanother game, Jamie Weiser
celebrates victory; A shot of the court
in play.

ATHTO

XCELLENCE

"Harder, better, faster, stronger" was the girls cross country team's slogan, hoping
for improvement upon last year's fourth-place finish at State. Returning seniors Michelle
Mehnert, Shivani Khanna, Jennifer Roloff , junior Elaine Gu, sophomores Elizabeth
Russell made up the top five runners who according to illinois Prep Top Times were
predicted to place 3rd at state this year. The lllineks started off the season by defending their Kickapoo Classic title soundly. Shortly afterwards, the team placed second in
the Chrisman Cow Classic, behind only
"I had been trainingfor a
powerhouse Mahomet-Seymour.
situation like that all year.
Things seemed to be progressing
To actually out-sprint
towards state, until the team's No. 5
someone at the finish was
exhilarating. "
runner, Roloff, fractured her foot and sat
-Michelle Mehnert
out for five meets. Sophomores Isaure
on finishing 3rd at state
Hostetter and Katherine Allen moved up
to the fifth and sixth ·spots, respectively,
......__ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ____. and made up for the loss. By this time,
illinois Prep Top Times consistently ranked the team in the top ten and Mehnert as one
of the top runners in Class A. Despite reshuffling its line-up, Uni's again proved to be
the best team in Champaign-Urbana with their fourth straight Twin City title.
As the IHSA competition began, the veteran squad began to surge. At Regionals, Mehnert took first place overall, running nearly 23 seconds faster than her closest
competitor, and the team's performance was good for second. Just as the team and others had predicted, the Illineks would return to State after earning a 3rd place finish at
Sectionals.
Heading into the State meet, coach Doug Mynatt and the team faced high expectations. The team placed ninth, lower than expected, but Mehnert delivered on her
individual hype. She made school history by placing third overall, the highest finish by
any individual runner in Uni history. She finally broke the 18 minute barrier, running
the three-mile course in 17 minutes and 58 seconds.

(1-r, t-b): Samantha Nguyen concentrates
on every step,· Brittany Scheid is determined to finish the race; Joy Shapley
checks out the competition,· Isaure Hostetter and Katherine Allen can't get away
from each other; Shivani Khanna only
cares about the finish; Doug makes sure
that his team is ahead.

GIRLSOO
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Record : lth at State
Kldulpoo Kickoff Clllllk: ................ lit
Chrisman Cow Chip Classic ............... 2nd

TwiD City Clwllplonlblp Meet ....... lit
Peoria Woodruff Invitational .............. 4th
Unl Home Meet ................................. tat
Tulcola ID.ttatloaal .......................... lat
St. J<>~eph-Opn Spartan Classic ...... 2nd
Mahomet-Seymour Invitational .......... 4th
Amboy Invitational ............................. 14th
IHSA Regional Meet ......................... 2nd
IHSA Sec:tionals .................................. 3rd
IHSA State Meet ........................ ........ 9th
*Meeta Won ID Bold

Samantha Nguyen

8VET111B

Most Valuable: ............. Mjchelle Mehnert
Mo t Improved: ............ Elizabeth Russell
Mo t Inspirational: ....... Katherine Allen
Tough lllinek: ............... Elizabeth Russell

lliiD0llU8 !®

l . Mjchelle Mehnert placed 3rd at state, hlgher
than any Unj runner in school hlstory.
2 .A 3rd place fi rnsh at Sectionals means a return
trip to State in Peoria.
3. Domination at the Kjckapoo Kjckoff Classic
included five Urn runners placing in the Top 10.
4. A 1-2-3 firnsh in the Twin City Meet meant
another Uni title over the big C-U schools.
5. The top six runners all placed in the Top 25, allowing Urn to easily win the Thscola Invitational.

(1.-r, t-b): The team lines up at
the starting line and gets ready
to win another race; Elaine Gu
and Elizabeth Russell make
sure they stay together; Michelle Mehnert keeps ahead
of any other runners; Brittany
Scheidfinishes up her race.

BOYSCC

0RIJ1BlJhill1]
IGckapoo Kickoff Classic ..................... .3rd
Chrisman Cow Chip Classic ................. .8th
Twin City Meet ................. .................. ...3rd
Peoria Woodruff Invite .......... .... .. ........ ..8th
Home Meet w/ 8 -H, Judah, and PBL. .. 2nd
Tuscola Invitational ....... .................... ....6th
Quad XC Meet @ Monticello ........... ... .3rd
St. Joseph Spartan Classic .................. .. .) lth
Mahomet-Seymour lnvite .......... ...........7th
Amboy Invitational ......... .................... ... 19th
IHSA Regional Meet @ Kickapoo ..... .2nd
IHSA Sectional Meet @ PBL ............ ....9th
*Meets Won in Bold ..
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Austin Rundus
Malcolm Taylor

f!WFI1111

Most Valuable: .... .. .. ..... Malcolm Taylor
Most Improved: ............ Horace Wang
Most Inspirational: ... .... Austin Rundus
Tough lllinek: ............... Ziran Shang

tliiD0[1!J B1m

l. Junior Malcolm Taylor places 29th in Peoria
at the State meet.
2. Uni places 8th at Peoria WoodrufJ Invite, an
improvement from 19th place in 2006.
3. A 2nd place fini sh at Regionals continues
Uni's dominance of area competitors.
4. Despite not making the cut for state a a team,
the Illineks' 9th place fini sh at the Sectional meet
is fi ve spots better than 2006.
5. Moving up eight spots at the SJO Clas ic.
Uni improved from 19th in 2006 to II th place
thi s year.

(l-r, t-b): Malcolm Taylor looks
to keep a steady pace ahead of
the competition,· Ziran Shang,
Tej Chajed and Daniel Cheng
pack it up ,· Aus tin Rundus
struggles to breathe aft er his
race,· Carl Zielinski showcases
his long stride.

UNNING TO

SuccEss

Uni High's boys cross country team lost some varsity members due to graduation, but the runners still had high expectations, especially after gaining the remaining two
members of track's successful4x800 relay team, Isaac Chambers and Jacob Olshansky.
Freshman Buck Walsh, who went to state in cross country as a subfresman, was another
welcome addition .
The season began well, with a third-place finish at the Kickapoo Kickoff Classic,
where Malcolm Taylor finished second overall with a time of 17:28. However, Taylor,
the team' strongest runner, was kept r:-::~-----------;:::;::::;:;;;::;:;;;;:;~
outoftheactionforthenextfewmeets " This season was a
due to a hamstring injury. This proved definite success for
not to be an issue, though, as the rest the boys. The team
of the team stepped up to continue met and exceeded my
their success. Without Taylor, the team expectations on numanaged to place eighth at the Peoria merous occasions."
Woodruff Invitational and sixth at -- Head Coach Doug
M_y_n_a_tt_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _.....
the Tuscola Invitational being led by LNathan Smith at both meets.
The team continued this success throughout the season, placing better in every
meet than they had the year before. With signs of such significant improvement, the team
had dreams of going to tate by the end of the season. As IHSA Regionals came around,
the entire team was healthy and ready to run. Uni finished second at Kickapoo behind
St. Joseph-Ogden with Malcolm Taylor placing second overall.
A ninth-place finish at Sectionals crushed the team's State aspirations, but still
marked an improvement over last year's 14th-place finish. However, the season continued for one Illinek: Malcolm Taylor moved on to the State meet, finishing 12th overall
at Sectionals with a time of 16:33. He continued to show improvement by breaking the
16-minute mark at the State meet; Taylor's personal record of 15:58 made him the 29th
finisher at State,just short of All-State honors . Taylor, Chambers, Walsh, and others will
be back next year to further build upon their success.

(1-r, t-b) : The team groups up before the
race; Jacob Olshansky shows his running
style; Andrew Weatherhead flies to the
finish; Freshmen Jack Feser and Michael
Meyer help each other keep up the pace
in the race; The entire Uni team gets off
to a good start.

UEST FOR A
Uni High Girls Swimming, known this year as the Fighting Fish, faced
significant challenges to start the 2007 season. By no fault of their own , the girls
found themselves unequipped in a sport that needs only water. The ironic flooding of
Kenney Gym's pool meant the team had no suitable practice facility. Coach Howard
Schein tried his best to get a pool , and finally, the team was given practice time at
Freer Hall, CRCE, and Urbana High School.
With the pool situation and the graduation of several top swimmers , orne
in the program were nervous at the start of the season. However, these fears were
soon quelled when the team won their first two meets against Stanford Olympia
, . . - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - , and against rival University High
"We did really good this Chicago. Every swimmer stepped
season despite having up and pushed herseif to make sure
very little time in a real that she was as good as last year.
pool. Every meet had a
The season continued and all
very significant number the girls were improving. Because
of PR's and everyone Uni's team was small compared to
was improving a lot the teams they face in competition,
week by week. We also they focused on improving their
.....,_ _ __, got a lot closer since we
individual times rather than on beathad to swim in an even smaller pool than last
ing teams twice or three times their
year at times. "-- Erika Belmont
size. At the Normal University High
~----------------------------~ meet, the junior varsity came in first
out of seven teams, besting the second-place finishes of previous years . Then, at
Sectionals , about 70% of the U ni swimmers posted personal bests.
One of the highlights of the season was during a practice on Halloween
from 8-11 pm. Ten minutes into the practice, zombies from Allen Hall bewildered
and frightened the swimmers with their ominous sounds and dance interpretation
of Michael Jackson's "Thriller." Coach Schein is the director of Allen Hall and
had arranged for the zombies to drop by. The zombies soon left and swim practice
continued. The day after, a picture appeared on the front page of the Daily lllini and
made the incident unforgettable.
The season, too , will be an unforgettable one for Uni's five seniors , and with
a strong N team and returning varsity swimmers , next year may be even better.

(1-r, t-b): Katie Ryan is unimpressed as
Katie LaPointe demonstrates her roar;
Sian Best backstroking; Maritza Mestre
talks to herself; Natsuki Nakamura zooms
by in her 100 breast-stroke race; Aliisa
Rantanen smile prettily; Deborah Ladd
is surprised to see the camera.
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GIRlS SWIM
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Stanford-Oiympla ............................. 131·24
U or Chicago Lab .............................. 94-80
Charleston .......................................... 2nd/3
Centennial ........................................... 3rd/3
Danville Schlarman ............................ 2nd/3
Champaign Central ............................. 6th/6
Urbana ................ ................................. 51-128
Twin City ............................................ 4th/4
O'Fallon ........................ ....... ................ 2nd/5
Nonnal U-High V ............................... Sth/9

Normal U-Higb JV ............................ llt/7
IHSASectionals .................................. 7th/1 3
•Meets Won In Bold
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Most Valuable: ............... Sian Best
1st yr. Most Improved: ... Adriana Black
Silent Stonn: ........ .......... Maria Gao
Most Inspirational: ......... Natsuki akamura
Most Points-Varsity: ....... Sian Best
4 yr Achievement: .......... Aliisa Rantanen
Most Improved: .............. Deborah Ladd
.. .. ............................ .... .. ... Alii a Rantanen
Tough Illinek: ................. Katie Ryan
....... ....................... ... ........ Eunice How

ina row.
3. Uni JV placed 1st at the Norma l U-High
meet.
4. Erika Belmont. Sian Best, Deborah Ladd,
and Katie Ryan received Honorable Mention by
the News Gazette for Athletes of the Week.
5. Uni came in 2nd at the O'Fallon Invitational.

(1-r, t-b): The Zombie Mob of
Allen Hall surround the team
on Halloween; Adriana Black
p repares for her race; Kahlilah
Cooke is an intense frees tyler;
Eunice How is ecstatic on Senior Night.

.
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Score Board
Record: 21-7
ECIC Record: l10-21

Shiloh .................................................. 80-32
BCL .................................................... 69-17
Bement ............................................... 73-59
Martinsville ........................................ 74-43
Shiloh .................................................. 72-23
St. Thomas More ............................... 63-45
Oakwood ............................................. 67-54

Heritage .............................................. 67-32
Georgetown-Ridgefarm ................... 63-41
Salt Fork .. ............... .. .... ................ ..... .. 71-64
Atwood-Hammond ........................... 59-42
Fisher ................ .................................. 60-42
Decatur Christian .................... ............ 63-60
Lexington ............................................ 51-48
Normal Calvary Baptist ................... 74-51
Deland-Weldon .................................. 75-20
Fisher .................................................. 71-60
PBL ...................................................... 71-57
Decatur Lutheran ............................. 69-56
Judah Christian ................................ 71-49
Georgetown Notre Dame .................. 81-52
Normal Calvary Baptist ................... 68-53
Deland-Weldon .................................. 70-21
Georgetown Notre Dame .................. 66-44
Decatur Lutheran ............................. 59-52
Decatur Christian .......... .. .................... 58-38
Judah Christian ................................ 46-37
Monticello ........................................... 76-55
*Games Won in Bold

Chumar Williams
Ammar Rizwan
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Most Assists: .. .......... .... Chumar Williams
Most Rebounds: ........ ... Isaac Radnitzer
Top Ff Percentage: ...... Dan Lilly
Most Steals: .................. Mike Renner
Outstanding Defender: .Ammar Rizwan
Mr. Hustle: .................. . Alan Kessler
Most Improved: ...... ...... Malcolm Taylor
..... Chumar Williams
Tough Illinek: ........ .. ..... Austin Rundus
T.K . Most Dedicated: ... Frankie McFarland
Most Valuable: ............. Mike Renner
.................. Chumar Williams
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I) Uni opens the season winning the Central
Illinois Turkey Tournament for the second time
in school history.
2) The lllineks go into Fisher and defeat the
Bunnies, 7 1-60.
3) The team defeats the 4th ranked team in
the area, PBL, for the fi rst time in school history, 7 1-57.
4) Senior Michael Renner breaks the school
scoring record previou ly held by his brother,
Alex, and fini shing hi s career with I ,5 179
points.
5) The Ulineks beat cross-town ri val St. Thomas
More at home, 63-45.

(1-r, t-b): Chumar William s
gets fouled on a lay up; Mike
Renner scans the floor for an
open teammate; Austin Rundus finishes the lay up over his
def ender.
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Mo t teams would consider an above .500 overall record a successful season,
but the boys varsity team was not satisfied with this. After finishing last season 15-13,
the lllineks looked to build off of that experience towards a more successful season.
"It was good to get a year of varsity under our belts going into next season, but
we could've done a lot better last year," said Austin Rundus.
The 2007-08 version proved just how strong they were as they started off the
season winning the Central illinois Turkey Tournament en route to a 6-0 start, the second
best start in school history. It was in the championship game of this tournament that
senior Mike Renner broke the school record for three point field goals in a season.
After suffering their first loss "We beat some good
of the season at Oakwood, the boys teams in Fisher and
regrouped for the Hayden's Classic PBL and despite our
and went 3-1 in on the first two days. struggles mid-season,
Despite earning a spot in the third place we picked it up and
game, injuries and illness sidelined had a great nm at the
Renner and Malcolm Taylor for this end."
game and proved to be a real momentum
-- Isaac Radn itzer
killer. When it was all said and done,
the Illineks still finished in 4th place ~------------------------------~
losing to Fisher and seniors Chumar Williams and Renner (MVP) were named to the
All-Tournament Team.
Heading into 2008 , the lllineks looked to start the new year the same way they
started the season. Back-to-back losses put an end to this mentality, losing both games
by three points to Decatur Christian by 3 and Lexington.
Using the two losses as a learning experience, the team came togetller and
rallied off eleven straight wins including victories over local powers Fisher and PBL.
During the streak, Renner broke the school scoring record previously set by his brother
Alex Renner set in 2006.
"The career scoring record was real special to me and beating out my brother
was even more special," commented Mike Renner on his achievement.
This win streak set up a conference showdown between Decatur Christian and
Uni for the conference title, but Decatur Christian again was victorious. The lllinkes
faced Monticello in the IHSA Class 2A Regional semi-finals. After starting out sluggish, the lllineks were not able to overcome the early deficit and fell to the Sages 76-55.
Uni finished their season 21-7, the third 20-win season in 4 years. Although they lose 6
seniors and the bulk of their scoring, coach Joel Beesley still sees potential in the young
squad stating the motto will for next season will be, "fifteen or more since 2004."

t-b) : Franklin McFarland shows off
leaping abilities; Dropping buckets
become second nature for Mike
over the years; The perfect folthrough by Ammar Rizwan; Dan
takes it hard to the basket; Malcolm
speeds past his defender; The
listens to Coach Joel Beesley as
regroup during a timeout.
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High expectations lied solely on the shoulders of a senior laden group of
ladies for the 2007-2008 UHGB squad. The girls fell short of these high expectations
set from last seasons solid campaign and posted their second straight 12-13 season.
An 0-3 start was not what the girls had in mind. The traditionally tough preholiday schedule wasn't any easier this season, as the Illineks had to face state ranked
Shiloh, and conference powerhouse Decatur-Lutheran before the holiday break. Wins
against Milford and Hoopeston Area gave the Illineks hope that things could improve.
Things did just that, as the girls rattled off four consecutive wins, including a victory
over cross town rival Judah Christian.
Uni's winning ways continued after the break with a triumph over Decatur
, . . . - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - . . . . , Christian. Fisher ended Uni's streak at
"This season was a
five games when the girls lost a 58-55
lot of fun, though it
nail biter, which saw junior Rachel
didn't turn out like we
Skoza score 17 points and grab and
had hoped. The best
amazing 18 rebounds. The girls went
part was being with my
through another rough patch which inteammates."
cluded a loss to Decatur Lutheran with
--Aran Yoo
All-Stater Hillary King, and a crushing
.___ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _..... defeat at Judah Christian.
The Illineks worked to turn their season around at that point and won the
final three games before Regionals. The streak was topped off by a thrilling senior
night victory over Normal Calvary Baptist. Uni used a second half run led by enior
Ruthie Welch, who scored 23 points and snagged 9 rebounds. The eason came to a
close with a 50-38 defeat to Georgetown-Ridge Farm.
Illnesses and injuries plagued the girls all season, and there were many games
the Illineks wish they could have back. The team returns strong juniors like Rachel
Skoza and two time 3-point state qualifier Jessi Sullivan as things are looking up for
next year.

(l-r, t-b) : Merftries to get the team pumped
at Judah Christian; Karen Woodley surveys the defense for an opening; Angie
Jin looks to drop a dime; Michelle Wong
tells the defense to, "Get off me"; Rachel
Skoza is busy deciding whether to dunk it
or just lay it up.
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GIRlS HOOPS
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RICirll: 12·13
ECIC RICird: (8-31
Atwood-Hammond ............................. 59-66
Heritage .................. ............................. 48-55
Oakwood ............... .............................. 57-75
Milford ............................................... 63·45
Georgetown-Ridge Farm .................... 29-51
Hoopeston Area ................................. 52-40
Shiloh .................................................. 37-61
Villa Grove ........... ............................... 43-39
Paxton-Buckley-Loda ............... .......... 34-57
Decatur Lutheran ................................ 37-52
Judah Cbrlstlan ................................ 57-52
DeLand-Weldon ................................ 75-41
Leroy .................................................. 59-38
Bucldey Christ Lutheran ................. 49·26
Decatur Christian ............................. 58·30
Fisher ... ..... .......... .......... .... ............ ..... . 55-58
DeLand· Weldon ................................ 62·30
Donovan ............... .. ......... .............. ..... .. 34-47
Normal Calvary Baptist ................... 55-40
Decatur Lutheran .............. .................. 40-66
Judah Christian ................................... 33-42
Bucldey Christ Lutheran ................. 48-30
Decatur Christian ............................. 61-45
Normal Calvary Baptist ................... 70-54
Georgetown-Ridge Farm .................... 38-50
•Games Won In Bold

Aran Yoo
Sarah Pfander
Ruthie Welch

fiWEl"1ll3

Most Valuable: ................ Aran Yoo
Most Improved: .... ........... Karen Woodley
Sophia Neely Leadership: Samantha guyen
Tough Illinek: ............ ...... Ruthie Welch
Most Dedicated: .... .......... Samantha Nguyen
Outstanding Defender: .... Ruthie Welch
Most Assists: .... .............. . Sarah Pfander
Most Steals: ..................... Aran Yoo
Top Scorer: ...................... Rachel Skoza
Top Rebounder: ............... Rachel Skoza
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1. A spirited senior night victory over NCB
where the lllineks scored 70 points.
2. A close home victory over ci ty rival Judah
Christian on a Monday night.
3. The first win of the season over Milford in the
Comet Classic that avenged last years loss.
4. Scoring a season high 75 points against DeLand-Weldon in a conference victory.
5. Narrowly losing to Fisher in one of the most
exciting games all season.

(l-r, t-b): Sarah Pfander uses a
crossover dribble; Ruth Welch
goes for the hoop and the harm
as Rachel Skoza looks on; Joy
Shapley has had enough of the
double team and uses her ability
to rise above.

ETURN TRIPChess
Having lost only two seniors from last year's team, the Uni
High Chess team was ready to prove that they belonged as one of the top
chess teams in the state. Led by seniors Alex Zhai and Geoffrey Beck
as well as junior Gordon Ruan, the chess team could do just that. The
team had an excellent season heading up to the state chess tournament
with a record of 13-1 with their only loss against Normal U-High in the
conference championship game. "We shouldn't have lost to Normal. We
just couldn't win winning games," commented Ruan.
U ni entered the state tournament as a number two seed out of
121 schools. The Illineks r::;--;--;---~-;--:===;::=:;-,
"We had a very talwent on to prove their
ented team this year. I
status when they beat
had a lot offim pracOak Forest 68-0 in their
ticing and playing with
first match. Uni kept on
them throughout the
rolling on as they won
season."
their next two matches
--Alan Liang
64.5-3.5 and 54-14 respectively. Uni's fourth
match of the tourney was L.-----------------'
against Evanston, the team that beat U ni in the previous state tournament.
"The pressure was on , we had to win this one" Ruan added. Uni did, in
fact pull out the victory, 45.5-22.5. With these four victories, Uni had its
best ever first day of the state tournament and was on it's way to placing
in the top three in state.
However that was not meant to be. Uni lost their next two matches,
both by a score of32-36. This placed the team 11th in the state tournament
and first among all of the small schools. Ruan finished seventh on Board
One, Zhai tenth on Board Two, and Beck third on Board Three.

(1-r, t-b): The team starts the match; Geoffrey Beck studies the board;
Brian Wang thinks about his next move,· IHSA team photo; The team
relaxes with some intersquad matches.

UNIO

A SITY

EAMS

Boys Soccer
(1- r, t-b): Brian Wang, Adam Tiouririne, Noel Knox,
Richard Weisbach, Eric Fritzsche, Chris Mathy, Alan
Liang, Gordon Ruan, Jasper Maniates-Selvin , Nish
Nookala, Ryan Ko, Coach Mike Glenn, Ben Lee, Ian
Slauch, Loic Hostetter, Jeremy Kemball, Arnav Pamidighantam, Varsity Head Coach Phil Anders.

Volleyball
(1-r, t-b ): Coach Allison Fox, Jasmine Alvarado,
Rachel Harmon, Hannah Leskosky, Sierra Marcum, Amy Ding, Chumin Gao, Varsity Head Coach
Amanda Palla, Rachel Hyman, Elenita Zamora,Amrutha Kumaran, Madeline Levin, Jessica Stewart, Tuli
Bera, Sheela Gogula, Grace Man, Ashley Huddson,
Michelle Wong, Kelly Mover, Coach Jessica Smith.

Boys Basketball
(1-r, t-b ): Jay Kesan, David Hjelmstad, Neil Pearson, NaSmith, Richard Wang, Noel Knox, Albert Anastasio,
Jack Snyder, Seth Bull, Warren Skoza, Coach Ben Kramer,
Head JV Coach Louis DeCosmo, Will Fernandez, Langston Allston-Yeagle, Nile Hamer, Terry Qi, Nick Zukoski,
Takayuki Otsuka, Daniel Borup, Miles Bribriesco, Eli
Hyman, Costas Cangellaris.

Girls Basketball
(1-r, t-b) : Coach Ellie Zabielski, Rachel Harmon, Joy
Shapley, Head JV Coach Jeff Blue, Laura Dripps, Erika
Belmont, Coach Caroline Harless, Deborah Ladd, Michelle Wong, Jenny Cooke, Cristina Gratton, Wynee Bao,
Katy Metcalf, Elenita Zamora, Amrutha Kumaran, Emma
Coverdill, Nancy Tang, Lizzy Warner, Rachel Kempe, Stef
Senior, Maritza Mestre, Heather Lin, Amy Ding .

.
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Boys Soccer
(1-r, t-b): Nile Hamer, Dan Lilly, Carter Hutchens, Isaac
Radnitzer, Holden Bucher, Head Coach Phil Anders,
Neil Pearson, Alex Zhai, TJ Bozada, Grant Loos, Jake
Seeley, Julian Hartman, Sam Imlay, Eduardo Diazmunoz,
David Hjelmstad, Geoffrey Beck, Bhaskar Vaidya, Carl
Pearson. (Not Pictured: Noel Knox, Chris Nixon, Russell
Prochaska, Stephen Prochaska, and Kareem Sayegh)

Volleyball
(1-r, t-b): Head Coach Amanda Palla, Chelsea Freeland,
Sheri Grill, Rachel Skoza, Karen Woodley, Claire Johnson, Assistant Coach Jessica Smith, Assistant Coach
Mandy Grill, Michelle Wong, Ruthie Welch, Jamie
Weiser, Annie Machesky, Sarah Pfander, Assistant Coach
Allison Fox.

Girls Cross Country
(1-r, t-b): Jennifer Roloff, Isaure Hostetter, Samantha
Nguyen, Elizabeth Russell, Joy Shapley, Elaine Gu, Shivani
Khanna, Brittany Scheid, Katherine Allen, Michelle Mehnert. (Not pictured: Head Coach Doug Mynatt)

Boys Cross Country

(1-r, t-b): Frankie McFarland, Horace Wang, Andrew
Weatherhead, Danny Ge, Jack Snyder, Carl Zielinski,
Jacob Olshansky, Nathan Smith, Austin Rundus, Malcolm
Taylor, Daniel Cheng, Buck Walsh, Isaac Chambers, Tej
Chajed, Ziran Shang, Michael Meyer, Jack Feser, Ben
Suslick. (Not pictured: Head Coach Doug Mynatt)
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EAMS
Swimming
(1-r, t-b): Coach Elizabeth Gansen, Aliisa Rantanen,
Katie Ryan, Maritza Mestre, Erika Belmont, Maria Gao,
Katie LaPointe, Natsuki Nakamura, Kahlilah Cooke,
Revathi Maturi, Deborah Ladd, Assistant Coach Megan Murphy, Eunice How , Sian Best, Adriana Black,
Lor Sligar, Diana Liu, Head Coach Howard Schein.

Boys Basketball
1-r, t-b): Dan Lilly, Mike Renner, Nile Hamer, Alan KesFrankie McFarland, Coach Ben Kramer, Student
11\S~asr:mt Adam Tiouririne, Head Coach Joel Beesley,
l::,tu.ae11t Assistant Richard Weisbach, Assistant Coach
DeCosmo, Isaac Radnitzer, Malcolm Taylor, Neil
on, Austin Rundus, Chumar Williams, Ammar

Girls Basketball
(l-r, t-b): Maritza Mestre, Karen Woodley, Rachel Skoza,
Joy Shapley, Erika Belmont, Aran Yoo, Angela Jin, Marika
Iyer, Lizzy Warner, Michelle Wong, Jessi Sullivan, Samantha Nguyen, Ruth Welch, Sarah Pfander.

Chess
(1-r, t-b): Brian Wang, Greg Atherton, Daniel Wilson,
nny Ge, Gordon Ruan, Jason He, Alan Liang, Daniel
g. (Not Pictured: Youyang Gu, Assistant Coach
ohn Garvey, Head Coach Chris Merli.)
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Getting the Show
on the Road
To open up this year's plays, Uni High actors decided to try something a little
different. In a rare non-comedic production, The Diary of Anne Frank offered a unique
show and a new perspective on the story to all of its viewers. The play related the famous
diary of a young Jewish girl, Anne Frank, and her family who hid from the Nazis in an
attempt to escape their fate as concentration camp victims. Set mainly in an attic where
Anne's family hid, the cast had to be small yet determined to learn the many long lines
meant for them. The main character, Anne Frank, was played by junior Sarah LakeRayburn and senior Ethan Berl played Anne's father, Otto Frank, in the other starring
role. Juniors Lor Sligar and Lauren Piester played the roles of Edith and Margot Frank,
, . . . . . . - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - , respectively.
"It was difficult to stay
These actors and their fellow
serious because you
cast-mates punctuated gripping drama
always want to Joke
with occasional laughter until the tragic
around, but it was fun
capture of the Frank family by the Nazis.
and you a !ways get
In the play's epilogue, Berl told the story
to know people really
ofhisandeachofhisfamily'sendstosiwell. " --Anna Gooier
lentNorthAttic audience. The show ran

L----------------......1 each of the first three days of November
and the cast and crew, as well as the audience, reaped the reward for their hard work. The
production ran smoothly and received plenty applause, both for the students involved and
in commemoration of everything Anne Frank and her family stood for during World War
IT. Sligar was very pleased with her experience: "From innovative ideas about costumes
and the set to everyone's help when it came to deciding where to go to dinner, the cast
really came together to give the play their all. I think that The Diary of Anne Frank was
one of my favorite Uni shows so far."

Ba:l] Flay Cast
Anne Frank: ........Sarah Lake-Rayburn
Otto Frank: ..........Ethan Berl
Edith Frank: ....... Lor Sligar
Margot Frank: .....Lauren Piester
Miep Gies: ........... Michelle Gao
Peter Van Daan: ..Dillon Price
Mr. Kraler: ..........Rob Diehl
Mrs. Van Daan: ..... Hannah Lake-Rayburn
Mr. Van Daan: .... Ethan Stone
Mr. Dussel: .......... Zach Goldberg
Soldiers: ...............Will Erickson, Anna
Gooier, Daniel McNamara, Tianna Pittenger, Laura Voitik
Understudies: .......Will Erickson, Anna
Gooier, Katayun Salehi, Tianna
Pittenger, Laura Voitik

(l-r, t-b): The cast ofAnne Frank gather for news from above; Lor cooks up a
great meal; Ethan Berl gazes as Hannah Lake-Rayburn fixes a run in her stocking; Hannah Leskosky and Michelle Gao mourn over Hannahs grades; Deren
Kudeki, Julian Hartman, and Buck Walsh put on their poker faces; Jacob Olshansky poses for a Sprite ad,· the cast of "Can I Have That in a Sentence? "
reaches for the stars.

Handing Over the Wheel
Seniors Zoe Schein and Kumars Salehi and juniors Lauren Piester and Natsu.ki Nakamura,
joined forces to direct their own portions of Student Productions. As usual, each director
chose a unique cast of people to compliment his or her play and maximize compatibility
within their cast. Schein's play started the night with "Why I Hate Your Boyfriend," a humorous explication of why best-friend Frances (Larissa Pittenger) hates Clara's (Sian Best)
boyfriend (Julian Hartman). Salehi's play, "Run to the Sun: A Concise Vignette," followed
up with stark lighting and an intriguing universe narrated by Jacob Olshansky where everyone has to drink Sprite to keep their soul. After an intermission, Piester mixed and flipped
many common stereotypes in her play "My Parents Think I'm Perfect" as Cammy (Hannah
Leskosky), under Julie's (Michelle Gao) atypical grade-apathetic influence, tries to cover up
her C in math by bringing home a goth-emo boyfriend (Carl Zielinski). Nakamura's "Can I
Have That in a Sentence?" was the final play, didactically teaching Megan (Diana Liu) that
her composure and happiness are more important than her desire to win the school spelling bee. The plays concluded with a musical-style dance by the cast, crew, and directors,
matching the mood of the night: funny, light-hearted, and full of surprises.
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The perennial Insect Fear Film Festival Art
Contest always brings honors to Uni students. For the
festival's 25th anniversary, the festival presented a new
theme to work around, "Animated Social Insects". This
year was no exception when three subfreshmen students
earned awards for their artwork prepared in their art
class. In the most thematic category, Annie Rong won
first place with her work "May I Have This Dance?".
Her classmates Joe Easley was able to win second place
in the general contest with his work "Bug In a Bar",
and Maia Gersten also won second place but in the
most frightening category with her work '•Murder In
The Kitchen". All of the winning artwork was hung in
display at Foellinger Auditorium during the festival.

Another Paint
Job
Uni's artists have used the chool as their canvas , gracing the hallways
with their art, and showing off their talent. Art provides a chance for students to
unwind from their hectic schedules. Although art is not given as much spotlight
as some of the other extra-curricular activities offered at Uni , the subject is very
effective and important in the fact , . . - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ,
that they allows students to pursue "My favorite project
their inner artists.
was being able to do a
Throughout the year, the self-portrait, because
I was able to discover
display case and the walls of the
myself"
third floor hallway are covered with
__ Rachel Harmon
different works of art. The creativity
never seems to end, starting with
pieces done by students over the L-------------------1
summer that is shown at the Art Show annually and then continuing with work
done by students during the school year in Interrelated Arts and Studio Art I and
II. The types of art done by students in the class vary from decorative masks to
colorful paintings. They become exposed to different media, from paints to clay.
They work on various projects throughout the year to test their newfound knowledge of art. Students have the opportunity to express themselves while at the same
time learning about different art techniques. They put the methods taught by art
teacher Lisa Evans into practice to create their own masterpieces.
Some of the project that they take on are copying a well know masterpiece
such a "Girl With a Pearl Earring" or "Starry Night", painting a still life , and
creating a self-portrait. At the end of the year, students in the class worked on a
final project of their own choosing. They choose from a wide array of prospects ,
ranging from paintings to sewing stuffed animals. This project allows the students
to combine all of the aspects of art they have learned through the year and use it
to create their final masterpiece. When the year is done , students are able to look
back at what they have learned and the artwork they have accomplished , and get
ready to create new masterpieces for next year.
(1-r,t-b): Subfreshman Marie Lilly,
Jamie Blue, and Sarah Yockey work
together to create a mosaic; Beth Peregrine carefully paints her pumpkin,·
Artwork done by Eddie Diazmunoz
hangs in the hallway; Jacob Olshansky works on his devilish portrait;
Maia Gersten s second place winning artwork; Annie Rang s elegant
award winning work; Joe Easley s
second place worthy artwork,· Julian
Hartman, Madeleine Garvey and T. J.
Bozada work on their self-portraits;
Claire Johnson carefully mixes her
chalks.

Turn off the radio,

listen to it LNE

At Uni High, music is quite popular among the students, and that does not mean just
simply listening to it on their iPod. Seeing as how everyone must have at least one art credit
in order to graduate, many choose to join the chorus , orchestra, jazz band IJII, or madrigals.
These classes or groups help students further their knowledge of playing instruments and
singing in the proper voices, both valuable skills that will last a lifetime.
The Uni High chorus and orchestra classes are both worth a half credit for a year and
are open to anyone who wants to join. The two musical groups practice every other day and
are put to the test twice during the school year in a concert towards the end of each semester.
Besides these two concerts there is also a graduation chorus which performs a few songs for
, . . . - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - . . . . . , the seniors at the end of the year. Between
"I really like music
these two groups this year there have been
because I can express
sixteen students who have earned AU-Dismyself creatively in an
trict honors for their musical prowess. Of
intellectual environthese sixteen ,four were selected to AU-State,
ment."
those being seniors Ethan Berl,Jennifer Rol-- Ethan Berl
off, Lucy Zhang, and junior Daniel Borup.
Ethan Berl was given AU-District honors in
both chorus and jazz band and named to the
.....__ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __, AU-State honors chorus.
The Jazz Bands are more of an extra-curricular activity, meeting to practice after
school. Jazz Band I is made up of the most experienced and talented musicians while Jazz
Band IT consists of everyone who did not make Jazz Band I, though their musical talent is
still quite good. "It's fun and really relaxing to just come together and play, it really helps take
my mind off of other things," said junior Richard Weisbach.
The Madrigals are a group consisting of the most talented singers from those who
tried out. Though Uni sports has a no-cut policy, the madrigals are not able to take everyone and
therefore must make some cuts, only allowing 16 to 18 people per year. The group performs in
front of their student body annually at the winter surprise party, where they lead everyone out
of the school and into Uni gym with harmonious singing. "It was really special to be singing
in front of all my peers at the surprise party, it's something I've wanted to do since I was a
subbie and I finally got the chance to do it this year," said senior Anna Cangellaris. Besides the
surprise party, the madrigals traveled around town for various performances. During winter
break the madrigals could be seen several times on WCIA and WCFN on a program called
"Holiday Expressions."

2007-08
All-State
Musicians
Ethan Berl (Tenor I)
Daniel Borup (Bass I)
Jennifer Roloff (Oboe)
Lucy Zhang (Violin I)

(l-r, t-b): The Uni High madrigals make their annual performance at the winter surprise
party; Richard Weisbach rocks it
out on the saxophone; Aramael
Pena-Alcantara and Juan Chapa
sing in chorus; The madrigals
lead the student body down the
stairs; Charlie Newman and
Hannah Johlas display their
superior tuba playing skills;
Miles Ross prepares to get busy
on the drums; Anna Cangellaris
protects her flame as she leads
students to the gym.

USICA

NSEMBLES

Chorus
(1-r, t-b) Lisa Boyce, Brittany Scheid, Elizabeth Russell,
Zack Goldberg, Daniel Wilson, Maria Gao, Jared Doyle,
Diana Liu, Katie Buzard, Vivian Robison, Daniel Cheng,
Daniel Borup, Rachel Hurley, Anna Cangellaris, Grant
Loos, Sheri Grill, Claire Johnson, Ethan Berl, Angela
Jin, Linda Song, Aliisa Rantanen, Ethan Stone, Miguel
Zamora, Beth Peregrine, Avanti Chajed, Sarah LakeRayburn, Jennifer Roloff.

Chorus
(1-r, t-b) Sarah Heffley, DeAndre LeNoir, Vivian Hagerty.
Sarah Sutter, Elena Bauer, Hoda Sayegh, Aramael PenaAlcantara, Kathleen Kohl, Sarah Yockey, Lisa Sproat, Will
Erickson, Dax Earl, Ziran Shang, Buck Walsh, Stef Senior.
Nancy Tang, Eleni Yannelis, Maia Gersten, Lilli P
Simone Ballard, Katherine Floess, Juan Chapa, Jason He.
Kevin Li, Alex Gruebele.

Jazz Band I
(1-r, t-b): Ethan Berl,Austin Rundus,Amanda Hwu, Chris
Nixon, Carl Pearson, Miguel Zamora, Robert Diehl, Lily
Smith, Ben Lee, Lisa Sproat, Charlie Newman, Karen
Han, Grant Loos, Richard Weisbach, Julian Hartman,
Clement Dossin, Jacob Druker, Zack Goldberg, Zach
Korol-Gold.

Jazz Band II
(1-r, t-b): Katayun Salehi, Hye Ji Choi, Ian Slauch, Arif
Nelson, Sidanth Madhubalan, Rohit Palekar, Paul Dampier, Juan Chapa, Chris Mathy, Isaac Joy, Charlie Newman,
Hannah Johlas, John D'Angelo, Charlie Wan, Katherine
Floess, Zach Korol-Gold, Zack Goldberg.

US CAL

SEMBLES
Madrigals
(1-r, t-b): Elizabeth Russell, Jared Doyle, Sarah LakeRayburn, Zack Goldberg, Katie Buzard, Alex Gruebele,
Sheri Grill, Ethan Berl, Jennifer Roloff, Ethan Stone,
Anna Cangellaris, Daniel Borup, Rachel Hurley, Miguel
Zamora, Michelle Gao, Grant Loos, Linda Song

Orchestra (String Instruments)
1-r, t-b) Chris Nguyen, Simeon Washington, Joey Yang,
· an Shang, Kevin Li, Sophie Shenk, Maria Gao, Annie
Joey Smith, Hye Ji Choi, Carl Pearson, Aliisa Ran' Linda Song, Lucy Zhang, Claire Johnson, Dan Lilly,
Ge, Tej Chajed, David Hjelmstad, Hanan Jaber,
Zamora, Max Walker, Kathy Qiu, Daniel McNaara, Chumin Gao, Daniel Pearlstein, Claire Liu, Miles
ibriesco, Paul Miller, Katy Metcalf, Daniel Borup.

Orchestra (Wind Instruments)
(1-r, t-b) Elizabeth Russell, Lisa Boyce, Luke Karmazin, Ian
Slauch, Ryosuke Minami, Ethan Berl, Jack Feser, Amanda
Hwu, Daniel Wilson, Lily Smith, Erick Dietz, Lisa Sproat,
Hannah Johlas, Eric Fritzsche, Shruti Vaidya, Austin Black,
Amalia Dolan, Marie Lilly, Rosa Druker, Ashley Tapping,
Leah Brown, Zach Korol-Gold, Andrew Weatherhead, Zack
Goldberg, Jasper Maniates-Selvin, Chris Mathy, Charlie
Newman, Angela Jin, Amy Ding, Arnav Pamidighantam,
Sheri Grill, Jennifer Roloff, Karen Han, Elenita Zamora,
Beth Peregrine, Tanya Denisova, Aishwarya Gautam, Sheela
Gogula, Heather Lin, Ollie Goldbart, Katherine Floess,
Wynee Bao, Jacob Druker, Joseph Song, Claire Billingsley,
Conrad Schloer.
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In Focus: Tennis Club
Over the years, tenni has been a sport that has been
popular at Uni, but has never had enough people committed to make an official team at Uni. However, when
Mr. Bergandine created this club with the support of
the Athletic Department. it turned out to be a huge success with over 10 people committed to daily practices.
Tennis Club i · expected to continue next year as many
underclassmen with interest return.

"I would have to
say Bill Tilden."
-- Mr. Bergandine
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Exploring Interests:
UniOubs

(1-r,t-b) : Johnny Shapley practices hi skills in Juggling
Club,· Micah Berman and Julian Hartman enjoy their
food at the Cajun Dinner; Ethan Bert, Miguel Zamora,
Grant Loos, and Clement Doss in celebrate their success
for a good cause; James Smith and Ethan Stone share a
comical moment during lunch; Aaron Kelter and Robert
Diehl show offtheir Manga collection; Miles Ross picks
up his things after a succe iful meeting with Belegarth
Club; Ian Slat1ch starts his trick at Yoyo club; Diana Liu,
Elizabeth Rus ell serve food to Linda Song.

Each year, many students at the school are able to choose
clubs that fit their specific interests. This year, even more new
clubs sprung such as Dance Club and Belegarth Club which were
both very popular. However, a continuing interest that is still
ever growing at U ni was community and world service projects
that club members participated in.
S4BW held its second bike ride to benefit A Woman's
Fund. This year, there were two bike rides. One in the fall and
one in the spring, both which attracted riders from all around the
community. In the fall alone , S4BW raised $450! In between organizing these events, the club also set up another Cajun Dinner
to raise money for the continuing efforts to rebuild New Orleans
from Hurricane Katrina. They attracted Uni students , teachers ,
and parents to come together for a night of fun, food , and music ,
while remembering the tragedies that are still continuing today
in the city.
Meanwhile, UFU was also busy raising money for the
rebuilding effort in Uganda by holding their annual lock-in at
Uni. In addition, a hip hop concert was also organized at the
Independent Media Center. However, besides putting financial
support to their cause, UFU also concentrated on continuing to
raise awareness and update people about the issue abroad . The
club conducted a school assembly bringing in a speaker to talk
about her personal experiences in Uganda.
The support Uni gave did not stop with these clubs. Other
new efforts such as LIFE's fund to Doulos Discovery School and
UNICEF's to its organization help build not only the organizations that they assist but also the students as better people.

"Roger Federer
because he's good."
-- Chris Yoder
--lie Han

-
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"Andy Roddick
because he hits
about 140 mph."
-- Ammar Ri:;wan

Freshman/Sophmore Math Team
(1-r, t-b): Ms. lona Boca, Tej Chajed, Daniel Cheng, Alex Gruebele,
Kevin Li,Youyang Gu, Michael Meyer.

Japan
(1-r, t-b): Beth Peregrine,Adam Joseph,Takayuki, Emily Chu,Jie Han
Sol Robinson, Ms. Hiroko Ito.

UNICEF
(1-r, t-b): Mr. Paul Weilmuenster, Dillon Price, Amanda Hwu, Nancy
Tang, Emma Coverdill, Claire Billingsley, Cristina Gratton, Eleni Yannelis, Revathi Maturi.

(1-r, t-b ): Stef Senior, Zack Goldberg, Ollie Goldbart, Buck Walsh, Ms
Janet Morford, Erick Dietz, Simone Ballard, Kevin Li, Katherine Floess.
Lisa Sproat, Michael Meyer, Charlie Newman,Youyang Gu,Aiex Grue·
bele, Issac Joy.

Inventor's Club
(1-r, t-b): lan Mcinerney, Geoffrey Beck, Jacob Olshansky, Julian Hartman, Jake Seeley, Bhaskar Vaidya.

t.

(1-r, t-b): Linda Song,Ai iisa Rantanen, Greg Atherton,Angela Jin, Beth
Peregrine,Aaron Kelter, Joe Leigh, Madeleine Garvey, Emily Chu.

UHAC

El Club

(1-r, t-b): Eunice How, Marika lyer, Shara Esbenshade, Kumars
Salehi.

(1-r, t-b): Miguel Zamora, Michelle Mehnert, Jessica Stark, Larissa
Pittenger, Geoffrey Beck,Aran Yoo,Julian Hartman,Anna Cangellaris,
Grant Leos, Claire Johnson, Ms. Jenna Finch.

Chess
(1-r, t-b): Brian Wang, Gregory Atherton, Daniel Wilson, Danny Ge,
Gordon Ruan,Jason He,Aian Liang, Daniel Cheng.

Stuff
(1-r, t-b): Mr. Matt Mitchell, Joy Shapley, Andrew Lovdahl, Carl Pearson, Robert Diehl, Paul Miller, Will Erickson, Jacob Druker, Jeremy
Kemball, Sierra Marcum, Ollie Goldbart,Joey Yang, Karen Han, Deren
Kudeki.

GSI
(1-r, t-b): Miguel Zamora, Kareem Sayegh, Katie Ryan, Katherine Floess,
Nish Nookala, Annie Machesky, Shara Esbenshade, Alexx Engles,
Cheyenne Stewart, Eunice How.

lmprov
(1-r, t-b): DeAndre LeNoir, Maia Gersten, Hannah Johlas, Lauren
Piester, Kathleen Kohl, Laura Sligar, Hannah Leskosky, Sarah LakeRayburn, Zoe Schein.

LIFE

Manga

(1-r, t-b): Jennifer Roloff, Suran Yoo, DeAndre LeNoir, Leah Brown,
Luke Karmazin, Sarah Yockey, Daniel Wilson, Daniel Cheng, Alisa
Rantanen,Angela Jin, Linda Song, Beth Peregrine, Hye Ji Choi.

(1-r, t-b): Grace Man, Max Walker, Jack Feser, Jared Doyle, Aaror
Kelter, Robert Diehl, Ms. Frances Harris,Arnav Pamidighantam, 011~
Gold bart.

(1-r, t-b): Mr. Chris Butler, Miguel Zamora,Annie Machesky, Michelle
Wong,Andrea Park, Larissa Pittenger, Shara Esbenshade, SindhaAgha,
Laura Dripps, Ruth Welch, Caroline Brown.

(1-r, t-b): Isaac Radnitzer, Elaine Gu, Amy Ding,Avanti Chajed, Ma
Gao, Erika Belmont, Elizabeth Russell, Rachel Hyman, Eunice Ho
Natsuki Nakamura,Vaishnavi Giridaran, Karolina Kalbarczyk.

Thespians
(1-r, t-b): Anna Gooler,Tianna Pittenger, Ms. Barbara Ridenour, Lauren
Piester, James Smith, Sarah Lake-Rayburn, Michelle Gao, Lor Sligar,
Jamie Weiser, Hannah Lake-Rayburn.

(1-r, t-b) : Robert Diehi,Aaron Kelter,Arnav Pamidighantam, Grego
Atherton, Grace Man,Wynee Bao, NancyTang, Emily Chu, Beth Per
egrine, Ms. Hiroto Ito.

Monty Python

Music

(1-r,t-b): Hannah Johlas, Claire Liu, Amrutha Kumaran, Elenita Zamora,
Joey Yang, Chris Mathy, Jay Kesan, lan Mclnerney,Adam Joseph, Jenny
Cooke, Zach Koroi-Gold, Charlie Newman, Michael Meyer.

(1-r, t-b): Lisa Sproat, Lilli Pearson, Cristina Gratton, Katherine Floess,
Serena Schatz,Wynee Bao, Fiona Weingartner, Charlie Newman.

Asian American
(1-r, t-b):Aran Yoo, Emily Chu,Jie Han, NancyTang,Wynee Bao.

Juggling
(1-r, t-b ): Joey Yang, Chris Mathy, Miles Ross,Youyang Gu, Eric Chen,
Celinda Davis, Zach Koroi-Gold,Ashley Hudson, Ziran Shang.

Belegarth
(1-r, t-b): Allen Miller,Andrew LaPointe,Aiex Gruebele, Loic Hostetter, John D'Angelo.

CLUB
(1-r, t-b): Kareem Sayegh, Stephen Prochaska, Arif Nelson, Holden
Bucher, Carl Zielinski, Carter Hutchens, Jake Seeley,Jacob Olshansky,
Julian Hartman,AmyWiltzius, Paul Dampier.

GSA

HISS

(1-r, t-b): Chelsea Freeland,T.J. Bozada, Geoffrey Beck, Hannah Leskosky,Jessica Stewart,Jamie Weiser, Madeline Levin,Joy ShapelyAiexx Engles, Marika
lyer, Lor Sligar, Erin Hayes, Mr. Billy Vaughn, Sheri Grill, Tianna Pittenger,
Caroline Brown,Anna Gooier, Stephanie Overmier,Andrew LaPointe.

(1-r, t-b): Tej Chajed, Chris Yoder, Mr. Chris Butler, Jared Doyle, Eric
Fritzsche, Daniel McNamara, Daniel Cheng, Daniel Wilson, Michael
Meyer, Ian Slauch, Noel Knox, Ethan Schiller, Andrew Weatherhead,
Horace Wang, Richard Weisbach.

Latin

Rif Raf

(1-r, t-b): Chris Nixon, Ms. Krissana Lucken, Maritza Mestre, Daniel
McNamara, Eric Fritzsche, Arnav Pamidighantam, Tej Chajed, Lily
Smith, Loic Hostetter, Amrutha Kumaran, Simone Ballard, Michael
Meyer, Jasper Maniates-Selvin, Katherine Allen.

(1-r, t-b ): Ms. Natalie Sapkarov,Aaron Kelter, Erick Dietz, Charlie New·
man, Gregory Atherton, Adam Joseph, lan Slauch, Ollie Goldbart.

UFU

Tennis

(1-r, t-b ): Mr. Bill Sutton, Clement Doss in, Miguel Zamora, Jessica Stewart, Caroline Brown, Marika lyer, Sheri Grill, Isaac Radnitzer, Eunice
How,Annie Machesky, Shara Esbenshade,Aiexx Engles.

(1-r, t-b): Chris Yoder, Zack Goldberg, Gregory Atherton, Joey Yang,
Ammar Rizwan, Mr. David Bergandine,Youyang Gu, Zach Koroi-Gold,
Jie Han.

Art

Kung Fu

(1-r, t-b): Ashley Tapping, Leah Malkovich, Leah Brown, Aishwarya
Gautam, Lisa Boyce, Diana Liu, Marie Lilly, Jamie Blue, Rosa Druker,
Beth Peregrine,Jie Han, Grace Mann,Annie Rong.

(1-r, t-b):Amrutha Kumaran,Wynee Bao, Charlie Bullock, Carl Haken,
Chris Mathy, Kevin Li, Eric Chen, Zach Koroi-Gold,Youyang Gu, Paul
Dampier, Margarita Mouschovias, Celinda Davis, Fiona Weingartner.

Brite om

Star Trek

(1-r, t-b): Grace Man, Brittany Scheid, lsaure Hostetter, Stephanie
Overmier, Elizabeth Russell, Tianna Pittenger, Lisa Boyce, Andrew
LaPointe, Sian Best, Katie Buzard, Katherine Allen.

(1-r, t-b): Daniel Wilson, lan Mcinerney, Carl Pearson,Vivian Robison,
Paul Miller,AIIen Miller, Luke Karmazin,Aiex Gruebele.

PCC
(1-r, t-b): Rachel Hurley, Ruth Welch,Andrea Park,TJ Bozada, Ms. Lisa
Micele, Hannah Lake-Rayburn, Shivani Khanna, Jake Seeley.

Subbie Buddies
(1-r, t-b): SindhaAgha, Lily Smith, Elizabeth Russell, Diana Liu, Maritza
Mestre, Ollie Goldbart, Hadley Hauser, Dillon Price, Eunice How,
Heather Lin, Sarah Lake-Rayburn, Revathi Maturi, Sheela Gogula,
Katherine Allen, Linda Ly, Christina Gratton, Kahlilah Cooke, Chris
Nixon, Lizzy Warner, Deborah Ladd, Samantha Nguyen. Not pictured:
Maria Gao, Natsuki Nakumura, James Smith.

The student government at Uni High is made up of two different organizations, the Student Faculty Advisory Committee (SFAC) and Student Council. SFAC
is a committee which comprises of one representative from each class as well as
three faculty and Assistant Principal Sue Kovacs. This organization meets once a
week to discuss school rules and other issues which are brought to their attention .
Again this year, the SFAC committee met to approve the Makino Awards requests
they felt were most worthy.
Student Council, on the other hand, organizes student activities such as
dances, Spirit Week, and X-week. In addition, it provides money and support to
many other clubs and events throughout the school. The group is made of three
representative officers from each class along with three executive officers who
oversee each meeting. Stud Co did a great job this year of working as an organized
unit with the student body to help make the school year a success.
In order to bridge both of these organizations, two Student Councilliasons
were voted this year to update each other's activities.

Executive Officers

Senior Class Officers

Junior Class Officers

(1-r, t-b): Micah Berman (Pres.), Shara Esbenshade (1-r, t-b): Samantha Nguyen (Sec./Tres.), Zoe (1-r, t-b): Isaac Chambers (Pres.),Aian Liang (Vice
(Sec./Tres.), Suran Yoo (Vice Pres.).
Schein (Vice Pres.), Aran Yoo(Pres.).
Pres.), Natsuki Nakamura (Sec./Tres.).

Sophomore Class Officers

Freshman Class Officers

(1-r, t-b): Maritza Mestre (Sec./Tres.), Linda Ly (1-r, t-b): Ollie Goldbart (Pres.), Revathi Maturi
(Vice Pres.), Rachel Harmon (Pres.).
(Vice Pres.), Claire Liu (Sec./Tres.).

Subbie Class Officers
(1-r, t-b) : Marie Lilly (Vice Pres.), Jamie Bl
(Pres.), Annie Rong (Sec./Tres.).

UNIQUE
Q·r, t·b): Grace Man, Diana Liu, Mr. Steve Rayburn,Aaron
Kelter,Julian Hartman, Emily Chu,Jacob Olshansky, Hadley
Hauser, Paul Dampier, Jake Seeley,Aiiisa Rantanen,Angela
Jin, Michelle Mehnert.

Gargoyle
(1-r, t-b): Alex Zhai, Isaac Chambers, Maritza Mestre,
Chris Yoder, Rachel Harmon, Laura Dripps, Sarah Pfander,
Carl Zielinski, Gordon Ruan, Jie Han, Sindha Agha,
Katherine Allen, Anna Cangellaris, Andrea Park, Shivani
Khanna, Kumars Salehi, Lizzy Warner, Rachel Skoza, Erika
Belmont, Deborah Ladd, Michelle Gao, Lauren Piester.

World Wide Web
(1-r, t·b): Jie Han, Andrew LaPointe, Adam
Tiouririne, Horace Wang, Amy Ding, Chumar
Williams, Frankie McFarland,Ammar Rizwan.

Uni High Publications is made up of five different organizations:
Yearbook, the Video Team, Journalism, Unique, and World Wide Web . Whether
it is a class or a club, each is primarily student run and their product is student
created. The Publications groups are an important part of our school because
it allows students interested in expressing their creativity to come together and
create works that the entire student body can enjoy and appreciate.
Yearbook, which provides the very book that you are reading now, is
a cla s that compiles photos of students and distributes the large compilation at
the end of the school year so everyone may look back on their memories and
treasure them. The yearbook was handed out at each Disorientation Picnic, a
popular tradition for students and teachers alike to sign each other's yearbooks.
This year's theme was "A Journey" that paralled the experience that a student
would go through in their five years at the Uni. However, the most exciting
change was the shift to an all color book for the first time at Uni High. The
vibrant colors with exciting action shots made the book very pleasing to eye
and made memories of the school filled with life.
The video team is a branch of the Yearbook that concentrates on making creative and funny videos for the Athletic Ceremonies each sports season.
Combining fresh music, cool moves with funny ads, their presentations are
always the most anticipated one of the night.
Journalism maintains the online school newspaper, the Online Gargoyle (OG). With this recent change from a paper newspaper, these journalists
are able to make quicker updates about the school with more opinion columns
such as a daily blog written by one of the members of the class as well as editorial columns. These opinions have often sparked many heated debates around
the school that have allowed students to constantly question set beliefs and
traditions.
Unique is a club that meets once a week to compile all of the school's
creative arts. After editing and organizing the pieces, the magazine is distributed
to all of the students at the end of the school year.
World Wide Web is a class that maintains the school's website to make
it visually appealing and easily accesible. The website hosts information the
admini tration and other members of the school want available on the web.

Video Team

Yearbook

(1-r, t-b): Adam Tiouririne, Isaac Chambers,
Micah Berman, Zoe Schein.

(1-r, t-b ): Suran Yoo, Linda Ly, Katie LaPointe, Christopher Nixon, Mike Renner, Richard Weisbach,
Frankie McFarland, Chumar Williams, Maria Gao,
Erin Hayes,Avanti Chajed.
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"I love my seniors. I do love my seniors.
I do love my freshman though, I do not
know, I do not know." --Mr. Stone

"I actually like the subbies. They are
fresh . New and Shiny." --Ms. Evans

"The subbies because they're so innocent
and I enjoy seeing how they've matured
when I get them back their sophomore
and junior year." --Mr. Rayburn
"I love them all. All equally!"
-- Mr. Murphy

Barb Aschenbrenner
Joel Beesley
David Bergandine
Gene Bild
Ioana Boca

Kathleen Booth
Chris Butler
Jim Carrubba
Lisa Castor
Karen Cooley

Pam Curtis
Charlotte Davidson
Sarah Dewhurst
Steve Epperson
Lisa Evans

(1-r,t-b): The Fine Arts department hears no evil, sees no evil, and
speaks no evil. They just teach; Ms . Dewhurst shows off her favo rite
stuffed animals; Mr. Smith videotapes a guest speaker in a computer
literacy class.

Jenna Finch
Monica Fountain
John Garvey
Frances Harris
Hiroko Ito

Susan Kovacs
Suzanne Linder
Ellen Lindsey
Lynda Lopez
Elizabeth Majerus

Lisa Micele
Matthew Mitchell
Janet Morford
Patricia Morris
Rebecca Murphy

Rick Murphy
Doug Mynatt
Gwyn Ortiz
Andi Phillips
David Porecca

Steve Rayburn
Barbara Ridenour
Craig Russell
Runelle Shriver
Greg Smith

Samuel Smith
Nahil Sobh
David Stone
Adele Suslick
Bill Sutton

Rachel Tyson
Billy Vaughn
Sally Walker
Paul Weilmuenster
Krisanna Zusman

Chris Jutler t1otttit1ated for &oldet1 Apple Award

2007-01 Ut1i Faculty Jy Peparttttet1ts
Administration
Dr. Steve Epperson
Sue Kovacs
Counseling
Lisa Micele
Ellen Lindsey
Sam Smith
Sarah Dewhurst
Secretaries
Barb Aschenbrenner
Lisa Castor
Gwyn Ortiz
Computer Science
Joel Beesley
Greg Smith
Kathleen Booth

History teacher Mr. Chris Butler was named a finalist
for the Golden Apple Award during the school year. Originating
in Chicago, this was the first year the Golden Apple program has
moved to Central Illinois and nominations were sent in for teachers in September. Obviously Butler was a prime candidate, due
to his long and experienced teaching career and his innovative
creation of the history "flowchart". Earning finalist status for this
award is only the most recent notch on the list of Mr. Butler's
achievements. In 2000, after teaching at Uni for 21 years, he
won the American Historical Association's Beveridge Family
Teaching Award which is the highest national honor for history
teachers grades K-12. If Butler wins the Golden Apple Award
he will receive $3,000 as well as a one-semester paid sabbatical
at the University of Illinois, a laptop computer, and membership
in the Golden Apple Central Illinois Academy of Educators.

Math
Nahil Sobh
Rachel Tyson
Gene Bild
Craig Russell
Ioana Boca

Physical Education
Sally Walker
Rebecca Murphy
Doug Mynatt
Andi Phillips
Library
Frances Harris
Natalie Sapkarov
Runelle Shriver

Foreign Language
Jenna Finch
Lynda Lopez
Hiroko Ito
John Garvey
Paul Weilmuenster
Krisanna Zu man
Social Studies
Bill Sutton
Chris Butler
Janet Morford
Billy Vaughn
Fine Arts
Lisa Evans
Barbara Ridenour
Rick Murphy
English
Steve Rayburn
David Porecca
Adele Suslick
Elizabeth Majeru
Matt Mitchell
Suzanne Linder
Laura Koritz
Charlotte Davidson
Ro emary Laughlin
Science
David Stone
Jim Carrubba
David Bergandine
Patricia Morris

(l-r, t-b): Ms. Harris and Mr. Garvey brainstorm about their
next student assignment; Malcolm Taylor has once again misbehaved and Ms. Kovacs will not let him get away with it; Mr.
Beesley makes a face for the camera; Mr. Stone uses sponges
for his demonstration; Mr. Murphy is secretly a clarinet warrior; Mr. Carrubba helps Ethan Berl with his computations.

Coach Doug Mynatt and senior Michelle Mehnert had a deal. If she were to place in the top 5 in the state cross country
meet, Coach Mynatt would let her and the rest of the girl's cross country team shave his head. Mehnert placed 3rd and
Doug, being a man of his word, had to suffer the consequences.

Or Ashkenazi
Andrea Bajcsy
Elena Bauer
Jamie Blue
Tahar Bowen-Pinto

Leah Brown
Charlie Bullock
Juan Chapa
Hye Ji Choi
Tanya Denisova

Amalia Dolan
RosaDruker
DaxEarl
Joe Easley
Will Erickson
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Uni is living up to my expectations. I
can learn here and not have to listen
to the teacher review everything we've
already learned. -- Hannah Johlas
Uni has definitely lived up to my expectations ...lots of homework and weird
teachers. -- Jason He

Uni is kind of living up to my expectations because I have a lot of new
friends and a better environment.
--Hanan Jaber

Opposite Page (l-r, t-b): Tahar Bowen-Pinto poses for a picture
with a member of Cirque de Soule; Elena Bower and Or Ashkenazi take a break in the hall for a picture; Sydney Muchnik and
Sarah Heffley are surprised their picture is being taken; Hoda
Sayegh floats through the halls. This Page (l-r, t-b): R ye Ji Choi
't like the lime light but Vivian Hagerty doesn't mind; AnHan trains to be a Kung Fu fighter; Rodney LeNoir thinks
's a gymnast; Rosa Druker won't look at the camera; Rohit
l l-'nlolr/JV is excited to be in class.

I thought that the students would be
more enthusiastic about "exciting"
classes, clubs, events, etc. I have not
been disappointed! -- Marie Lilly
I expected Uni to be a challenge.
By saying that it's better than what
I expected, is that it's not only a fun
challenge, but a really fun challenge!
-- Kathleen Kohl

Aishwarya Gautam
Maia Gersten
Vivian Hagerty
Carl Haken
Andrew Han

Christina Harden
Jason He
SarahHeffiey
Edward Hsieh
Hanan Jaber

Hannah Johlas
LukeKarmazin
Kathleen Kohl
lain Konigsberg
Thomas Lawless

DeAndre LeNoir
Marie Lilly
Brandon Lin
Sidanth Madhubalan
Leah Matkovich

Antonio Martinez
Ryosuke Minami
Brendan Morales-Doyle
Steven Morse
Sydney Muchnik

Chris Nguyen
Rohit Palekar
Aramael Pena-Alcantara
Kathy Qiu
Abigail Radnitzer

Soren Rasmussen
Annie Rong
Anna Rubakhina
Hoda Sayegh
Conrad Schloer

Marina Shah
John Shapley
Joey Smith
Joseph Song
Sarah Sutter

Ashley Tapping
Shruti Vaidya
Max Walker
Simeon Washington
Ezra Winter-Nelson

Sarah Yockey

(l-r, t-b): Johnny Shapley gives his candy bar two thumbs up; Sarah Sutter
wants to jump higher; Luke Karmazin smiles for the camera; Marie Lilly,
Leah Matkovich and Jamie Blue enjoy the Halloween dance; Ryosuke Minami wants peace in the world; A group of subbies have made it to the top and
celebrate their victory; Simeon Washington points the way, Maia Gersten,
Christina Harden, and Conrad Schloer proved they really could fit in their
lockers; Will Erickson is getting ready to save the school from the fire; Joey
Smith gets help with his tie; Hye Ji Choi says no ABC; Vivian Hagerty and
Hoda Sayegh have fun with the camera.

Albert Anastasio
Simone Ballard
Wynee Bao
Claire Billingsley
Austin Black

Seth Bull
Eric Chen
Jenny Cooke
Kahlilah Cooke
Emma Coverdill

John D'Angelo
Celinda Davis
Erick Dietz
Will Fernandez
Jack Feser

Opposite Page (l-r, t-b): Will Fernandez wants to
show off while Seth Bull is a little hesitant; Charlie
Newman is ready for a rainy day; Chris Mathy lets
us know his favorite reading material; W)!nee Bao
"""'"''·'··' herselffrom the camera. This Page (l-r, t-b):
Amanda Hwu sends a big hello; Dillon Price manages to eat, read, and pose; Ian Stauch is distracted
by his yo-yo; Adam Joseph tries on a new hairstyle;
Claire Liu is shy about her new nose; Isaac Joy takes
some time to enjoy his food.

Katherine Floess
Sheela Gogula
Ollie Goldbart
Cristina Gratton
Alex Gruebele

Youyang Gu
David Hjelmstad
Ashley Huddson
AmandaHwu
Eli Hyman

Adam Joseph
Isaac Joy
Rachael Kempe
Jay Kesan
RyanKo

Zach Korol-Gold
Amrutha Kumaran
Kevin Li
Heather Lin
Claire Liu

Chris Mathy
Revathi Maturi
Ian Mcinerney
Katy Metcalf
Michael Meyer

Allen Miller
Margarita Mouschovias
Charlie Newman
Lilli Pearson
Dillon Price

Sol Robinson
Miles Ross
Katayun Salehi
Serena Schatz
StefSenior

Ziran Shang
Warren Skoza
Ian Slauch
Lily Smith
Lisa Sproat

Nancy Tang
Buck Walsh
Fiona Weingartner
Joey Yang
Eleni Yannelis

Elenita Zamora
Mike Zhivov

(l-r, t-b): Revathi Maturi and Buck Walsh lean on Celinda Davis; Erick
Dietz and Amrutha Kumaran show us why they 're Uni students; Ryan Ko
shows us the way; Eleni Yannelis and Cristina Gratton stop to show how
much they like each other; Ian Mcinerney concentrates on his work; John
D 'Angelo scowls at the camera; Is Miles Ross breaking the cell phone rule?;
Sol Robinson shows us his talent.
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I wish Uni had a later start and earlier
dismissal. -- Simone Ballard

/' d wish for a proper heating and cooling system that doesn't make the school
feel/ike a sauna. -- Buck Walsh

I think I'd really like it if Uni offered a
Civics class, because I think there'd be
a lot of interest in it. -- Stef Senior

A room inside Unifor Health class ....when
the cold and rain is coming down hard at you
it can ntin your positive attitude.
-- Kahlilah Cooke
I want shorter pizza lines. -- Eric Chen
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SindhaAgha
Elizabeth Allen
Katherine Allen
Langston Allston-Yeagle
Erika Belmont

Tuli Bera
Sian Best
Lisa Boyce
Miles Bribriesco
Katie Buzard

Costas Cangellaris
Tej Chajed
Daniel Cheng
Eduardo Diazmunoz
Amy Ding

I

"English with Mitchell because we have
interesting conversations; Journalism
because its something I enjoy doing. "
-- Anna Gooier
" World Wide Web is probably my favorite because it is really laid back."
-- Andrew LaPointe

"Chemistry, because it is so challenging
but the teacher (Mr. Bergandine) is so
cool." --Elizabeth Allen

Opposite Page (l-r, t-b): ,Miles Bribriesco looks stunning as a girl; Eduardo Diazmunoz stares us down; Erika
Belmont hides while Michelle Wong and Tuli Bera peek out; Ethan
Schiller winks This Page (l-r, t-b ): Laura Dripps shows
off her muscle; Jack Snyder takes a break from his hydration workout; Tianna Pittenger likes her coffee; Nora P eterson and Kelly Mover show off their matching t-shirts
0

0

"/like history because Mr. Butler is a
great teacher; he makes class interesting
and history more than a bunch of dates."
-- Chris Yoder
"Radio, because it was entertaining to be
able to record and learn more about radio,
something that's been around for so long. "

--lindaLy

Jared Doyle
Laura Dripps
Alexx Engles
Eric Fritzsche
Chumin Gao

Maria Gao
DannyGe
Zack Goldberg
Anna Gooier
Nile Hamer

Rachel Harmon
Hadley Hauser
Isaure Hostetter
Loic Hostetter
Andrew LaPointe

Ben Lee
Dan Lilly
Diana Liu
LindaLy
Grace Man

Jasper Maniates-Selvin
Maritza Mestre
Kelly Mover
Takayuki Otsuka
Stephanie Overmier

Arnav Pamidighantam
Daniel Pearlstein
Neil Pearson
Nora Peterson
Tianna Pittenger

Terry Qi
Vivian Robison
Elizabeth Russell
Brittany Scheid
Ethan Schiller

Sophie Shenk
Gabe Smith
Nathan Smith
Jack Snyder
Cheyenne Stewart

Ben Suslick
Isabel Vazquez
Horace Wang
Andrew Weatherhead
Daniel Wilson

Michelle Wong
Chris Yoder
Nick Zukoski

I • •

(l-r, t-b): Zack Goldberg in his Madrigals costume; Nick Zukoski likes his
popsicle; Nile Hamer uses a Sharpee in Chemistry; Diana Liu, Hadley
Hauser, Katherine Allen, Elizabeth Russell, Nick Zukoski, Maritza Mestre ,
Erika Belmont, Brittany Scheid, Lisa Boyce, and Langston Allston-Yeagle
have fun during PE; Lisa Boyce flashes a smile; Alexx Engles scrunches
her nose; Amy Ding and Rachel Harmon smile prettily; Arnav Pamidighantam eats his food.

Jasmine Alvarado
Gregory Atherton
Daniel Borup
Caroline Brown
Holden Bucher

Avanti Chajed
Isaac Chambers
Benjamin Daniels
Robert Diehl
Clement Dossin

Jacob Druker
Vaishnavi Giridaran
Sheri Grill
Elaine Gu
Karen Han

I •

site Page (l-r, t-b): Greg Atherton tries to stand
his head; Russell Prochaska looks sly; Lizzy Warsues for peace; Alan Kessler, Deren Kudeki, and
Pearson enjoy themselves during lunch.
Page (l-r, t-b) : Malcolm Taylor likes his hat;
Han says : "Talk to the hand cameraman";
hard Wang and Paul Miller ponder life; Vaishnavi
;,r,·rtnrnn appears happy with her choice of shampoo
to her soft hair; Cheng Luo plays some cards;
Sayegh and Alan Liang hug for warmth.

Jason He
Carter Hutchens
Rachel Hyman
Karolina Kalbarczyk
Jeremy Kernball

Alan Kessler
Noel Knox
Deren Kudeki
Deborah Ladd
Sarah Lake-Rayburn

Hannah Leskosky
Madeline Levin
Alan Liang
Andrew Lovdahl
Allan Luo

I •

Cheng Luo
Anne Machesky
Sierra Marcum
Paul Miller
Natsuki Nakamura

ArifNelson
Nish Nookala
Carl Pearson
Lauren Piester
Russell Prochaska

Stephen Prochaska
Gordon Ruan
Kareem Sayegh
Joy Shapley
Rachel Skoza

Laura Sligar
James Smith
Jessica Stewart
Jessi Sullivan
Malcolm Taylor

Adam Tiouririne
Laura Voitik
Charlie Wan
Brian Wang
Richard Wang

Lizzy Warner
Richard Weisbach
Miguel Zamora

(l-r, t-b): Carter Hutchens likes his popcorn; Jason He looks suspicious;
Jeremy Kemball tries to explain something to Noel Knox but Noel just
does not understand; Maddy Levin is disturbed by the camera; Natsuki
Nakamura shows off her muscles; Isaac Chambers is shocked that his
picture is being taken; Elaine Gu has a pen in her head (or does she?);
Richard We isbach catches up on some reading.
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I work at Savoy 16 because otherwise 1
would be bored.
-- James Smith

I wanted a job so I could get a car.
-- Daniel Borup

I don't have a job because I don't need
the money.
-- Teddy Zamora

I work at Kumon math and reading
center teaching little kids math and
grading their home work.
-- Avanti Chajed
I had a job over the summer it was fun.
-- Caroline Brown

Geoffrey Beck

Joofers

Is he actually asking this, or could it be a rhetorical question? - Ms. Majerus
That was an unsatisfactory olfactory experience. - Chelsea
So you put an H on the "K" in cat, and you get hat. Oh, wait...- TJ
It is 4:00 because it was 3·56 tike a minute ago. - Jessica
at mel I'm
up lasersl - Ray
~tvtsto.Phe(.}.lffl!~M ;~r~~- attn SUb

I, Geoffrey Beck , bequeath the following things to the following people: to Carter, his own car o that he can drive himself home from occer. To Holden, a
lifetime supply of lunches so everyone el e can eat in peace . To Russell , a steel-toed soccer cleat. To Stephen , a year without crutches. To Gordon , a less
boring opening as black. To Arif, one cockroach . To Lily, another French swear word to bring the total to 183 . And to everyone, a fond farewell .

EthanBerl

I, Ethan Berl, being of sound mind and body, hereby bequeath the following things to the following people: the trumpet section to the very capable Amanda Hwu,
the tenor section to Jared and Zach , jazz band to Clement, and the madrigals to Daniel Borup . To Karen Han and Daniel Cheng , I impart the grand piano , along
with the time and determination to continue your great piano performances. I leave the theatre to Tianna, Sarah, Lor, and Buck, with Adam on tech. To Kareem,
I leave "Bohemian Rhapsody," and to Jacob Druker, everything science-fiction. To Dax and Zach Karol-Gold , I leave the reputation of best magician . To Senora
Finch , I leave a wide-mouthed frog and a four-year Spanish program. Finally, I leave peace of mind to Mr. Murphy, Ms. Ridenour, Ms. Kovacs , Mr. Sutton, Ray,
and any other teachers that I drove crazy. Thank you everyone for having such an impact on these last five years of my life .

Craftsman, Michael Booger, Tigre

I, MSB, of ever-busy body & mind, do hereby bequeath the following ish: The Voice gets anything & everything I leave behind, UHVtdeo, ''No!" cards, & (crunch) time. To ichamber I
leave UHVideo, & to Beesley I leave ichamber. Sheri gets my neighborhood at all hours of the night. Natsuk:i: props from Uni for all you do, & nighttime walks. Rich: driving skillz & "A
Guide to 21st Century Sex." To Sol ,I leave inner peace. Nora & Linda get "A Whole New World"- with lyrics! MWong: soccer games you actually make it to. Nile: a meatball sandwich.
Sensei: myetemal gratitude for ... well,everything.JBG: a successor& thanks! Bill: an accurately launched can.HCR: thanks for truly caring.Bees: Thanks for putting up with me, trusting
me, making me laugh, & keeping me together. I'll stop by for tea. Gwyn, Lisa, & Barb get a pat on the back for dealing with me! Ellen gets a hug for keeping me in line & giving me a
laugh when I need one. Ray: students who don't need VIsitor forms . Dr. Epperson: thanks for being the coolest principal ever! Kovacs gets more thanks than these words can convey, &
a po thumous copy of a certain letter. Thanks for the great times, Uni- I'll always remember the best 5 years of my life (so far). Ttrne charges on- but I hope I'll see y'all around.

Adriana Cristina Black-Morocoima
Black, adri bee, BLAX

We're just ordinary people, I We don't know which way to go
Atrevete-te-te
La tierra donde naciste I no Ia puedes olvidar
porque tiene tus raices I y lo que dejas atras
You know, it's nothing new I Bad news never had good timing I But, - - - •
then your circle of friends I Will defend the silver lining
Throughout life
wiD
you mad~ I DiSfestll&C·t,YCIIU anct ·trecJt
~I

!,Adriana, leave you this to Rachel Skoza, the knowledge that you will be the one I miss most. To Deb, memories from gymnastics, to French, to swim team, to Engli h. To Sian,
many splashes in the face followed by an innumerable amount of bugs. To Holden, a million hugs. To Eduardo, sigue educando a eso gringo de la RAZA LATINA. To Erika &
Marit:za, many more SAM car rides. To Karolina, a billion thanks for help on French and math. To Jasmine the knowledge that "Jasmine" IS a real name in Espafiol. To Rachel Hymen, "what's the homework?". To Kahlilah , a dummy at the bottom of the pool. To Revathi, the authority to take over as undetwater poser. To Michelle, many more chat time and
a slap on the cheek for being out of class. To Malcolm, more warm color clothing to dress in. To Jacob & Paul & The Richards, all my love. To Sindha, youngin' forever. To Sierra,
Sierra rimes with ... To the PE. Department, it's been real . To Mmel..opez, an endless supply of late assignments and congrats for putting up with me for three years straight. To Sue,
a year supply of pretzels and a new turtle neck sweater followed by a rub of the head. And a pecial thanks to Mrs. Tyson, Mr. Vaughn, Ms. Evan , Mr. Stone, and Mr. Sutton.
I •

Thomas (TJ) Allen Bozada Jr.
PJ, Teej, Sir. Shanks-a-lot

I, TJ Bozada, being of athletic mind and intelligent body, do hereby bequeath the following items unto the following people. First, to Kareem, I give my love and probation. To Greg , awkward car ride . To Holden , I leave the soccer team to u e as you will, though Stephen has to take care of it. To Carter I give the defense as his personal
B******. I give Butters his real name back and Minkus the knowledge that he i now officially Archibald. To Voice I leave all the women he wants and to Eddie, all the
Hispanic culture I never had ... on the same note, I give Lilly all the goals I never scored. Finally, to David, I place the future ofUni Defense in your hands . To Sheri I leave
a bubble all her own, Lizzie gets awkward walk in the dar, Annie gets hockey because at least she dates the players , and Rachel gets all the Spain moments , whether we
were lo tor not. Last but not least, Sindha gets the knowledge that she was right all along. Thank you to the teachers and staff, especially : Barb, Bergandine, Ray, Senora
Finch, Gwynn , Li aM, Murph , Doug, Sally, Sutton, and Vaughn. Thanks most of all to Kovacs , for keeping me here despite my best attempts ...! love you all .

Anna Elizabeth Cangellaris
Anna-Liza, Conga, Annamal

I,Anna-Liza Cangellaris, of pensive mind and mobile body, leave the following entirnental/ ridiculous things to the following people: Sheri- craziness, happiness , and guys
that can keep up with you; Teddy/Miguel & Borup- hold it down for Madrigals and stay fly, you guys are awesome; Malcolm- the knowledge that you are the most beautiful
guy I have ever met, I will miss you; Holden- someone to stalk you while I'm gone; Alan & Cheng- meeple, durnprings , and writing hill; Ethan Schiller- the secret to the
Soulja Boy dance; Arnaaaav- a life-time supply of fruit roll-ups; Zach- a real penguin; Kareem- may you learn every language; Sindah- luck in journalism, awkward parking lot pictures; Liz Allen- a giant ice-cream sundae every Sunday; Karolina , Simone, Claire, & Sophie- super ballet powers; Voice- Big Show; Ben Lee- title as old-school
hiphop master; Eddie- omg, u g3t w/3 u want b/c I <3 u that much! tak3 car3 of costa 4m3; Constantine A. Cangellaris- you get all of my love , dominance of the Uni High
junior clas , Family Guy, ugly deserts , morning mixes, w/e new hoes you desire, and 7k basketballs. Keep it real ... ballin!

Emily Tzen-Ling Chu
Emi, Em1-chu, Chu-chu

I, Emily Chu, being of sound body and not-quite-so-sound mind, bequeath the following actions/possessions upon the following unsuspecting people: Mr. Sutton
gets an endless supply of bagel chips, Sensei gets a more well behaved class, Karen gets parfait and frog themed accessories , Joy gets Nippon-style Coke, Ben
Daniels gets more messing around time in the lounge, Avanti gets time at Kumon without certain children who shall go unnamed, and Greg inherits the right to
give poor, innocent underclassmen ridiculous nicknames. Have fun , guys.

Joshua Chung

No, I'm cleverl
Josh, I have to practice baslcetbaH, and i hove to practice girls.
And they thought I was queer because i had spandex••
I'm that thing where
th

So

..

ani Dampier

Rock, Pablo, Harry Potter
-~

in black fled across the desert, and the gunslinger followed.

Hello , I am Paul and this is my will! Caroline Brown get Yi Dan and lot of memories from HMO. Grand Poobah of KFC goes to whoever masters the 18
Legendary Weapons of China, or whoever reache the 36th Chamber. Anyone willing to keep it alive gets club club. Teddy gets good times at Garden Hills and
Tolkien toys . Richard Weisbach gets French girl to dance with and too many bottles of cider. My gratitude goes to all the women in the main office who put up
with my morning antics the past five years. Finally, many thanks to all the teachers who really made a difference: M. Garvey, Kovacs , Mme. Lopez, M . Majerus,
Mr. Stone, Mr. Sutton , Mrs. Tyson, and Mr. Vaughn . Most of all Mrs . Suslick receives gratitude beyond words for all she ha done for me. Everybody el e gets
a specific comment when I sign yearbooks. Okay, I'm outta here .

Shara Lili Gille Esbenshade

I, Shara Lili Gille E benshade , of ideali tic mind and re tless body leave this chool activism and energy and a reminder that there is no point in learning if you
don t put it into something real . GSI & UFU I leave you ucce and life-changing experiences all over the world. Alexx- stay fresh & tribal! Kareem, I leave you
someone that gets your sarcasm & Nile you get a kiss from Victoria. Annie- you get Dominican hotties & Laura some good local hip-hop. Nish , Ben & Isabelle
-eternal sunshine. Caroline , you get tumbles down hot tub steps. Mrs. Suslick, Mr. Sutton , & Mr. Vaughn my everlasting thanks, and Mr. Butler, Mrs. Linder,
and Mr. Mitchell- I leave you panels, documentary showings . & service projects . Students: I leave everyone the life advice of the Coup Life is a challenge and
you gotta team up/If you play house pretend that the man clean up/ And also/Wear clean draws/Everyday.
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Chelsea Rachelle Freeland

I, Chelsea Freeland , being of questionable mind , but undeniable body, leave the following , to the following: Sheri: finally the recognition he de erves on the
volleyball court, mochilla , a giant sign saying "move your feet", conversations while filling water bottles, an extra sports bra , and bubbles; Kareem: a voluntary
hug, a highlighter, one weird day after another, and Chambers' butt; Skoza and Mac: y'all get to share the var ity with Sheri , and have a great season that breaks
all of our records; Soccer girls: 4 Ds of defense , file runs , power and finesse , and excellent soccer tans for all of you; Mr. Vaughn: an apology for not reading the
entire Republic and keeping all the anthro books. Thanks to all my other teachers , especially: Vaughn , Bergandine , Sally, Merf, Lopez , Garvey, Russell, Butler,
Linder, Finch, Evans, Stone, and Ellen; special thanks to Ms . Kovacs for going to bat for me so often; Everyone else: Y 'all are the future of our ociety, and some
of the smartest people I have ever met. Please remember this as you inevitably do stupid things .

ichelle Gao

Mich(ucy), M1tch(ball), Chellebo
e ad.. edt Retard-ed9 RetardedJ - Lucy
Free ·
interc

Yokoy. -Alan and Zoe

!,Michelle Gao, being of music-filled mind and theatre-filled body do leave these things to these people: Everyone I've ever done a how with - love, insane-nes , fun, and more
men. Soprano in Madrigal - Awesomeness. Nile- piggyback rides. Adam- freuds. Linda and Nora - muffins and crawlspace in the attic. Daniel - weird AIM conversations.
Caroline- school-bus rides. Karolina - soda and orne grapes. Lor - car tires and a boyfriend. Sarah - long talks and the knowledge that he is loved. Lauren - Oscar Wilde and
singing/dancing/British accents in the car. Hannah- a pole. Papa Bear- "POLEDANCING !"Big Mama P - a rape whistle. Dillon - a cathing, "Dillon." Deborah - cuddles.
Alan- the knowledge that he is incredibly awesome and some Cheerios. Kareem- big hugs and a recording studio. Isaac - shared Insomnia with Kareem and Alan. Charlie- an
actual conversation and a hug; James - manstick; Noel - the knowledge that he can sing. Sheri can be God in Mafia. Everyone in my tutoring program gets undying affection.
Maria gets the knowledge that she is my closest friend and my favorite, along with everything she wants. Thanks to all my teachers for helping me with life.

Madeleine Elizabeth Garvey
Mad-jic, Mauer, The Garv

I, Madeleine Garvey, do hereby leave some stuff to some people. To Ethan S., the privilege of calling me "Stinky," and a dollar any time you need it. To Noel,
dumb "your mom" jokes and another slap in the face . To Ben D., "ala mode" and accusing glares. To Sarah L-R, people who know the words to musical songs
and LOTS of love. To Linda and Nora, "thatithticth" and a brilliant radio drama. To Sierra, an enthusiastic hello and a "proper" statue of Napoleon's horse. To
Adam T., some kind of fire extinguisher and utter amazement. To Claire B, awkward AIM conversations. To Fiona, someone who doesn't think you're crying. To
Ray, the sincerest apologies, and empty chair to kick, and oh! a narwhal (of course). To Mr. Sutton, the bodyguard I promised and all the thanks in the world. And
to my father, the school, whatever pop culture knowledge I can give to you, and whatever you want to listen to in the Garvan. And a thank you to every one of
my teachers. Goodbye . I will miss every single one of you.

I, J.J., the candy-sugar-chocolate-food lover, am currently in a sane state of being and thus bequeath the following: all the meeses and cheeses to Diana, a lot
of mangas and P.O.T.s to Greg-hat-person; award for being first to every Journalism class to Chris; the speakers and good music to Andrew (aka Alp); pokes to
Isaure and Alan Liang; chocolate voodoo dolls of Chloe to Karolina; French books to Richard Wang; lots of balls and mile-high fences to Tennis club; lots of new
projects for Art Club; extremely dense one-page papers to Mr. Russell; better servers for Journalism; lots of parties for Philosophy; cakes for French class; new
layouts for WWW; eternal gratitude and thank yous to all my teachers; lots of candy, sugar, food, and pokes to everybody else.

Julian Hartman

I, Julian Hartman being literary of mind and literally of body hereby do bequeath the following items to the following receptacles: Alan Liang: the first pot in my senior will. Deren
and Buck: instantaneous musicals. Sian: a perfectly functioning computer, and al o (for no apparent reason) a gigantic dirigible. Oement: first saxophone (though it's already yours).
To Zach,Lilly, Cheng and the others jazz band-goers: Monday night fun! Jessie and Cheyenne: parenting group-related activities. Ethan Schiller: a culinary career. Maddie Levin and
Anna Gooler: sometimes-enjoyable Sunday mornings. Sarah Lake-Rayburn: white-hot anger. Ben Daniels: two cocker spaniels (it rhymes). Lauren Piester: an even betterstudprod
play, and two new hooligans for cameos. Kareem: plenty of new lounge-dwellers to ... fraternize with. Archie (Ian): amazing goalie kills. To Russell and Stephen ... I'm not ure:
pick something. Isaac Chambers: a large bouncy-ball. To Carter, Holden, Eddie, Lilly, and the rest of the soccer guys, a great season next year. Teddy: Spanish Club (of which I am
self-proclaimed president). Richard Weisbach: the last spot in my senior will. My teachers: a big thank you, along with some stolen hotel pens thrown in for Mr. Sutton.

Erin Maria Hayes
M VP, Ellen, Rutherford

That was back when I was invincible - Me, Madeleine
lncestt- Me
Raymond, throw up the narwhall - 5th hr. junior physics
Expedite the
. • Cameron Cropek

I, Erin Hayes, leave the following stuff to the following people: Alexx: SHAG, TAG member hip, outlandish noi es and conver ation , & frankness about when I'm
awkward. She al o gets a sketchy Icelandic-American boyfriend, if she want one. Kareem: My undying love, many kis es, and a payback batch of scrambled eggs
with cinnamon on a summer morning. Nile: A massage on the beach. Alan Liang: an eternal upply of groove. Tianna: More awe orne outfits. Jessie: Early dismissal
shopping trips. Laura: The Entertainment section. Gabe: Something Corporate & owner hip of "the cene". Nora & Linda: dominion over the North Attic . Terry: A
meaningful conversation. Eddie: A swift kick in the ass. You also get my brother & some food from Mama. Sindha: some pretty, bright and bubbly, wondrous dream.
Ray: Oregano, narwhals , & an apology. Mr. Porreca: A good night's sleep & some "pansy rockers." The Department of Anarchy: My love & future visits. You shaped
me into who I am today. Finally, to Sue Kovacs: gratitude, huge bugs , and unlimited parties of a tardy nature to do with what you plea e. To everyone el e: Takk.

Eunice Su-Sian How

E-dawg ''the Hat Factory" Hurr Are You, GeunicE, Punice
Rfe there are no regrets. - Johan How
greatest thing you'll ever learn is just to love and be loved in return.
Rouge I
l' Mcwce~nus~ Hollo, Bamordo. - Hamlet, Act I
queen of
One d , puns will just come exptoding

I, being of spacey mind and [azn] body, bequeath the following: swim team , chlorine and sleepovers; Lor, a "Wo hen hao xie xie" with double peace signs, quinty
eyes , and uper smiles; Natsuki, a more Asian job and my defunct Pikachu co tume; Deborah, the 500; Maritza and Sian, the 100 back, Erika, more boyfriends; Diana,
morning naps; Maria, Hills marathon ; Revathi, long talks with her elf; KahWah , "chomp"; Rachel Hyman; the S4BW empire; Karolina, SFAC; Laura Dripps , the
combination of humor and formal business in minutes; Caroline and Sheri , UFU· Hannah L Big Show; all ubbie buddies , agreeable new students; Holden, a far
east speedy fiend ; Eddie, Isaac R; Alan Liang, old age like hi Stud Prod character; Nancy, another twin; Alexx , my locker; Caroline, free range bison in beautiful
rolling plain , my textbooks , the 30 hour famine, "nemui/tsukaretas' and youth group. Everyone el e gets a severe warning against sleeping in cia s, not that I did that
regularly. Teachers, know you are appreciated , especially: Sen ei , who get "we are peach" ; Ms . Suslick, my admiration of your dedication to the school; Mr. Stone,
mi pronounced arthropod names; Mr. Sutton , Matewans and humpback whale ; and Ms . Kovacs , unlimited tardy parties and my gratitude. Peace!

Upon my departure from Uni I am leaving orne things that I feel the people still here cannot live without. To Lauren , I leave future safety in all motor vehicles,
infinite repetition of " Harry Potter Puppet Pal , ' and multiple beache of high quality magic sand. To Laura, I give someone else to influence into hating life and to
make fun of on the way toPE. To Daniel , I leave humility, ale
tressful year and a giant box of tissues for wiping your eyes all the times you mis me next year.
To Sheri , I give a solo everyday in chorus and a deck of cards to keep in your hair. A Teddy, doy mucha per onas que quieren hablar espafiol contigo . To Arif, I
give a plethora of fun day in weights and omeone else to laugh at while they run. To Clement, someone else to ask you ridiculous questions about France and a
enior year free from CL2 . To Costa , I leave the confidence to ay hello to upperclassmen at school that you talk to at home. To Malcolm, I give a chic sidekick
uniform and a belt to bold up your pant .

Sam Imlay

Samwells, Simlay, Pegasus

I, Sam Imlay, of indecisive mind and perhaps tallione que body, do hereby bequeath the following tuff to the following people in no particular order. Holden
is blessed with apples and bagels, but at the cost of generations of tribal warfare, Carter gets just enough of a tan o he can make fun of me, Richard inherit the
Jewish faith, grows a beard and joins a fraternity, Stephen gets spare ham trings and juggling skill , Russell gets Stephen , Kareem gets lyrics beside "night",
"darkness" , and "fight", Noel gets my position and more goals (goels?) than I did , Eddie gets more fancy footwork , Jack Snyder gets a butt, Nate Justice get a
league/department/law firm , Malcolm gets my blessing on his "rain dance" , and Butters gets Ms . Butter worth .

Marikalyer
Mariks, Mix

Is it progress if a cannibal uses a lcnffe & fork9 - Stanislaw lee

it doesn't cost one thing to smile,
you don't have to pay to
d better thank God._ ..~

Caroline! I leave you half of that conspicuous set of lockers (if you want them) my endless attendances of taekwondo , spiritual talks on Japane e balconies, and farting retribution. Alexx , I leave you the other half of the lockers, witty revolutionary t- hirt , vegan chocolate mousse , and the hope that you will not go it alone for the
next two years. Jessi , I give my complete approval of busting down helple s opponent next year; quell the hater , you ' re an awe orne girl. Sheri , keep being a Grill.
Michelle, I know that one day you will be amazingly mature,just wait; Erika, good luck dealing with her. Rachel , I leave you with the knowledge that you are one of
the few people in this school with soul and great music taste; I know you will do amazing things with your life.Sue, thanks for putting up with me for o long, you ' ve
taught me well. Sensei and the entire history department , thank you so much for the knowledge you have pas ed , Ire pect you so much . UGHB , you ' ve taught me
more than you know. I leave UFU several stress free lock-ins and many generous donations , and the activi t crowd, some good leader and the ability to keep it up.

AngelaJin

Angie, Anj, Mangie

Angie, you need a psychia1rist. A psychologist can't help you anymore.
- Sofia

We're having hot sex right now, and by sex I
hot.-Unda

I, Angela Jin , being somewhat sleep-deprived and procrastinating in nature, leave the following: To Joy:ninja skills , graceful falls , day-old Coke , and a tug on her
drawstrings. Have a kick-arse senior year. Noel:a Wylde Chicken , a poke accompanied by the knowledge that I always win , a bewildered expression , and a huge
hug . Jessi:my firstborn child. Ben: some lint and 8 cents: the complete contents of my pockets right now. Sheri: the flute section (use it well) and a neverending
supply of sports bras. Lizzy:the sprinters , and purrrrrple. Caroline:Botticelli , corn rash , and popcorn in the seed house . Erika:ajin and lots of laughs. Amy: piano
class , AIM and a punching bag , so you won ' t be too sad when you can ' t hit me . Rachel:mad hops , the ability to dunk , and a huge hug whenever I see you . Laura:
a prolonged " eww," but the knowledge that I love her anyway. Buck:love , King School , and an agent hat. Joseph:an amazing next four years, a hug, and a smack
upside the head. To all my teachers and coaches, my undying gratitude. Everyone else can squabble over the rest of my meager belongings.

Claire Autumn Johnson

I, Claire Autumn John on, leave the following stuff to the following people .Dave Schiller can keep his nickname and remember who gave it to him .Michelle Wong can watch
Hills Have Eyes ill with me.Hannah gets anything she wants because she's awesome.Arif can have a hug and someone to talk to in PE.Alan gets to write the best poem ever
and all the money Carter owes him.Carter can have some Chinese food and super mooching abilities Rachel gets fun times in Spanish class, a birthday dinner in Madrid,
and a hot meseroRachel Harmon gets a hug and a srnile.Kareem gets a hello and a hug anytime he wants .Voice gets some groupies and someone else to go to parties with.
Annie M gets PROPEL, a slap on the ass , and a handprint on her leg Jasmine gets kindergarten memories and trips to IHOP.Maddy gets any boy she wants , all my love, and
she can come visit me in college .Sheri gets to enjoy her new house and can have all of my mooching abilities.Caroline gets a hug , anything I forgot to give back to her, and
memories of being little kids. All of my teachers get a big thank you , especially Mr. B , Mr. Stone, Ray, Sally, and Douglas. To everyone else, hang in there.

Aaron Philip Kelter

Mango Lord, Centurion_Beta, The Professor

I, Aaron Kelter, being of insane mind and cold-resistant body, bequeath the following things to the following people: To Greg Atherton , I pass on the title of Manga
Lord and infinite money for buying new manga. To Rob Diehl, I leave new manga to read every week. To Kemball , Joy, and Karen!Domo Queen , I leave an army
of differently-costumed Domas from all walks of life to command. To Ollie , I be tow the title of coole t underclas man and infinite Naruto/0 -Parts Hunter. To
Doug, Merf, and Sally, I leave my thanks for teaching me that I can actually run fast and lift big weights, even if my form stinks and I'm incon istent. To Runelle,
Ms . Harris, and the rest of the wonderful library staff, I leave in my place new helpers who aren 't as incompetent as I am and daily typewriter checkup . To the
present and future members of Manga Club , I leave my best wishes and the hope that you all will have many more hours of being the quiete t-but- till-rna t-fun
club in school. And to everyone el e , I'm sorry if I didn ' t throw in something about you , especially if I meant to and forgot , but you re all awesome .

Shivani Khanna

Shinaners, Shivers

At least they'll be naked! -EriZbeth Russell on sharing the locker room
with the swimmers
.. Alright, that's it, next time I see a good looking guy I'm just gonna
bend over"-Jessica Stark
Carl: Oysters all around!

Ml:

ey· Your mom all around.

I, Shiv ani Khanna , being of small, yet enduring body and quixotic mind, hereby bequeath the following treasures for commandeering by the following people: the girls xc
team- a much de erved but ever so elusive state trophy to fill the hole in the trophy ca e , long run talks , tradition with chalk, window paint, and streamers. Elizabeth- a
leash , naked swimmers , and a sub 18 3 mile . Elaine- the only Asian on the first page of all the results. Katherine- irnpo ibly fa t 200's and brilliant first year journalism
students to edit. Jack- hoards of girls distracted by his cerulean eyes . Malcolm- All-State and skinny ankles. Matt Mitchell- a thank you for being the best English teacher
I've ever had . Mr. Butler- thoughts deeper than Jack Handey 's, extravagant feedback cycles , and the desire to remember the name of that painting. Mr. Sutton- awake
kids for l st hour classes and the knowledge that without you I wouldn 't know where the states are. Mr. Vaughn- my utmost gratitude for opening up my mind . Doug- a
thank you for all the support and guidance. To the rest of you , I leave messy lockers and the endle s wisdom of your teachers . Thanks for the memories.

Hannah Lake-Rayburn
Hanya, Hans, HLR, Hanner

Jelly.. .it's like lovel They both last forever.- Mr. Stone
Your Muscles - Natsuki
I'm going to spoon you to deathl - Bert
Lets go disturb old people - Hawk
I need to see my
- Jamie
Boobs. reattv DG·DOOD.St~

Oh

I, Hannah Lake-Rayburn , being of somewhat sound mind and theatrical body do bear by bequeath the following items to the following people. Sarah: a house
without me in it and permission to wear my clothes. Lauren: you'll always be Jewish in your soul. Laura V.: a new running partner, and someone to annoy when
you are excited. Natsuki and Lor: someone else to share Costa Rica memories with. Voice: Pull your pants up , unbreak my heart and other radio memories. Anna
G.: FMUTAH . Nora and Linda: Thpeech Impedimentth and thtatithtictb. Tianna: some great parts in the rest of the plays . Buck: theater instead of cross country
and track. Amanda: Mwah . Dillon: someone el e to try to beat in a name shouting contest. Stef: all my love. Thanks to all the wonderful teachers who have
supported me in my four years at UNI.

Katherine Elizabeth LaPointe
KLP, La Pirate

I, Katie, being of incredibly neurotic mind and drummer body, leave the followings *** to the following people: My subbies: a thank you for always making
me smile. Stef: a boy who deserves her. Lily: a radio head shirt. Sian: SPARTA!!!!!!! and little green men from england. Fritzsche: ADHD. Anna, Stefanie, and
Tianna:I love you! Andrew: Cactus loving friend , morning musicals, davie crockett, and a fight to the death for whatever you want. Gabe and Loic: A giant bottle
of germ-x. Greg Atherton: The Kitty Count. Rachel Hyman: JP-arc and everything I promised you. Karolina: conversations not related to sex. Natsuki: good luck
with swimming, crocodile faces, and hot costa rican men. Carl Haken: CARL HAKEN!!!! Beesley: A punch on the arm. To anyone I forgot or didn't have room
for, I love you all and will miss you very much .

Joseph Leigh
Steve, Goatboy

I, Joe Leigh , being of incredibly sound mind and yet feeble body, do hereby bequeath the following ab tract possessions to whoever I can think of. To Greg Atherton ,
I leave the legacy of the soda tab chain , continue it in my absence; and most of my sanity, you need it more than I do. To Adam Tiouririne I leave my extensive
knowledge of Canada. To all of the students and faculty at Uni , it has been an honor and a privilege working with you all , and I bid you all a fond farewell.

GrantLoos

Phant, Shmanty poo

Sometimes, don't you just wont to throw a penci at her backsidee- Janie
That was the best I've ever tasted music in my fife - Ross Robinson
And then there was Grant, eater of crackers. - Mrs. Finch
He just
and killed that dude
bushl - Jacob attacking

I, Grant Loos , of slightly "off" mind bequeath the following unto those underclassmen who have triggered my current interest enough to do o. To the soccer team,
good luck, and a season even better than the past two years. To Nile and Archibald , ucce sful goalie year . To Holden, a buchannon hot to trike fear into the
heart of his enemies and register on Murph's lightning-o-meter. To Teddy i leave another amazing year of Jazz with Clemente, and a guitar solo to make guitar
legends quake in their boots. To all others i did not mention, i am terribly sorry .... well at least a little bit. Good luck and goodbye.

RannyMa

mellow yellow, ronaldo, rans, ranniero
Ijust want you to know It ail't where I been But where rm bout to go- pharel
egret for the things we did can be tempered by time; it is regret for
things we did not do that is inconsolable - Sydney J. Harris
aU do
catcher in the rye and au 1

Franklin James McFarland

I, Frankie McFarland , being of strong mind and very strong body, leave the following things to the following people. To Malcolm: top 10 in the state cross country
meet, state medal for open 400 and 800 , gujtar hero 2, a packed lunch, portobello bisque , and kenwood. To Michelle: steak n' shake , a movie , guitar hero 3, and
huge success in volleyball, ba ketball and soccer. To Jasmine: another english class that will double as a free period. To Anrue: the knowledge that she is the opposite of fat. To D-Lil: 2 mvp soccer and basketball seasons . To Kessler: the status of craziest big man ever. To Voice: some dragon-skin shoes and a full orange
and blue suit to wear to games. To Wiseguy: another jumpsuit. And finally, to Charlie Bullock: the status of people's champ . To everyone else: have a good life.

Daniel Edward McN•ara
Dmac, Mac, Scelestus_dMAC

I, Daniel McNamara, of bizarre mind and hair, leave the following peopfe stuff: Noel gets more ju tice, free time, youth group , and excellent movies; Jacob Druker
gets many interesting English presentations; Greg gets manga; Jason He (the elder) finds someone else to consult about test cores; Richard get HISS (though it'
technically his already); Borup gets a more attentive stand partner; The Daniels get the best name ever; Fritzsche get "TIGER CLAW!"; Schiller, Zach , Daniel
C. , Jared , and Horace get HISS if Richard doesn't want it . . ..in addition Schiller get a dollar, Zach misses all hi cues , Eric D gets more forgiving opponents;
Laic and Gabe get more funny voice ; Tianna gets a more focused crew ; Magistra gets discipuli who aren't addicted to defenestration . I would like to thank all
my teachers for tolerating my antics and sleep for the past five years , especially Magistra, Senora , CB , BS , DS , EM , RM -you guys are great. I al o leave you Red
Sox fans another 86 years of tears and pain . Last but not least, Will gets more awe omeness than anyone but he can handle . Take care, but not too much .

Michelle Mehnert

Shortie, Chellebelle

The basis of optimism is sheer terror. - Oscar Wilde
Cowards die many times before their deaths;
The valiant never taste of death but once. - Caesar (Julius Caesar/
Shakespeare)
We need to be the change we wish to see in the

With these last remaining words as a Uni student, I choose to bequeath unto my peers what I believe it due to them. Joy Shapley & Karen Han get a share of my
ninja powers , and Coca-Cola and Baby Kiwi, respectively. Elizabeth Russell gets the hill at Illini Meadows- may it provide you with many hour of joyous skipping. Isaure gets a scoop of fire-breathing pesto , lots of laughs and . .. chicken. Sian Best gets a workout from a crazy Au ie swim coach and a delicious block
ofWensleydale . To Lisa Boyce, Elena Bauer, and all future Heat swimmers to attend Uni , I leave you a continuing legacy of greatne , and a reminder that you
can have your cake and eat it too . To Buck, I leave chips & salsa along with a "W." Malcolm gets some leg muscle and honorary girl ' team membership. Jack
Snyder gets a Cubs hat- I know you will convert one day. To Doug, I leave my gratitude and the individual Twin City Championship trophy. And last but
not lea t, I leave my time of 17:58 with the challenge that all records were made to be broken .

1he best love is the kild that awakens the soul and makes us reach for more,
flat plan1s a fie il OlX hea1s and brings peace to our minds- The Notebook:
guys.. what's grindingV Can you demonstrate on HannahV -Baine
booty kinesthetic awareness - Merf
do
a AJabamat - Chris

To Chris , anything you ever want for putting up with me and Andrew to hang out with aU the time. Elaine: the latin class and being the only girl, one la t tate
meet, some ofKareem's food, someone to teach you what grinding i , and anything else you want. Joy get the locker room and a lifetime supply of coke. Isaure
gets someone who dances on the bus , asian hair, and a billion hey beautifuls . Jessi gets some fights and as many 3s as humanly possible. Skoz gets a dunk and
an amazing senior season. Ben get some interesting names and someone who is "nice". To Kareem: no means no and a hug. Sheri gets to borrow 11. Charlie
gets omeone to watch a movie and a basketball buddy. Nish gets to keep his food. Brittany gets someone to tie her shoes. Laura gets someone to stare down.
Elizabeth gets to rock the bus . Rachel gets a "RACHEL" and anything you want. Nathan gets a smile. Nile gets a hug. XC gets state and UHGB gets an amazing
season. Thanks to all of my teacher , especially Doug and Merf. Everyone else gets anything that they desire and a smile.

I, Christopher Nixon , of photographic mind and body, leave the following things to the following people: ALP gets the yearbook camera, Mr. Sutton gets an
avocado, Jared , Sierra, and Dillon get long trip to chool everyday, Wei bach gets more varsity playing time, Richard , Linda, Avanti , Maria, and Natsuki get the
yearbook, Locker #5 goes to its new owner, and to Mr. Butler, Sheri , Maddy, and Je s, memories of Italy, especially being yelled at by the police for sitting in the
Piazza San Marco. Thank you to all of my teacher and coaches, especially Bill, Phil, Henry, and AB, CB , KL , CR, JB , GS JG , AS, BV, RM , and BS . I learned
a lot from you, and you helped make me who I am today.

I , Jacob Olshansky, being of voluminous mind and amaranthine body, hereby bequeath the following things to the following people: To Malcolm, courage to do something embarra ing, cankles, my bald spot (in exchange for a few dreads) , and a wet willy. Buck gets one pound of wild , the energizer bunny, and some mean . I leave
Isaac a mouthful of backwashed tatistic (courtesy of Malcolm) and a sense of the surrounding world. Ja on- That' what she aid. Noel gets 20 pieces of beef jerky.
Ben can have more phantom birthdays and some posing skills. Nate Justice gets sunglasses , Jack Nicholson, and extra gravity. To Jack , I leave a sarcastic applause ,
many styles of "fun" , and of cour e a butt. Holden and Carter get each other. Kareem gets a labyrinth with a faint smell of onion . Fe er the laser gets a voice. Turtle
can have a Hi in the hall . Danny gets to become known . I leave Vivian to care for two singing napalopes. Alan gets are pectful cu tamer and some oomph . Laura
and Ollie each get one Sprite. I leave Lauren another hilarious play. A.J. Martinez gets the honor of being my favorite subbie. Sensei can have Japan. And that's it.

Andrea Minjoo Park

Dre, Andrea "Magnum" Park, CreCre

! ,Andrea "Magnum" Park, first and foremost leave to the Uni High community at large a good do e of love, sex, and disco . Now the pecifics. Lisa B . gets wings in the water
and the knowledge that fast girls really do have better time . Elena B., pearls of wisdom and the best ofluck on that young breaststroke.All future Gargoyle-ers: awesomeness,
proper grammar, and the ability to -p-e-1-l-l. Lor S. gets many more cool piercings in hearing organ . Karen H. , Korean power and the spirit to pursue a future in theatre. Jacob
D. gets intellectual discussions. Michelle W., many more first kisses . Katherine A. wins the cutest person alive-award. Malcolm T., the knowledge that he' infinitely better
looking than his brother. MikeZ. the motivation to swim. Rachel S., Anna G. , and SindhaA., Gargoyle pride and "The Best Team" award. Richard W. memorie in Greece.
Kareem S. gets warm and fuzzy hug . Isaac C. the power to make change (for good) . The 07-08 Espaiiol I class the power to master the sexiest language ever. Caroline B .
gets Matt Damon's lust. Thanks Uni for an excellent 5 years! I love everyone like a fat kid loves cakes (which must be a lot becau e fat kids love their cakes !).

Elizabeth Dora Peregrine
Beth, Edna, Silent Killer

We are peach - Sensei
Lovely weather we're having today- Jennifer
Ode to the death of the blond prickly cactus - J.J. right before a test
Do you realize how much retarded we aret - Micah
You're filthy dh1y - Mom to Kevin
No Hanky
lryan

I, Elizabeth Peregrine , being of sleep-deprived body and mind do hereby bequeath the following to: Joy - a computer programming program that works and is
actually useful , a purple elephant, and all the comics and Cokes you could ever need; Karen- a parfait and lots of things with frogs on them; Greg- a whap on the
head as I steal your hat for J.J .; Sen ei- the rest of the rainbow to match the lovely hanky panky, many more fantastic late night gossip sessions , and wonderful
Japan trips; And finally for all of the Life Club members (including Mr.Sutton) and all other Christians at Uni - the strength to let your faith shine.

Sarah Pfander

Pfandy, Pfandy Pants, Mii<Pfandy, Puhfander

I Sarah Pfancb-, leave these rreager items to the following IJeq)le.To Jessi,I leave narcotics, chill music, stress balls, a hot man, and boxing gloves, in hope that at least ore of those things will help
maintain her rnnge. I also leave her a David star sweat band, liscense to htut as many soccer opponents as [n>Sible, and a high five and a slap on the butt when she needs them. To Skoza, I leave four
rrore inches, an amazing senior year basketball season, and all the Jewish boyfiiends.To Sheri Grill, I leave the perks ofbeing a senior and the ability to boss [mple around with S()JD! authority.To
Hannah, I leave her house, a creepy dummy that COI1leS to life, and an unbreakable Jewish bond that can only come from years of suffering through Sunday School. To Michelle, I leave a really
hard punch in the boob,allof my arthorrewOik,aholein ore at Putt Putt, a victory in lOfingers,aleftsireascool as mine,moreoflifes lessons and a big hug. To Erika,! leave the hope that ore day
she will find a guy with as gocxl a body as hers, the complete manual of how to real with P-Rex and 42 soccer goals.To Laura, I leave the ~nsorre role of healing with the rabbi,JewishJokes,
UIJ~X7Classrren ga5sip,and a lapdance from Blanche Sudrnan. To Zach Korol-Gold,l leave a hello in the hallways,yetarlOih:T hobby, and this school because I think he'll know what to oo with it.

Kimberle Elaine Pillow

Larissa Pittenger
Larlar

If I can't dance I don't want your revolution. - Emma Goldman
The sun's always rising in the sky somewhere- Against Me
Well it's alright/ remember to Rve and let Jive/ yo wen ifs alright/
the best you con do forgi¥ ..
11ave1na n111.•u•u~:A
If
wanna

I, Larissa, being of free spirit and perspicacious mind do hereby wishLor, Lauren, Sarah, Jame , Sian, Anna , Tianna, and all those who endeavor to continue the
adventure that is drama the best of luck (and patience,and exuberance , and many broken leg ). In a much a it could be mine togive I leave GSA in Caroline
Brown's extremely competent hands, with love and good wishes for the future. I hope everyone at Uni has happy high chool years and a beautiful life that's
continually full of wonder. To all of my teachers I give the deepest thanks and highest respect. Finally, to Tianna I give the trengtb and freedom to always be
exactly who she wants to be, never lose her creativity, humor and optimism and to always dance like no one' watching. Al o a big sister-less Uni and a world
that is hopefully a little better by the time she graduates . Peace and much love.

Isaac Radnitzer
lsfac, _nitzer, lsack

Going to Uni doesn't make you a lesbian, and why is Bush sending 30,000
more troops to lraql919 - Eunice
Pillow is tike a reading squib; he was born among those who con readwords. but he can't do it himself - AI
Bu

I, Isaac Radnitzer, bequeath the following: Kovac gets my Peanut ties , Eddie gets Hannah, Uni Soccer gets a 6'8" wall named Nile Hamer, Holden, Lilly, Eddie,
and Carter get to to to tate in occer, Sensei gets a class that enjoys Japanese half as much as we do but tries twice as hard, Caroline gets the knowledge that I
wanted to leave her omething, but didn't know what. Wi eguy gets a fresh sweater vest and a warm bed to sleep in , Voice gets to be the only Voice of Reason ,
Abigail gets the title of Last Radnitzer, Kareem gets the cure to yellow fever. Rayburn , Sensei Butler, Sutton, Sobh , and Beesley get my gratatitude. That'll end
it Peace.

Aliisa Rantanen

I,Aliisa Rantanen, being of indecisive mind and swimmer's body, do bequeath the following things to the following people. Lauren- Disney movies and Improv Oub audiences. Mariayour identity over the phone. Lor- a perm that works and a senior year worthy of you. Revathi- the last 2nd violin chair and someone to talk to in the locker room. Sarah LR- perfection
and boys who can ing. Maritza- a lifetime supply of swim caps that say ''whoopee swimming!" Diana- bacon that is 75% fat. Buck- the lead in every Uni play. Erika- a 25-second 50
free. Ben Daniels- art class and the lounge after school. Karen Han- an endless supply of kiwis. Sian- your accent- never lose it! Andrew LaPointe- someone always willing to pose for
pictures. Noel- LlFE club- make it interesting! Kareem- a guitar at all times. The wim team- early mornings and all my wet and chlorinated love. To my teachers (especially CB, EM,
KZ, BS , RS , NS, RM) and Howie Schein -thanks for everything. To everyone- a big hug whenever you need it. Thanks for all the memories.

Michael Anthony Renner

Stors, (Fat) Mark, Iceman

I, Mike Renner, being of memorizing mind and white guy body, leave the following thing to the following people . The Voice gets as*** correction free eason, a
perfectly matching suit w/o a button-down collar, and his first victory vs Richard. Malcolm get to win state , dunk on JJ , and finally realize his dream of bukkake.
Wise guy get pants that fit, a good grade in physics, my knowledge of sports , and some inside fantasy information . Annie gets to beat me in Packer trivia. Lilly
gets more three's than me , the lessons from track 18 of Get Rich or Die Trying, and Fmac's biceps. Kessler gets to bring back the rec-specs , and a Romo playoff
victory. Nile gets to dunk a real ball before practice. Costas gets a new haircut, and the ability to beat me in some computer game . The fre hrnen get their varsity
jer ey's . Alan Liang gets to realize white guys can play 40 points. Jason He gets to have a computer program better than mine . All the teachers that have helped
my through the years get my thanks. Everyone that didn't get anything but still wants something, gets the knowledge of randy weps .

Ammar Rizwan

Ammo, Pakman, The World's Greatest

Wei. according to GltsGoneWid.com... 1he high tomorrow is 75.- Herr W
I would love to be named Canon. I would walk
and

-Malcolm

I, Amrnar Rizwan , of brown body and A-Rab mind, leave the following items to the following people. Malcolm get a dread in hi soup. Voice gets Komodo
Dragon skinned hoes. Kessler gets the ebola vaccine . Weisguy gets eye-opening experience. Arnav gets snacks. Michelle and Annie get Whopper on their cars.
Lilly get kneepads . Michelle get to talk fa t. To all my teachers and coaches , my thanks and gratitude.

Jennifer Roloti

For I know the plans I have for you,' declares the Lord, 'plans to prosper you and not to harm you, plans to give you hope and a future
- Jeremiah 29:11
My heart, which is so fuH to overflowing, has often been solaced and
refreshed by music when siCk and weary. .. Martin Luther

doonidooni

da

I, Jennifer, being of musical mind and runner's body, do hereby bequeath the following: To Karen , a perfect reed, which will promptly break, crack, or change
soon after being played , hugs , and cows in your backyard; to Joy, a penguin wearing the pingu hat; to Elizabeth, hard workouts and two more years of amazing
running; to Isaure, more pesto with excessive garlic; to the cross-country team , ice cream runs, pr's , pasta parties, and another wonderful season; to Buck, permission to wear the pingu hat on occasion; to Sarah and Sheri, the alto section for madrigals; to LIFE Club , ever increasing faith in God; to my French Class, the
ability to understand and speak French . Finally, to all of my teachers , I give the thanks that they all deserve.

Austin Tyler Rundus
Rundark, Agustin, Rundiesel

!,Austin Rundus, being of quick witted mind and even quicker body, leave the following things to the following people: Malcolm gets 2 by 8, all the records he can take,
and a partner for all the reckless endeavors he can wish for, Voice gets to become Pope Adomus , Rich gets to commit to Kansas , Jasmine gets someone to do stupid things
in front of her, Holden gets to grow some hair, Isaac gets 2 by 8 and Hutto pride, Nate Justice gets to realize his vertical potential and a woman, Jack gets one buttcheek,
Michelle gets new people to take her out for fun and merriment, Sindha gets a better brother, Natsuki gets a friendly hello and 6 feet, Brittany S. gets some Beano, Lilly gets
to dunk every game, Kessler gets a girl to take to the movies , Nile gets to be 6'8", Horace gets a 5 minute mile, so does Suslick, Weatherman and Danny G get to be real
superheroes, Buck gets a 15 minute 3 mile , Turtle gets to be the greatest ever, and everyone that I forgot gets an apology and three of my personal belongings. My teachers
get a sincere thanks for teaching and putting up with me for 5 years, and Doug gets an extra thanks for being Doug. See you later, and fear not, I shall return.

I, Katie Ryan , being of Catholic mind and giant leprechaun body, bequeath the following things to the following people: wim team: leepovers, 10 fingers , arguments, counting skillz, and my <3. Holden: Holden and Katie totemo talk time with totemo secrets. Jaz: all the boys she wants as long as I know about them. Deborah: chats, stories, and
an amazing senior day Like mine! Arif: HUGS , some hangout time, and the knowledge he made my day every day. Malcolm: all my love. Taka: realization that he's the cutest
person. Ever. And some sweet American hair gel. Michelle: bombs, text chats, and she knows whom. Eddie: muchas de mis memorias mas profundas. James: to do an aisatsu.
Natsuk.i: mind powers. Avanti: sake and old men, preferably together, Stephan: dolphins and a name change. Terry: pokes, technical fouls , and let' party! Nile: dreams . Carter:
a minivan for all its convenience. Kareem: a kiss, on the way to mass. Adam: everything that made my sophomore year amazing. Sian Erika and Maritza: the wim team :) oh
and Sian, I want your brother. Thanks to Howie, Merf, Sally, Doug, Bee ley, Sensei, Ms Kovac , Mr. Stone, Mr Russell and Mr Sutton for an amazing 4 years.

Kumars Salehi
Q, Philipp Lahm

Don't quote me, boy, •cause I ain't said s***.- Jim Jones
Sometimes I go about in pity for myself, and all the while a great wind
carries me across the slcy. - Ojibwa saying
I am love, and you are bread - Amy, laisso & I
That, like, vibrated an the woy
my butt. indha
llj8it.~~~:J,C~.;;

f.. . .... . .

I, Kumars Salehi, being of expansive mind and compact body, hereby leave the following ill tuff: My sister gets a hug and the passenger seat on the way to school- take it, it's yours,
Alexx gets a "Cape Cod", Trent Reznor and the realization that we are actually friends, Laura Dripps gets Clipse, Sheri gets "Waterfalls", well-wishes and co-ownership of my fondest
memories from the days of yore,Eddie gets the speed ofMessi, the crossing ofLahm and the diving ofRonaldo,Nile gets the benefit of the doubt,Rachel Harmon gets Godspeed,Butters
get the name Butters, Ethan Schiller gets nothing of even marginal importance, Dan Lilly gets a pad, Alan gets Kareem, Carter gets the title of Chief Hip-Hop Reference Executive at
Uni, Stephen gets even, Russell gets Ruffles, Kareem gets Alan and my sincere respect, Sindha gets a vibrating chair, the Palme d'Or at Cannes, a kiss on the cheek and the promise of
another future collaboration (look me up in LA when you decide you're done with school). To the teachers Herr W, Matt, Vaughn, Majerus and Butler, I leave my heartfelt admiration
and belated apologies for my occasional insubordination. To everyone who wanted something and didn't get it, a Taro bubble tea at Evo's will make it all okay, I promise. One.

Zoe S. Schein

Z, zschein, Zipmaster Fuller the Tetrahedron Queen
Marika: Who's playing footsie with me~
Jessica: Mel And I'm WINNING!
Julian, you're being a rectal orifice.- Mr. Russell
You know, I was wrong about the crack monkey thing. She's reaDy Dice a
crack elephant who ate a crack monkey and had some crack peanuts
for dessert. - S
Ms.. Suslct:
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Ll.re Sdrin,lringofridiruloos mirx:l andlxxly,oo heres:>bth bxjtx:ath the following things I.JlXXl thefollowingp:!q>le: Boyce- Ullll:Jssleable hair. HH- fu:iecttoost. T.tanna-West: Sire Stay rmves and a
rrnpto yoorsisler.~~ UHG&xcer maslelship.Anna G.- FMUrAH,and a hallway slmt-<X.Jt lsaure-<X:Jrerkicks and a chi~ IM.Buck- <3333333.Isaa:::- ShuttheF*** up ('Ih're's love
crepcbwn).~lroliganantics rrxxebrilliaoce(frryoorcoiledioos).SarnhlR-Hug$,smiles,andsirlgaloog>.ProOO;-NeVlrllSt.,krxxkey,~.enteringwittrotkrxx:king,andatall
glassofDietA&WSian-~. stagemng, arever-eOOingstreamofinsults,andmyurx:lyinglove(really&truly).Brittany&Maria-StcrytilreinCamlxxlia.Lcr-BillyMalxney,BooPitt'sOOtt,truelove

(categaies may overlap). Skoza- theNeVlrllSt lx>ys,hugging les&ns,ll.DVE YOU SO MUCH! Maritza.. Hooible_pkes, T9wa.d,Stt.rlCo lovin' ,and thekoowiOOge that yoo are my "pick of the year."
Lauren- My da:urre vauz -ze restttt, etemaJ Stu:lPrOO gkxy, Irnp.ov fun, everything yoor reart <ksires. UGH&xcer- a love ofthe garre and a slap oo the ass. UHGSwimming-Afew extra wins, ac.:arrem in
yoor:fire,myfath:T, andrever-eOOing, rever-dying, never-fuiling, all~g,:firey-pits-of-my-soollove.Eveyooeel&>rve~. ~llamusic,agcnilaugh,arx:laOOght,Scbeinysmile.

Jacob Thomas Seeley
Seelzor, Farquaad, Jal<e

I, Jacob Thomas Seeley, being of ever-growing mind and hopefully till growing body, leave the following phantasmagoric tchotchkies to the following folks: Ian Stauch gets
enormous hands and another bevy of nicknames. David Hjelmstad gets to convince his family not to move. Dan Lilly gets to set records and bash skulls. Nile gets a voodoo doll
of Heruy Zapata and some lighter fluid. Hadley gets my share of Unique. Holden gets enough pre-wrap to mummify himself entirely. Isaac Chambers gets a wide berth. Carter
gets (k)nuts in a haystack. Jacob Druker gets a well-timed faux pas. The Prochaskas get one marble between the two of them, to split as they see fit. Alan Liang gets to tum into a
Tasmanian devil. Kareem gets a sex po t named Jake. Voice gets a record contract and my everlasting loyalty. Clement gets des cheveux qui se herissent. Eddie gets to be in Voice's
band. Ethan Schiller gets culinary skills and Club Club if he wants it. Horace Wang gets an aptly chosen middle name to disrupt that flow. Finally, Richard Weisbach gets a staring
contest, a house with a "beautiful-ass view'', tapwater in a dubiously sealed cider bottle, and lots of luck in the world away from Uni.

Linda Song

Lin-Lin, HBL, Linda-chu

I, Linda Song, of robotic mind and stable body, leave the following. To Tolkien club: Lots of luck and more di cussions. To choru : Many fun ong and zany
love. To LIFE: Stay strong and keep loving. To Track and Subbie b-ball: Someone else to yell insanely at you . Jo eph: My love , even when you ' re being ornery.
Madrigals: Many hugs and random touching. Daniel Borup: Take care of Ms. Gomez and keep playing! 2nd violin peep : Much love and best wishes and the
knowledge that 2nd violin rocks. ALP: Someone else to buy your pizza and eat the crusts ;) Linda Ly: Your name . Mr. Garvey: Hellos through the hallway and
the knowledge that you ' ve been like a never-ending inspiration to me . To everyone: My insane Jove of Transformers and random penguins on chalkboard . Plus
hugs , many many hugs. Many thanks to everyone and anyone, love you all and God bless!

Jessica Stark
Jess, Yessica, Starky

You have to be VIGILANT! - Elfa
What would Joan do9 - Micah

Tal frau. - Herr W
If your face is ugly. don't blame the mirror. -Russian proverb

Soccer IS an

·

v

u the

I , Jessica Stark, being of confrontational mind and slight body, do hereby leave the following: To Michelle, the fir t spot in my will , a thorough pantsing and a
hug or a headlock, depending on the circumstances. To Erica, my love and admiration and continued domination of ten finger . To Jes and Je si, our fir t name
and initials . Use them wisely. To Lor, Wir Sind Heiden , die Prinzen, Juanes and, of course , Enrique. To Rachel Hyman , patience, birthday clubbing, and massive
therapy for prolonged exposure to passive aggression . To Joy, a hair tie. To girls soccer, a regional championship game. To Ray, Sally Dewdrop and her magical
keys. Thanks to DB, CB , Ray, Senora, SK , EM, Merf, Sally and Herr W for making the past five years o enjoyable. To the rest of you , it's been fun. I'll ee you
when I see you .

Ethan Michael Bishop Stone

Stoner, Eth-Doggy-Dog

Maybe I'm not but you're alii got left to believe in. Don't give up on me,
I'm about to come alive. And I know that it's been hard and it's been
a long time coming. Don't give up on me, I'm about to come alive.
No one thought I was good enough for you except for you. Don't let
them be right after all that we've been through 'Cause somewhere
over that rainbow, there's a place for me, a place with you. -Train

H's hard to tel the poiton from
cure. so enJoY·11ne· <ll'MifJSII'*""~· lmiCBPM.lj
We are not
are no1t·l'J1a~t:·ot 'rosll:t--.4

what hapP91JS:J l$t,... .~,~~,

I, Ethan Stone, being of healthy body and bike-obsessed mind, give the following things to the following people. Borup and Teddy get a pair of tights. Hannah
gets one shoe. James gets a never-ending supply of awkward things to say to Lauren. Lauren gets to be awkward. Stefanie gets Disney Song commentary. Alexx
gets food, and Kareem gets everything else.

Bhaskar Vaidya
Boxcar, Mhaski, Pasta

I, Bhaskar Vaidya, do leave to the following people these invaluable things: to Nish, a bowl of curry and some Indian pride to go along with it; to Kareem goes
a better Indian accent; to Russell and Stephen , utter domination while playing soccer next season; Holden gets some leftovers; Carter gets a Rice Crispy Treat;
to Ben Daniels I leave a cooler hat, and the wisdom to do his math homework before its due; Deren gets to read all of the new Star Wars books before I do; Alan
gets cleats that won't fall off while playing soccer, and an awesome calc-free senior year; to Sbruti, I leave my last name, along with no more afternoons waiting
for me to come out of the lounge; and finally to Rohit , I leave the RMIB, and some more fun times.

Jamie Leigh Weiser
Bud, Majie, Nyum Nyum

I, Jamie Weiser, give Sheri youknowwbat-a-lex, the ability to pronounce "Otwell," and an endless upply of macaroni and cbeese.James gets robot impersonations and the name ''hummus:'
Anna Gaoler gets FMUTAH memories and a pair of thigh highs. Nile gets paintball and French-speaking abilities. Daniel Borup gets a tie. Hannah Leskosky gets velocirapting skills.
Arif gets a sip of Diet Dr. Thunder. Annie Mac gets an injury-free volleyball season. Adam Joseph gets a tango dance. Rachel Skoza gets indestructible fingers. Doug gets some "pah."
Maddy gets jello. Jasmine gets the cure for ED. Michelle Wong and Tianna get big suffocating hallway hugs. Mr. Stone gets a big, vulnerable word. Mr. Sutton gets an endless number
of 6th period tudy halls, an avocado, and the opportunity to meet John C. Calhoun. Thor gets oh, you know and a treat-treat. Ms. Tyson gets some scragglies. Mom and Dad get some
peace and quiet (finally!). Oay gets to live in Disneyland, some Buddha clay and Nutella. Britney gets lubs, all my flip-flops , a motorcycle and the ability to spell "mulch" backwards.
All the volleyball girls and theatre people get a wonderful2008-2009 season. Everyone gets a great big hug and hopes for an amazing rest of high school. Good luck and have fun!

Ruth Evelyn Welch
Ruthie

Wait. Aren't pygmies, like, little monkey things~- Julian
Harold, everyone has the right to make an ass out of themselves. You
just can't let the world judge you too much.- Harold and Maude
I want to stay as close to the edge as I can without going over. Out
on the edge you see all kinds of things you can't see from the center.
- Kurt Vonnegut
It is not our abilitieS

I, Ruthie Welch , being of a mind that will one day be liberated from my body, want to u e thi space to thank tho e who have mattered most: Merf, you taught me
to respect myself. Doug, you have given me the ability to believe in what I can accompli h. Sally, you have given me the strength to trust my elf. Ms . Kovacs ,
you have taught me to stand up for myself. Mr. Vaughn, I'm not sure what you ' ve done, but it ha been powerful and de tructive , and I wouldn ' t go back if I
could. Ray, you have taught me that faith is all I need; that and a willingness to open my mind, of course. Herr W, it's your fault that I am in love with the German language. Mr. Butler, you have taught me to value my curiosity and take my questions seriously. Ms . Majeru , you have helped me to believe I am good at
something , and I hope that one day I will be a good a role model as you have been for me. Mr. Sutton , you have hown me that there exist people whom I can
trust totally and respect completely. Thank God for all of you. Everyone el e gets the knowledge that they are beautiful.

~~!~L~~9!~~~. !!!Yams

It's like you ask questions just to hear the answer. - My mother
East coast west coast, where the nose gon be* - Austin
*Sniff Sniff* they farted in my orange juice. - Frankie
Just get some lemonade man - Malcolm
Womp. - Isaac
WHOPP
WM~. .i~CM~M~ Am~

I, Chumar William , being of a righteou mind and a bodaciou body, shall hereby drop my companions a few tokens of my affection. Will , you get some of my
good looks, put them to good use . Mile , I leave the point guard role and many dimes . To Jack, a butt. Nile, you receive four more inches so you can truly be
6'8". Michelle , I leave you hope for a rna ive growth spert and the everlasting title of Small Michelle. Kareem, I drop you my axe shower gel. Rachel, I leave
you the power, black power. Kessler, immunity from Ebola. Annie, you get a Packers winning record ..somehow. Jasmine, I leave you strong hope for an attractive boyfriend. Costa I shall give you all the phone number programmed into my phone. La t and least, Malcolm, I leave you a permanent place on the study
ball roster, state title in track, an open invitation to join LBTR , and mad love . To the rest, enjoy the years while you still can .

Amy Allison Wiltzius
Aimster, Mon Amte

I, Amy Alli on Wiltzius , being of vegetarian mind and organic body, leave unto the following humans the following articles . To Mrs. Sue Kovacs I bequeath my
unending P.D.A. To Mr. Vaughn I entrust 2.5 years of philosophy cla , only half a year of which wa official. To Mr. Stoneidae I sanction many "insectual" moment in your future . To Mr . Ty on I leave a good sitter and knitting in tructions . To Mr. Butler I endow memories from the Greece trip and Madmen. To Merf
I award 24 minute conversations about life. To M . Majerus I be tow a great yoga class. To Alexx Engles I also allot many good years of yoga. To Aishwarya
Gautam, Katayun Salehi, Lily Smith , Simone Ballard , and Vaishnavi Giridaran I band down the responsibility of the Vegetarian Booth at the Culture Fairs to
come . To Katayun I also pa on the love of Naasi. To Adam my Stats buddy, I entitle Antonio's and a nice string of swears. To Bill my other Stats buddy, I give
a warm coat and a vegan recipe. To Uni High at large I impart infinite thank for five years of a wonderful second home.

Karen Woodley

Karenzo, Towanda, Claren

Aran Yoo

Yoo, A-ran, Superpoopwoman

The LORD is my rock, and my fortress, and my deliverer; my God, my
strength, in whom I take refuge; He is my shield and the horn of my
salvation, my strong hold. - Psalms 18:2

I, Aran Yoo, being of an immature mind and sound body, hereby bequeath the following things: To all Asian American Club members- good luck with next year and thanks
for a great year. To Rachel- a shooting star and memories. Michelle: the knowledge that he is the most lovably oc person I have ever met and my bailer kills . Jessi: hi's
in the hallways. Erika: an automatic jumpshot and lots of smiles. Liz: another immature person to bother you in youth orche tra. Jamie Blue: me as her biggest fan. Sheri:
basketball talks and wild parties. Kareem: the po ition as king of the library. Holden: the knowledge that I liked his hair hort. Alan: the knowledge that I like his hair better
than Holden's. Steven: a correct spelling of his name. Lor: hugs and secret handshakes. James: summer memories! UHGB: good luck , Merf: behind the back passes and a
sincere thank you. Runelle: another set of twins in the library and many smiles. Special thanks to all of my teachers especially Mrs. Kovacs, Ellen , Mr. Stone, Mr. Vaughn,
Senora Finch, Mrs. Linder, Lisa, Runelle , Mrs. Harris, Mr. Murphy, Merf, Mr. Beesley and Sally. To everyone I forgot: a heartfelt apology and thanks for the memorie !

Suran Yoo

The World's Greatest, Ranran
1always wanted a happy ending ..Now I've learned, the hard way, that
some poems don't rhyme, and some stories don't hove a clear beginning, middle and end Ufe is about not knowing, having to change.
taking the moment and making the best of it without knowing what's
going to nap'*'

I, Suran Yoo, being of thoughtful mind and rather condensed body leave the following items behind: Lor gets tons of deep talks, dinosaur comic strips, and my everlasting love; Alan Liang
gets weird looks across the room, the knowledge that I beat him in chess in 6th grade, and ok, superior guitar hero skills; Carter gets to be crossed infinite more times in soccer, Malcolm
gets tons of more apologies just in case I (don't) mess up another hirt and lots of hugs; Elaine gets one more year of youth orchestra and lightning; Natsuki gets bike locks that work; James
gets random pushes in the hallway just to make it even; Michelle Wong gets strawbeny bread and completely out of control (fill in the blank) fights; Erika gets a trillion more goals in her
awesome soccer career; Annie gets pbotogenicity and a football costume that fits; Jessi finally gets the correct spelling of her name; David Hjemstad gets a stand so atleast one of us has one;
Liz gets mad viola and soccer skills; Kareem gets all the English discussions he wants with people who know the answers; Teddy gets (even bigger) biceps to cany boxes at Halloween; and
finally, Russell gets absolutely nothing in my will. Last but not least, thanks to EL, DS, JB ,AR and AY for teaching me so much and making my experience at Uni the best it could be.

AlexZhai

Lucy Zhang

Luce, Michucy, Jane

To Hadley Hauser & Lisa Boyce- each other, lots of toast and jam, and the knowledge that they are first in my will . To Alan - a dinosaur in a tummy, a thirty minute group
hug , and a dance floor. To Cheng - more poetic brilliance, and a re ulting record deal with Kareem. To Kareem- a record deal with Cheng, fractional derivatives , and
lots of love. To Sindha and Sierra- my profound respect for their right brains. To Creative Writing - Zoe's reading voice, dumpring , and caricatures of one another. To
Karen , Liz, and Elaine- Youth Orchestra, and huge hugs to rnctke up for it. To Arif- Richard's brain to pick with uncovered ears. To Daniel Borup - All-State Orchestra,
and ticket and airfare to the football , basketball, and/or NASCAR event of his fancy. To Miles - the glorious treble clef and non-violent teachers. To Gabe - sleep, halfa-dots , more sleep. To Tuli - ridiculous Driver's Ed memories . To Katherine Floe and Annie Rong - the 22lliini and the Uni Orche tra. To the Uni faculty, thank you.
To Uni in general, approximately 842 boxes of tissues , snow, and a large winning lottery ticket. The regrets are few, and this was fun . Till next time , then. Love, Lucy.

Carl Adam Zielinski

CZ, KZ, The Butler

This is Cart This is Carl's pants. This is Carl.- Jamie
You don't have much of a butt anyway.- Merf
Rumsfoord was thinking in a mirltary manner: that an inconvenient
person, on whose death he wished for very much, forpractlcal11easons,
was suffering from a repulsive a·ISeCase.

You conno
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I, Carl Zielinski , being of relatively sound mind and adequately toned body do hereby leave the following stuff to the following people . Tianna and Anna get
somebody else with whom they can have StudProd misadventures. Isaac Chambers gets to actually know what the hell he i talking about. Danny Ge gets the fact
that I won 't yell "Danny Gel ' anymore. Kareem gets an attitude adjustment. Loic gets red socks . Sian get me not having a bad Briti h accent when she's around .
Nile can have bad Chinese accents. Ben gets to be even more kicka s. Ray get intere ting personal ads and text message at 2 am . Oh , and that kid who people
think is my little brother gets to be recognized as " not Carl's brother." That's about it. Peace out.

Geoffrey Beck scientifically engineers a white tee that never needs to be washed. Ethan Berl perfects his
classical beat boxing skills and single handily removes the need for conventional orchestras. Micah Berman
starts a store where he is able to help anybody with anything. Adriana Black becomes a reggaeton background singer and works extensively with Damian Marley. TJ Bozada plays in the NHL, but is kicked out
for refusing to wear a rna k because it obstructed the audiences' view of his face. Anna Cangellaris becomes
the most famous painter of our generation and is known throughout history simply as Cangellaris. Emily Chu
combines slide tackling techniques with Kendo to create an impregnable defense later known as "Kung Chu."
Joshua Chung after practicing religiously for many more years on the video game, finally becomes a real,
live Guitar Hero. Paul Dampier sue Lee for false advertising and gets a lifetime supply of Denim Jackets
(but he only uses one more). Shara Esbenshade enjoys the sunshine while solving world hunger. Chelsea
Freeland becomes a kindergarten teacher and is finally the oldest person in the class. Michelle Gao uses her
superior squealing abilities and a degree in marine biology to become the first human ever to converse with
dolphins. Madeleine Garvey learns every language, and starts a global fortune-telling hot line. Jie Han hosts
her own Food Network show (Saturday nights, 5pm) with restaurant reviews. Julian Hartman hosts a weekly, nationally-syndicated children's math program on PBS. Erin Hayes becomes a world-renowned fashion
designer, making her signature dresses solely out of free condoms. Eunice How becomes a best-selling author
with her series of 'How' To books, especially a sub series on origami. Rachel Hurley invents a teleportation device and finally makes it to school more than once a week. Sam Imlay becomes the world's quietest
stand-up comic, muttering his jokes under his breath for audiences of thousands. Marika lyer overthrows all
communists and establishes worldwide Democracy. Angela Jin uses her study of bio-engineering to teach
genetically-modified Golden Retrievers to play the flute. Claire Johnson marries a member of the Xtension
Chords and is able to mooch enough money to open the Claire Johnson School for the Arts in Urbana. Aaron
Kelter is crowned the first ever King of Manga, and makes all Manga lords bow before him. Shivani Khanna
creates CDs that teach you Calculus while you're sleeping and makes thousands selling them on late-night
TV. Hannah Lake-Rayburn is the newest doctor on the sixth season of House M.D. Katie LaPointe becomes a media critic and writes an internet column about the best movie quotes ever. Joe Leigh becomes prime minister of Canada
and makes it the 51st state. Grant Loos after winning his 5th straight World's Strongest Man title, he resigns and has an epic battle
with Chuck Norris that ends in the extinction of all living creatures. Ranny Ma lives in his mom's house until he wins the lottery,
and then moves to China and buys a tea farm where he happily lives out the rest of his years. Frankie McFarland gets drafted by
the Chicago Bears, but leaves to pursue a singing career after he wins American Idol. Daniel McNamara ends up living at Yankee
stadium, in charge of everything and anything that goes on there. Michelle Mehnert is the first person to circumnavigate the globe
at the equator solely by swimming and running. Samantha Nguyen buys out Sara Lee, Mrs. Fields and Otis Spunkmeyer to become
the greatest cookie mogul ever. Christopher Nixon wins a Pulitzer prize for his work at WCIA 3 documenting automobile accidents.
Jacob Olshansky goes bald in two years and becomes the chairman of Hair Club For Men. Andrea Park goes into business with
her brother, and renames Central Park "Andrea Park". Beth Peregrine uses her bee wrangling skills to organize a bee army to save
us from WWVI. Sarah Pfander replaces Sue Johanson on Oxygen TV ("Talk Sex With Sarah?"). Kimberle Pillow creates neon
clothing accessories that can be worn anywhere on the body. Larissa Pittenger writes a book of deep questions, and spends the rest
of her life traveling the globe trying to answer them. Isaac Radnitzer coaches high school basketball and never calls plays. Aliisa
Rantanen After making billions from her first painted masterpiece, Aliisa buys the Louvre and turns it into the world's largest underground swimming pool; she goes on to win the 100 free at the 2016 Olympics. Mike Renner goes to every Green Bay Packer
game, and is the guy that they show in the stands when the Pack win their next Super Bowl in 2090. Ammar Rizwan creates an
arcade game in his home country and calls it Pakman. Jennifer Roloff teaches at Julliard until the world is attacked by giant snakes
and she is brought in by the government to charm them with)ler oboe skills; she retires with a tidy pension but continues to play in
her free time. Austin Rundus earns the highest possible rank on Pawn, and is then invited by the President to become General of the
US Army. Katie Ryan thumbs have to be amputated in an emergency operation after sending her six millionth text. Kumars Salehi
writes the greatest screenplay ever, but is too lazy to produce it. Zoe Schein fakes her own death in a sadly miscalculated practical
joke; Uni names a scholarship after her for students who are awesome at school and have bright, shining personalities. Jake Seeley
is held prisoner by the United Nations after single-handedly bankrupting them through Freerice; uses money from the lawsuit to
publish Unique nationally. Linda Song finds the All Spark, and turns into a transformer herself. Jessica Stark moves to California,
has 20 children, and finds a cure for the common cold. Ethan Stone replaces Chuck Norris in Total Gym commercials after winning
the Tour de France and Giro de Italia 10 times apiece. Bhaskar Vaidya can never hold a job in the US because of his frequent trips
to India, so he finally moves overseas and becomes a telemarketer. Jamie Weiser moves to Kansas, wins "Most Studious Blonde"
at the State Fair, and uses the prize money to build her all-pink Barbie dream house. Ruth Welch becomes a fashion designer in
Germany. Chumar Williams due to medical advances, is finally able to dunk at age 112. Amy Wiltzius plays the Sims so much that
she actually becomes a character in the game. Karen Woodley starts a clothing company specializing in basketball jerseys made entirely out of ties. Aran Yoo becomes the first ever player/team doctor in the WNBA. Suran Yoo becomes the lead singer in a Korean
emo-hiphop crossover band, "Suran-Rap." Alex Zhai proves 11 dimensions of string theory and is found doing math problems in
the seventh. Lucy Zhang moves back to Canada, wins the Canadian Worldwide Violin Playing Championships and speaks French
fluently every day. Carl Zielinski hairstyle progresses back through time until he reaches the cavemen era and just stops cutting it.

Looking Back
The Class of 2008 began their journey through Uni during a rainy week in 2003.
After their soaked Subbie Retreat, the class continued to work and grow together,
experiencing Uni's traditions and developing friendships. Now, after five years,
the class of 2008 is all grown up and ready for college. But before the seniors go
their separate ways, the yearbook class would like to present them with this: One
last look back at the good ol' days .

(t-b, l-r) : Geoff Beck is ready to experience
his first chariot race; The class of 08 flexes
on the competition; Frankie Mcfarland, Ammar Rizwan, and Jake Seeley are just happy
to be subbies; Sam Imlay, Chumar Williams,
Angela Jin, Carl Zielinski, Claire Johnson,
and Michelle Gao try to plan out the best way
to walk with their legs tied; Chelsea Freeland,
Erin Hayes, and Shara Esbenshade wonder
why there is a camera in Algebra I; Future RIK
members sign each others yearbooks.
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2004

2008

Gas Prices:

$1.85

$3.40+

Milk Prices:

$2.80

$3.50

Dow Jones:

10,225.60

12,375.24

Best
Picture:

LOTR:The
Return of the
King

No Country for
Old Men

Notable
Deaths:

Ray Charles,
Ronald
Reagan, Yasir
Arafat

Benazir Bhutto,
Heath Ledger,
Evel Knievel

Happiest
Country:

Nigeria

Denmark

Richest Person:

Bill Gates

Warren Buffett

U of I tuition
for a semester

$2,784

$4,220

UN-Designated
Year

Int' I. year of
Rice

lnt'l. year of
Potato

(l-r, t-b): Claire Johnson and Karen Woodley
break it down on the dance floor; Micah Berman sports his famous red hat; The subbies ready
themselves for the tug-of-war; Chumar Williams
tries his hardest to show he s actually taller than
Sam Imlay; Anna Cangellaris cheeses for the
camera on the first day ofschool; Jake Seeley reminds us that only you can prevent forest fires.

HI guess our class
has become less
clique-y, but who
doesn't as they get
older?"
-- Marilm lyer

HNot everyone's in
love with TJ. anymore."
-- Madeleine Garvey

Subbie Year
Ms. Patton starts her first year as principal. It rains at the Subbie Retreat. Paul jumps
in the lake. "Zoe's going out with Bhaskar?!" Fall play is The Curious Savage. Spring
play is As You Like It. Alex Zhai takes statistics. Dick Beardsley comes to talk about
drugs and running. Cutting Edge makes us all want to vomit. Funnyjunk.com Peanut
butter jelly time craze. SpaceDay goes to DC. GBR is formed. Frankie and TJ win
Halloween contest ...by dressing up as girls. Austin and Shivani go to State in cross
country. Trip to EOH and Peoria Wildlife Perserve in science class. Mathcounts regional champs, Alex Zhai gets first place in state and becomes part of state team participating in nationals.

Couples: Zoe x Ethan S., Shara x Udara, Sarah x Julian Helfenstein, Aran x
Jacob, Samantha x Julian Hartman, Erin x Sam K., TJ x Erin, TJ x Suran, TJ x
Marika, TJ x Anna.

Freshman Year
We lose Julian Helfenstein and gain Katie R., Adriana, and Hannah. George W. Bush is
re-elected. The steam pipe between Uni and the Math House wins us a day out of school.
Herr W. takes over baseball. The Crucible makes it to the illinois High School State Theatre Festival. The spring musical is The Pajama Game. Boys soccer has the winningest
season in history and boys basketball goes 23-5. The RIK and the Six Pack are formed.
Ethan Stone's hair goes blonde then black then green. Computer hacking incident. Spirit
Week assembly for the faculty basketball game. Short days are pushed back to 3:00. Jacob goes to Japan for the year and Shara goes to Hungary for the first semester. The game
"revolution" takes over our class. Mrs. Laughlin comes back to teach.

Couples: Angie x Geoffrey, Amy x Chumar, Amy x Austin, Shivani x Jake, Katie R. x
Cameron, Ruthie x Ito, Micah x Athena L., Isaac x Eunice, Jono x Suran, Amy x Boyle,
Ethan S. x Jamie, Aran x Julian, Aran x Josh.

So hom ore Year
We lose Thilo and gain Michelle M. We take the PSAT and the PLAN and everybody stresses like crazy.
Mr. Drevlow leaves and Ms. Tyson and Ms. Lucken join the teaching staff. Grinding controversy. Chumar
grows. Madeleine crashes the Driver's Ed car. Julian's conic notebook video. Volleyball sets new school
record for wins. The OG is created. Hurricane Katrina hits. Jake and Shivani interrupt a boys' basketball
game with their affections for each other. Mrs. Jockush announces her retirement. Boys soccer wins ECIC
again and boys basketball goes 22-6 beating Unity at Unity. The Voice echoes through the hallowed halls
of Kenney Gym. Boys 4x800 goes to state finals and just miss medal and school record. Chess places 4th
at state. Rumors is the fall play. Story Theatre is the spring play. U of I president Joseph White comes to
visit. Assistant track coach arrested for sexual assault. Newsweek recognizes Uni as one of the nation's
"public elites". Zoe and Sarah are orange jews. Bhaskar skips school to go to India. The Berl Shet begins.
Girls have obsession with senior boys.

Couples: Shivani x Jake, Katie R. x Austin, Shara x Sergei, Suran x Alex C., Katie R. x Ito , Anna x Jeremy,
Marika x Ranny, Micah x Julie C., Michelle G. x Tony C., Angie x Marquis, Angie x Noel K., Amy x Paul,
Jamie x Dean A., Jake x Jessica, Eunice x Isaac, Suran x Alex F., Aran x Josh, TJ x Amy, TJ x Erin.

Junior Year
We lose Chuk and gain Rachel and Larissa. Mrs. Yi/Kim left for Boston. English classes are all now
Jr./Sr. One sixth of school is out sick. We all take the ACT and SAT. Two snow days. First Culture Fair. The
Chief does his last dance at the U of I. Latin room becomes the new student hangout as it is turned into a
Student Services room. New MSA positions create controversy. The OG "Tolerance at Uni" editorial gets
capped at 150 comments. First UFU lock-in. Our first prom. Mrs. Jockush comes back to help the math
department. Girls cross country places 4th at state and Michelle Mehnert places 7th overall. Boys soccer
has best season ever but fall one game short of state. Baseball is discontinued. Boys basketball wins ECIC
for 3rd straight time with an overtime thriller over Judah. Volleyball has its winningest season ever and
chess places 8th at state. Boys 4x800 breaks school record and places 7th at state, 4x400 breaks school
record and Frankie breaks the discus school record. The fall play is You Can't Take it With You and the
spring musical is Anything Goes.

Couples: Ruthie x Jacob, Micah x Sarah, Aliisa x Tony C., Katie R. x Eddie, Katie R. x Ammar, Amy x
Paul, Eunice x Isaac, Jamie x Marquis, Austin x Jessica R., Katie L. x Noel K., Jake x Amelia, Shara
x Daniel K., Suran x Alex F., Shivani x Ito, Aran x Josh, TJ x Sindha, TJ x Shivani.

Senior Year
Ms. Patton leaves. Dr. Epperson is the new principal. Dee Dee
Wright also leaves and is replaced by Andi Phillips. The Culture Fair is held on the last day of fasting for Ramadan. Halloween Hunger Drive. The State of Illinois goes smoke-free in
restaurants and bars. The Lock-In gets postponed because of ice,
rescheduled for February. After the Lock-In takes place, most attendees are sick with the flu over the next week. Two days of
school are cancelled due to weather. College application process
begins and seems to never end. Teachers seem to all have babies.
Spirit Week has many fun lunchtime events, but the final assembly falls on a snow day. March is UFU month, featuring, among
many things, Ugandan rapper Krukid at a hip hop benefit show.
Senior trip to the Wisconsin Dells. Uni Gym is remodeled thanks
to generous donations from parents and alums. Boys soccer again
falls one game short of state. Girls cross country places 9th at
state and Michelle Mehnert places 3rd overall, earning the right
to shave Doug's head. Volleyball breaks record for most wins
again. Mike breaks the school career scoring record for boys'
basketball. Fall play is The Diary of Anne Frank. Spring play is
Much Ado About Nothing. Girls tart soccer season with victory
over Centennial. Graduation.

Couples: Ruthie x Lydia A., Aran x Stephen P., Suran x Alex F., Eunice x Isaac, Ammar x Katie R., Paul x Amy, Katie R. x Chumar,
Katie L. x Oliver H., TJ x Chelsea, Austin x Carie P.

5 National Events
to Remember

GJ

Global War on Terror (200 1-)

@Hurricane Katrina (2005)
@)George Bush re-elected (2004)

@) Presidential campaign (2008)
@) lllini lose NCAA Title game (2005)

GJ

5 Uni Events
to Remember
Four snow days (2007-2008)

@Hacking Incident (2004)
@) Tolerance Editorial (2007)

@) Uni Gym Remodeled (2007)
@) Alex Zhai (2003-2008)

Most Changed: Amy & Carl
Prettiest Eyes: Amy & Chumar
Best Couple: Eunice & Isaac
Best Dressed: Erin & Isaac
Most Athletic: Michelle Mehnert & Mike
Best Smile: Katie Ryan & Rachel & Frankie
Cutest: Suran & Sam
Most Likely to Succeed: Ruth & Micah
The Guitar Hero: Aran & Josh
Funniest: Zoe & Paul
Spaciest: Marika & Alex
Biggest Mouth: Adriana & Frankie
Most Talkative: Ruth & Austin
Most Awkward: Sarah & Chuk
Craziest: Kimmy & Austin
Silliest: Madeleine & Julian
Most Outgoing: Ruthie & Chumar

Best Imaginary Couple: Mike & Chumar
Shyest: Beth & Julian
Most Original: Zoe & Paul
Happiest: Linda & Micah
Nicest: Rachel & Micah
Most Artistic: Aliisa & Jacob
Best Driver: Jacob & Rachel
Best Singer/Actor: Michelle Gao & Ethan Berl
Most Likely to be on AIM/Facebook: Zoe & Ethan Stone
Biggest Flirt: Katie Ryan & Chumar & Anna & DMAC
Worst Driver: Eunice & Kumars
Best Dancer: Anna & Chumar
Most Likely to get a speeding ticket: Erin & Ethan Stone
Most Likely to never get their license: Marika & Alex
Most Likely to never leave Champaign: Beth & Joe
Least Punctual: Erin & Marika & Joshua

This year's ballots contained many traditional categories that were accompanied with several new ones following the yearbook's theme of a Journey. As soon as the sheets were handed out, friends in the senior class
immediately grouped together to discuss their votes while others campaigned for a category. As all the ballots
were handed in, the results were very diverse containing many different people from the Class of 2008.

Cutest
Surat1 Voo 8- Sattt ltttlay

Prettiest SIMile

Jiggest Flirt

Most Athletic

Least Likely to Je ot1 fitMe
Erlt1 Hayes &Marlka lyer &Joshua Chut1g

Prettiest Eyes

Jest Sit1ger/Actor
Michelle tao i- Ethat1 Jeri

fhe ~uitar Hero
Arat1 Yoo i- Joshua Chut1g

Fut1t1iest
Zoe Schelt1 i- Paul Patttpler

Spaciest

Jiggest Mouth

Most falkative
Ruth Welch i- Austlt1 lut1dus

Most Awkward
Sarah Pfat1der i- Chuk Uzoaru

Craziest
Kltttberle Pillow i- Austlt1 Rut1dus

Shyest

Most Artistic

Jest Priver

Worst Priver
Eut1lce How 8- Kutttan Salehi

Index
Beck .................... H6
Berl. ..................... F4
Berman ................ A3
Black ................... B2
Bozada ................ A6
Cangellaris .......... A5
Chu ...................... F5
Chung .................. I3
Dampier .............. G2
Esbenshade ......... B3
Freeland .............. B 1
Garvey ................. G7
Han ...................... B4
Hartman .............. E3
Hayes .................. G4
How ..................... C3
Hurley ................. F2

Imlay ................... F7
Iyer ...................... E7
Jm ........................ F3
Johnson ............... H2
Kelter .................. C4
Khanna ................ 15
Lake-Rayburn ..... H3
LaPointe .............. G3
Leigh ................... G5
Loos .................... D3
Ma ....................... D5
McFarland ........... B7
McNamara .......... A4
Mehnert ............... 14
Nguyen ................ El
Ntxon .................. H4
Olshansky ........... Hl
Peregrine ............. D4
Pfanaer ................ C5
Pillow .................. A7
Pittenger .............. E6
Radnitzer ............. H7
Rantanen ............. D2
Renner ................. Fl
Rizwan ................ B5
Roloff .................. E4
Rundus ................ I2
Ryan .................... D6
Salehi .................. D7
Schein .................. B6
Seeley .................. Dl
Song .................... Cl
Stark .................... Gl
Stone ................... C2
Weiser ................. E2
Welch .................. G6
Williams .............. A2
Wiltzius ............... Al
Woodley .............. £6
A. Yoo ................. C7
S. Yoo .................. I1
Zhai ..................... £5
Zhang .................. H5
Zielinski .............. C6

Senior Trippin
This year the seniors went to the Kalahari Resort in the Wisconsin Dells,
home of America's largest indoor water park. On Friday, February 29th a majority
of the seniors departed from Uni Gym at noon aboard a charter bus to the getaway
they've been waiting for.
Upon arrival, the seniors eagerly hauled their luggage off to their respective
condos. Friday night was quite relaxing as the students simply tried to acquaint themselves with the resort, especially the water park. The curfew set by the chaperones
was midnight but many students went to bed earlier, looking to get rest for the long
day ahead.
Saturday morning students were on their way to Cascade Mountain by
8:00AM for an enjoyable day of skiing and snowboarding. While some students decided to remain at the resort to enjoy
"I enjoyed hanging out
activities there, such as swimming,
with my closestfriends
playing
games, and· getting airbrush
but I also got to know
tattoos,
the majority headed to the
people who I don 't normountain
and were quite pleased with
mally hang out with
the
result.
After the bus brought the
that much."
tired
group
back they were again re--Austin Rundus
leased to do what they please. Most
condo occupants prepared dinner or
L------------------' headed off to the water park. Later
that night, Condo 2 decided to throw a dance party which lasted until curfew, an
event which most attended and enjoyed.
Sunday was set to be sort of a free day but also had some pleasant surprises.
The chaperones decided that because all the condos had extra money left in their food
budget, they would take all the seniors to Moosejaw, a well-known pizza place in the
Dells.
Monday morning was filled with moans and groans as students had to pack
up and haul their luggage back onto the bus and head back home. Students left the
resort at 10:00 am and returned to Uni Gym around 3:30pm where parents met their
children after the long weekend away from home. Though it was only one weekend,
it's certain the seniors will remember this trip forever.

Opposite page (l-r, t-b): Linda Song
is thrilled by "The Hot Seat "; Julian Hartman watches the ball hit his
paddle. This page (l-r, t-b): A group of
seniors smile and display their moosehats; Madeleine Garvey displays her
new tattoo; Samantha Nguyen plays
Bop-It; Emily Chu is a master on the
drums,· Ethan Stone practices his skiing
form; Karen Woodley and Claire Johnson enjoy their Twizzlers.

Index
Agha, Sindha 22,66 ,69 ,71 ,86
Allen, Elizabeth 15 ,86
Allen, Katherine 36,48 ,68,69,71 ,86
Allston-Yeagle, Langston 47 ,86
Alvarado, Jasmine 15 ,29,47,90
Anastasio , Albert 14,30,47,82
Aschenbrenner, Barb 74,76
Ashkenazi , Or 78 , 143
Atherton, Gregory 11, 49, 64, 65,66,68 ,90

Bajcsy, Andrea 78 , 142
Ballard , Simone 58,64,68 ,82
Bao, Wynee 47,59,66,67,69,82
Bauer, Elena 58 ,78
Beck , Geoffrey 46, 48 ,64,65 ,68,94,95,128,129 ,135
Bee ley, Joel 43,70 , 74,76, 77
Belmont, Erika 15 ,31,40,47 ,49 ,66 ,71 ,86
Bera, Tuli 13 ,20,23,29 ,47,86
Bergandine , David 62,74 ,76
Berl , Ethan 11 ,16,52,53 ,56,57 ,58,59,62,77 ,94 ,95 ,128,133 ,135
Berman, Micah 17 ,62,70 ,71 ,94,96 ,128,129,133 ,135 ,137
Be t, Sian 11 , 20,40 ,49, 69,86
Bild , Gene 74 ,76
Billingsley, Claire 59,64 ,82
Black, Adriana 4 ,13 ,15 , 41 ,49 ,94 ,96 ,133 ,135
Black Austin 59 ,82
Blue, Jamie 9,26 ,27 ,69 ,70 ,78 ,81
Blue, Jeff 47
Boca, Ioana 74,76
Booth , Kathleen 74 ,76
Borup, Daniel 47 ,57,58 ,59 ,90
Bowen-Pinto , Tabar 11 ,16,26,27 ,78
Boyce, Lisa 58,59,69 ,86
Bozada, TJ 10 ,32,48 ,68, 69 ,94,97 ,128,135
Bribriesco , Miles 30,47,59,86
Brown , Caroline 11 ,66 ,68 ,90 ,138
Brown , Leah 59 ,66 ,69 ,78
Bucher, Holden 15 , 32,48,67,90
Bull , Seth 47 ,82
Bullock, Charlie 7,27,69 ,78
Butler, Chris 68 , 74,76
Buzard , Katie 11 ,23 ,58,59,69 ,86

Camara, Djibril 8
Cangellaris , Anna 8,11 ,15,19 ,57 ,58,59,65,71 ,94,97 ,128 ,129,132,1
35
Cangellaris , Costas 8, 30,47 , 86
Carrubba, Jim 74,76, 77

Castor, Lisa 74,76
Chajed, Avanti 58 ,66 ,71 ,90 ,138
Chajed, Tej 38,48,59,64,68,86
Chambers , I aac 48 ,70 , 71 ,90
Chapa , Juan 16,27,58 ,78
Chen , Eric 19,67 ,69 ,82
Cheng, Daniel 38,48,49,58,64,65,66,68,86
Choi , Hye Ji 58,59 ,66 , 78 79 ,81
Chu , Emily 19 ,64,66 ,67 ,71 ,94,98 ,128 ,135 ,137
Chung, Joshua 13 ,94,98 ,128 ,129,133 ,135
Cooke, Jenny 31 47,67 ,70 ,82
Cooke, Kahlilah 14,2 1,41 ,49 ,69 ,82
Cooley, Karen 74
Coverdill, Emma 47,64,82
Curtis , Pam 74

D'Angelo , John 58 ,67 , 82
Dampier, Paul 58,67 ,69,71 ,94 ,99 ,128,133 ,135
Daniels , Benjamin 90 ,138
Davidson , Charlotte 74,76
Davis , Celinda 67 ,69 ,82
Deni ova, Tanya 14,59 ,78

Thanks Uni!
For teachin8 011r children
abo11 t the past ...

Dewhurst, Sarah 74 ,76
Diazmunoz, Eduardo 23,48 ,86
Diehl , Robert 58 ,63 ,65 ,66 ,90
Dietz Erick 10,59 64 68 ,82
Ding, Amy 47 ,59 ,66 ,71 ,86
Dolan , Amalia 59 ,78
Do sin , Clement 58 ,62,68 ,90
Doyle, Jared 11,58 ,59 ,66 ,68 ,87
Dripp , Laura 47 ,66 ,71 ,87
Druker, Jacob 58 ,59 ,65 ,90
Druker, Ro a 59 ,69 ,78 ,79

1st 'Bike

Earl , Dax 10,27 ,58 ,78
Easley, Joe 27 ,78
Engles, Alexx 65 ,68 ,87
Epperson , Dr. Steve 74 , 76
Erickson , Will 7,58 ,65 ,78 ,81
E benshade , Shara 15 ,65 ,66 ,68 ,70 ,94,99 ,128 ,135
Evans, Lisa 74 ,76

Fernandez, Will 10,47 ,82
Feser, Jack 39,48,59 ,66 ,82
Finch , Jenna 75 ,76
Floess, Katherine 58 ,59 ,64 65 67 ,83
Fountain , Monica 75
Freeland, Chelsea 10,35,48 ,68 ,94 ,100,128 ,129,135
Fritzsche, Eric 28,47 ,59 ,68 ,87

1stt%1fuationJ
(aruf many fiayyy more!)
Gao , Chumin 47 ,59 ,87
Gao , Maria 49,58 ,59 ,66 ,69 ,71 ,87
Gao , Michelle 52,53 ,57 ,59 ,66 ,71 ,94 ,100,128 129 ,133
Garvey, John 75 ,76 ,77
Garvey, Madeleine 64,94,101 ,128 ,129,133,135 ,137
Gautam, Ai hwarya 20,59 69 ,79
Ge , Danny 48 ,49 ,59 ,65 ,87
Gersten , Maia 8,58,65 ,79 ,81 ,140
Giridaran , Vaishnavi 11 ,17 ,21 ,66 ,90
Gogula, Sheela 47 ,59 ,69 ,83
Goldbart, Ollie 59 64 ,65 ,66 ,68 ,69 ,70 ,83
Goldberg, Zack 15,58,59 64 ,68 ,87
Gooler, Anna 23,52,66 ,68 ,69 ,87
Gratton, Cri tina 17 ,47 ,64 ,67 ,83
Grill , Sheri 11,15 ,19,35,48 ,58 59 ,68 ,90
Gruebele , Alex 58,59 ,64 ,67 ,69 ,83
Gu , Elaine 37 ,48 ,66 ,90
Gu , Youyang 49 ,64 ,67 ,68 ,69 83

Hagerty, Vivian 7 ,58 ,79 ,81
Haken, Carl 69 ,79
Hamer, Nile 5 ,14,30 ,4 7,48,49 ,87
Han , Andrew 17 ,79

L (JVe, 1Jac{, 'Mom, Sarafi,
'Bryan, jamie &' 'Ryan
Han Jie 10,63 ,64,67 ,68 ,69 ,71 ,94,101,128 ,135
Han , Karen 58 ,59 ,65 ,90
Harden , Christina 70 ,79 ,81 ,140
Harmon, Rachel 9 ,15 ,29 ,47 ,70 ,71 ,87
Harris , FJ1ance 8,66 ,75 ,76 ,77
Hartman , Julian 32,48,52,58 ,62,64,65 ,67 ,71 ,94,102,128,133 ,135 ,137
Hau er, Hadley 69 ,71 ,87
Hayes , Erin 15 ,68 ,71 ,94,102 ,128 ,132,135
He, Jason 17 ,27 ,49 ,58 ,65,79,91
Heffley, Sarah 27 ,58 ,78 ,79
Hjelmstad , Davjd 30,47 ,48 ,59 ,83
Ho tetter, Isaure 11 ,36 ,48 ,69 ,87
Hostetter, Loic 47 ,67 ,68 ,87
How, Eunice 13 ,15,41,49,65 ,66 ,68 69 ,70 ,94 ,103 ,128 ,133 ,135
H ieh , Edward 18 ,27 ,79
Huddson, Ashley 47,67 ,83
Hurley, Rachel 11 ,13 ,19,57 ,58,59 ,69 ,94,103,133 ,135
Hutchens , Carter 19,48 ,67 ,91
Hwu Amanda 58 ,59,64,83
Hyman , Eli 47 ,83
Hyman , Rachel 47 ,66 ,91

Imlay, Sam 33,48 ,94,104,128 ,129,132,135
Ito , Hiroko 75 ,76
Iyer, Marika 12,49 ,65 ,68,104,128 ,129,133 ,135

Jaber, Hanan 27 ,59 ,79
Jain , Sanjiv 8
Jin, Angela 19,44,49 ,58 ,59 ,64,66 ,71 ,94,105,128 ,135
Johlas , Hannah 7 ,57 ,58,59 ,65 ,67 ,79
Johnson , Claire 9,48 ,58 ,59 ,65 ,94,105 128 ,129,135 ,137
Joseph , Adam 17 ,64,67 ,68 ,70 ,83
Joy, Isaac 58 ,64,83

MR. STONE

Although first known simply as, "Ethan's dad,"
the class of 2008 all got to meet him during our
freshman year of Biology. In the classroom, we
learned many things from the a-little-too-personal
lives of cane toads to only the most famous song
ever called, "Centriole to Centromere." After that
year, many of us were then excited to continue
onto Field Biology and Genetics. Frolicking in the
woods with the Pokemon song on our ipods during trips to Parkland and Lake of the Woods were
definitely memorable experiences. But of course,
the best was yet to come - Mr. Stone's cooking.
Weekend pinning parties were almost always accompanied with cakes, pizza, or other delicious
items. All in all, our Uni experience would not
have been the same without our biology teacher.
Words could not describe the fun he put into our
learning. However, as we spend our last days at
Uni High, if we did have to leave some behind, we're sorry things didn't work out between you
and Polly Meras. Thanks, Mr. Stone!

Mr. DAVE STONE
KaJbarczyk , Karolina 11 ,66 ,70 ,91
Karmazin , Luke 59 ,66 ,69 ,79 ,81
Kelter, Aaron 21 ,63 ,64 ,66 ,68 ,71 ,94 ,106,128 ,135
Kemball , Jeremy 28 ,47,65 ,91
Kempe , Rachael 47 ,83
Kesan , Jay 47,67 ,83
Kessler, Alan 49 ,91
Khanna , Shivani 36,48,69,71 ,94 ,106,128 ,129,135 ,137
Knox , Noel 19,28 ,47 ,68 ,91
Ko , Ryan 47 ,83
Kohl , Kathleen 7 ,58 ,65 ,79
Konigsberg , lain 79 , 142
Koritz , Laura 76
Karol-Gold , Zach 58 ,59 ,67 ,68 ,69 ,84
Kovacs, Sue 10 ,70 ,75 ,76 ,77
Kudeki , Deren 52 ,65 ,91
Kumaran , Amrutha 47,67 ,68 ,69 ,84

Ladd , Deborah 13 ,15,23,40 ,47 ,49 ,69 ,71 ,91
Lake-Rayburn , Hannah 52 ,66 ,69 ,94 107 ,135
Lake-Rayburn , Sarah 53 ,58 ,59,65 ,66 ,69 ,91
LaPointe , Andrew 67 ,68 ,69 ,71 ,87

LaPointe , Katie 40 ,49 ,71 ,94,107 ,135
Laughlin , Rosemary 76
Lawless, Thomas 27 ,79
Lee, Ben 20 ,47,58 ,88
Leigh , Joe 11 ,64 ,94 ,108,128 ,135
LeNoir, DeAndre 7,27 ,58 ,65 ,66 ,79 ,80
Leskosky, Hannah 20 ,47 ,52 ,65 ,68 ,91
Levin, Madeline 47 ,68 ,91
Li , Kevin 58,59 ,64 ,69 ,84
Liang , Alan 17 ,23 ,46 ,47,49 ,65 ,70 ,91
Lilly, Dan 15 ,32,43,48,49,59 ,88
Lilly, Marie 10 ,27 ,9,59 ,69 ,70 ,79 ,80 ,81
Lin , Brandon 7 ,27 ,80
Lin , Heather 31,47 ,59 ,69 ,84
Linder, Suzanne 75 ,76
Lindsey, Ellen 75 ,76
Liu , Claire 59,67 ,70 ,84
Liu , Diana 4 ,20,49 ,58 ,63 ,69 ,71 ,88
Lao , Grant 48 ,57 ,58 ,59,62 ,65 ,94,108 ,128 ,135
Lopez , Lynda 75 ,76
Lovdahl , Andrew 65 ,91
Luo, Allan 91 ,143
Luo, Cheng 92 , 142
Ly, Linda 69,70 ,71 ,88

Ma , Ranny 13 ,94 ,109,128 ,135
Macbe ky, Anne 23 ,35 ,48,65 ,66 ,68 ,92
Madhubalan , Sidanth 27,58 ,80
Majerus , Elizabeth 75 ,76
Malkovich, Leah 27 ,69 ,80 ,81
Man , Grace 47 ,66 ,69 ,71 ,88
Maruate -Selvin , Jasper 10,47 ,59 ,68 ,88
Marcum, Sierra 47 ,65 ,92
Marti nez, Antonio 80 ,143
Mathy, Chris 28,47 ,58 ,59 ,67 ,69 ,84
Maturi , Revathi 49 ,64 ,69 ,70 ,84
McFarland , Franklin 13,43 ,48,49 ,7194,109,128 ,133 ,135
Mcinerney, Ian 64 ,67 ,69 ,70 ,84
McNamara , Daniel 59 ,68 ,94,110 ,128 ,129 ,132,135
Mehnert, Michelle 11 ,36,37 48 ,65 ,71 ,77 ,94,110,132,135
Mestre, Mari tza 20,40 ,47,49,68 ,69 ,70 ,71 ,88

Metcalf, Katy 47 ,59 ,84
Meyer, Michael 39 ,48 ,64 ,67 ,68 ,84
Micele, Lisa 75 ,76
Miller, Allen 67 ,69 84
Miller, Paul 59 ,65 ,69 ,92
Minami , Ryosuke 20 ,27 ,59,80 ,81
Mitchell , Matthew 75 ,76
Morales-Doyle, Brendan 27 ,80
Morford , Ms . Janet 64,75 ,76
Morris, Patricia 75 ,76
Morse , Steven 7 ,27 ,80
Mouschovias , Margarita 69 ,84
Mover, Kelly 47 ,88
Muchnik , Sydney 27 ,78 ,80
Murphy, Rebecca 44,75 ,76
Murphy, Rick 27 ,74 ,75 ,76 ,77
Mustain , Patrick 13
Mynatt , Doug 19,36 ,39 ,75 ,76 ,77

LEISURE
W H. DAVIES

Nakamura , Natsuki 11 ,40,49 ,66,69 ,70 ,92
Nelson , Arif 11,58 ,67 ,92
Newman , Charlie 57 ,58,59 ,64 ,67 ,68 ,84
Nguyen , Chris 17 ,27,59 ,80
Nguyen , Samantha 13 ,36 ,48 ,49 ,69 70 ,94,111,128 ,135 ,137
Nixon , Chris 16,48 ,58 ,68 ,69 ,71 ,94 ,111 ,128 ,135
Nookala , Nish 11 ,28,47 ,65 ,92

What is this life, if full of care,
We have no time to stand and stare,
No time to stand beneath the boughs
And stare as long as sheep or cows.
No time to see, when woods we pass,
Where squirrels hide their nuts in grass.
No time to see, in broad daylight,
Streams full of stars, like skies at night.
No time to turn at Beauty's glance,
And watch her feet, how they can dance.
No time to wait till her mouth can
Enrich that smile her eyes began.
A poor life this, if full of care,
We have no time to stand and stare

To Ruth and the class of 2008:
I hope you take some time
to stand and stare in the years to come.

Olshansky, Jacob 39 ,48 ,52,9,64,67 ,71,94 ,112,128,129 ,133,135
Ortiz , Gwyn 75 ,76
Otsuka, Takayuki 47 ,64 ,88
Overmier, Stephanie 68 ,69 ,88

Wliere tfitf tlie time go?
Prom fi1lflerpaintin{J atuf(}3amey to . ...

..... a cy"oung 9rtanl

With love from Mom, Dad and Robby

Palekar Rohit 58,79,80
Pamidighantam , Arnav 47 ,59 ,66,68 ,88
Park, Andrea 66 ,69 ,71 ,94,112,128
Pearlstein, Daniel 59 ,88
Pearson , Carl 47 ,58,59 ,65 ,69 ,92
Pearson, Lilli 58 ,67 ,84
Pearson, Neil 15,47,48,49 ,88
Pena-Alcantara, Ararnael 20,27 ,58 ,80
Peregrine, Beth 9,58,59,64,66,69 ,94,113,128,133,135
Peterson , Nora 16,88
Pfander, Sarah 34 ,45 ,48,49 ,71 ,94 ,113 ,128 ,133,135 ,137
Phillips , Andi 75 ,76
Piester, Lauren 53 ,65 ,66 ,71 ,92
Pillow, Kimberle 8 ,20 ,23 ,94 ,114,128 ,133,135
Pittenger, Larissa 65 ,66 ,94,114 ,135
Pittenger, Tianna 66 ,68,69 ,88
Porecca, David 75 ,76
Price , Dillon 64 ,69,84
Prochaska, Russell 13 ,48 ,92
Procha ka , Stephen 32,48,67,92

Qi , Terry 47 ,88
Qiu, Kathy 27 ,59 ,80

We Love you Chumar and we are VERY proud of
you! -Mom, Otis, Grammie, Papa, and Uncle Dino.

Radnitzer, Abigail 27,80
Radnitzer, Isaac 20,43,48 ,49,66,68 ,94,115 ,128 ,132,135
Rantanen , Allisa 13,40,49,58 ,59,64 ,66 ,71 ,94,115,128 ,133 ,135
Rasmussen, Soren 80 ,138
Rayburn , Mr. Steve 71 ,74
Rayburn , Steve 75 ,76
Renner, Mike 13,42,43,49,71 ,94 ,116,128,133,135
Ridenour, Ms. Barbara 66 ,75,76
Rizwan, Ammar 23 ,43,49 ,63,68,71 ,94,116,128,129,135
Robin on , Sol 64,84
Robison , Vivian 58 ,69 ,88

Roloff, Jennifer 11,48,57 ,58,59,66,94,117 ,128,135
Rong, Annie 59,69,70,80
Ro , Miles 57 ,62,67,84
Ruan, Gordon 28,47,49,65,71,92
Rubakhina , Anna 14,80
Rundus, Austin 4,38,42,48,49,58,94,117 ,128,133,135,136
Russell, Craig 75,76
Russell , Elizabeth 4 ,11,37 ,48 ,58 ,59,63 ,66 ,69 ,88
Ryan, Katie 15,40,49,65 ,94,118 ,132,135

Salehi, Katayun 58,84
Salehi, Kumars 65 ,71,94,118,128,133,135
Sapkarov, Natalie 76
Sayegh, Hoda 7 ,58,78,80,81
Sayegh , Kareem 14,16,48 ,65,67 ,92
Schatz, Serena 21 ,67 ,84
Scheid, Brittany 19,36,37,48 ,58 ,69 ,88
Schein, Zoe 4,10,19,65 ,70,71 ,94,119,128,133,135,137
Schiller, Ethan 15 ,23 ,68 ,88
Schloer, Conrad 27,59,80,81,140
Seeley, Jake 32,33,48,64,67 ,69,71 ,94,119,128,129,135
Senior, Stef 31 ,47,58,64,84
Shah , Marina 80, 139
Shang, Ziran 38,48 ,58,59 ,67 ,84
Shapley, Johnny 15,16 ,27 ,62,80,81
Shapley, Joy 15 ,31 ,36,45,47 ,48 ,49 ,65 ,68 ,92
Shenk, Sophie 59 ,88
Shriver, Runelle 75,76
Skoza, Rachel 35,44,45,48 ,49 ,71 ,92

Skoza , Warren 14,47 ,84
Slauch , Ian 47 ,58,59 ,62,68 ,84
Sligar, Lor 13 ,15,49,53 ,65,66,68 ,92
Smith , Je ica 48
Smith, Gabe 88,143
Smith , Greg 74,75,76
Smith , James 13,63,66,69,92
Smith,Joey 15,27,59,80,81
Smith , Lily 58 ,59,68 ,69 ,84
Smith, Nathan 47 ,48 ,88
Smith , Sam 75,76
Snyder, Jack 47 ,48,88
Sobh, Nahil 75 ,76
Song, Jo eph 7 ;26,27 ,59,80
Song, Linda 57,58,59 ,64 ,66,94 ,120,128 ,133,135 ,137
Sproat, Li a 58 ,59,64,67 ,84
Stark, Je sica 11,15 ,65,94,120 ,128 ,135 ,137
Stewart, Cheyenne 65 ,88
Stewart, Je sica 29,47 ,68 ,92
Stone, David 74 ,75 ,76 ,77
Stone, Ethan 11 ,57,58,59 ,63 ,94,121 ,128 ,135,137
Sullivan, Je i 49 ,92
Suslick, Adele 75,76
Suslick, Ben 48 ,88
Sutter, Sarah 27,58,80,81
Sutton , Bill 11 ,19,75,76

Tang , Nancy 47 ,58,64,66 ,67 ,84
Tapping, Ashley 59 ,69,80
Taylor, Malcolm 4,13 ,15 ,23 ,38,43,48,49,77 ,92
Tiouririne, Adam 19,47,49,71 ,92
Tyson , Rachel 75,76

Uzoaru, Chuk 133

Vaidya, Bhaskar 19,48 ,64,94,121 ,128
Vaidya, Shruti 26,27 59 ,80
Vaughn, Mr. Billy 68 ,70,75 ,76
Vazquez, Isabel 88
Voitik, Laura 23,92

Walker, Max 59,66,80
Walker Sally 75,76
Walsh, Buck 48,52,58,64,84
Wan, Charlie 58 ,92
Wang , Brian 46,47,49 ,65,92
Wang, Horace 48 ,68,71 ,88
Wang, Richard 11,30,47 ,92

To our sweet, lovely daughter Xue Er:
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Warner, Lizzy 4 ,19 ,23 ,31 ,47 ,49 ,69 ,71 ,92
Washington , Simeon 7 ,59 ,80 ,81
Weatherhead , Andrew 39 ,48,59 ,68 ,88
Weilmuenster, Paul 75 ,76
Weingartner, Fiona 67 ,69,84
Wei bach , Richard 28 ,47,49,57 ,58 ,68 ,71 ,92
Weiser, Jamie 19 ,35,48 ,66 ,68 ,94,122 ,128 ,135
Welch , Ruth 19 ,45,48 ,49 ,66,69 ,94,122,128 ,133 ,135 ,137
Williams , Chumar 11 ,42,49 ,71 ,94,123 ,128 ,129 ,133 ,135
Wilson , Daniel 49,58,59 ,65 ,66 ,68 ,69 ,88
Wiltzius, Amy 67 ,94,123,128 ,132,135
Winter-Nelson , Ezra 7,17 ,27 ,80
Wong , Michelle 5,13 ,29 ,44,47,48,49,66 ,88
Woodley, Karen 34,44,48 ,49 ,94,124,128 ,129 ,135 ,137
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LOVE OOM, DAD, BRITNEY, AND CLAY
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Yang , Joey 59 ,65 ,67 ,68 ,84
Yannelis , Eleni 58,64,84
Yockey, Sarah 27 ,9,58 ,66,80
Yoder, Chris 63 ,68 ,71 ,88
Yoo , Aran 19 ,44,49 ,65,67 ,70 ,94 ,124,128 ,129 ,133 ,135,137
Yoo , Suran 8,10,15 ,20 ,66,70 ,71 ,94,125 ,128,132,135
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NO EXCHANGES
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NO REFUNDS

Zamora , Elenita 47 ,59 ,67 ,84
Zamora-Mills , Teddy 57 , 58,59 ,62 ,65 ,66 ,68,92
Zhai, Alex 33 ,48 ,71,94,125 ,128 ,133,135
Zhang , Lucy 57,59 ,94,126,128,129,135
Zhivov, Mike 15 ,84
Zielinski , Carl 38,48 ,67 ,71 ,94,126,128,135
Zukoski , Nick 47 ,88
Zusman , Krisanna 75 ,76
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Chris Nixon
:!007 Yearbook Edttor

rrtianl?.§ for Cetting me
ta~ your picture.
It lias 6een a pCeasure!

'The grand essentials of happiness are: something to do, something to love, and something
to hope for." -Alexander K. Chalmers

Thanks for all the memories!
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